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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Sore Lips
Sore Lungs

Sore Throat
And any soreness anywhere, promptly reand cured by this
lieved, soothed, healed
earth
catarrh,

on

monia, rheumatism, sciatica, teething,
ache. tonsilitis, vertigo, vomiting, and every
everywhere. It is the great cure for
bites, burns, bruises, cuts, chaps, cracks,
and deafness,
corns, chilblains, contusions
freckles, pimples, ringworm, stings, scalds,
strains, sprains, stiffness, swellings. No medicine today possesses the confidence of the

pain'

THIS.

extent. It is now the
people to so great
reliable Family Remedy in every household.
an

Jnh[lS0n’S~“
AnodvniLINIMENT

It is about Ladies’ Kid

Gloves at 75 cts.—the same
as are $1.50 or $1.75 any

It is astonishing how many different ailments
and diseases it will cure. It was invented by
hearted Family Physian old fashioned, noble
cian, for the good of his fellow men. For over
80 years the demand for it has steadily increased. It has stood on its own intrinsic
merit, and entirely satisfied generation after
generation. It is used and recommended by
nhvsicians everywhere. It is the best, the
eldest, the original. It is unlike any other.
It is superior to any other. It is not merely a
Liniment, it is natures remedy from infancy
to old age. For Internal as much as External
Be not afraid to trust what time has enuse.
dorsed. It is used and endorsed by all athletes.
Every Mother should have it in the house,
dropped on sugar suffering children love it.

other time.
We say “the same”—-that’s just
we mean.
When we say it you

what

upon it.

depend

220 pair Trefousse Gloves—suedes
■—plain and embroidered backs—all

good

shades of Tan, Brown and

Grey

—all

good

plenty of
7—exactly

each

sizes and
1-2

size from 5
bdlllC

4UdUUC2>

to

cUb

taiiu

Vl

UUl

the

laffy

in this city was lying
A young married
at the point of death with diphtheria. The
mother gave a teaspoonful
Anodyne
Liniment clear to her child; in an instant the
passage to the lungs was enlarged, she could
she was well.
breathe easier, in a few
The husband said this Liniment had saved
Boston.
his wife’s life.—Zion's Herald,

1 .1

4/

best Trefousse Gloves.
You

can

window

Johnson’s

these

see

gloves

in

our

will not be sold till

They
They
They

Wednesday,
sold till Wednesday.
sold till Wednesday.

will not be
will not be

The Doctor’s signature and directions on every bottle,
Ill’st’d Pamphlet free. Sold every where. Price, 85 cte.
8ix bottles, $2.00. L 8. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
■

■

75 cfs.

Portland, Nov, 12tli, 1895*

quality, first class
cheap is because we
gloves
closed out the importer’s fall
so

stock at several dollars less per
dozen than we have to pay

WHY WE WILL
quality, first class

gloves so cheap is not from any
philanthropic motive but simply

dining

froom

hall.

Table

for the

get you to

wv*‘

w-C>'“

--'

morning,

Wednesday

in

eight

half-past

coming to

house with them.
A stroke of wise

store—women’s
Other good bargains there in Muslin
Underwear, Aprons, Hosstore.

On

ITMUJNJUII

II

—II ■—B——

Tuesday

er

five

About

Morning.

hundred

yards

at

2

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

DYE HOUSE,

Carpet Beating

MACHINES,

/*"v>

at

heavier

ones

rich knotted
old

A lot of

$1.

with

deep

fringe,

colors

SUPREME

square, beautiful
terns

at

ones

in

new

$1.49.
soft

tgSQSgfSL?
II7-II9IVIIB0LE

A

6«CiO RaperBoxGo.
NEW MANCHESTER

HOUSE,

With Windsor Hotel Annex,
MANCHESTER, N. II.,
Makes it tlie largest and best equipped bote
north of Boston.
A. M. WINCHESTER. Proprietor.
J. WESI.EY BENNER, Manager.
TuXbtIW&iD
teb#l

Says it Was Only Legal Matters—That
Might Mean

ten

up to

the

large
dining

and

twelve

at any

fifty

November

Washington,

price

at

all

stock of down

puffs?
Splendid

line at

ruffled

$6.25 made of

at

$5,

or

rumors

move-

mitted to the Senate when it moots next
vacant
for the
position of
month,
assistant justice of the Supreme court of
tho United States.
disclaimed
Senator Hill subsequently
having discussed anything but “some
legal business” with tho Secretary of War
and the Attornoy General.
MORE LAND AVAILABLE.
The President

Declares

Open for Settle-

ment Land of the Nez

Perces.

Washington, November 11.—A proclamation declaring open to the settlement
at noon, on November 18th, all unallotted
and unreserved lands acquired from the
Nez Perce Indians, under tho terms and
conditions contained in the agreement
by
with these Indians has been issued
President Cleveland.
The amount of land opened to settlement is about 546,000 aores, situated in
the Nez Perces reservation in Idaho. Any
religious society or other organization
occupying any of those lands under
proper authority for religious or educational work among tho Indians, is given
two years at tbo rate of three
dollars per acre.
Perce
It is stipulated that the Nez
Indians shali be subjected for twenty-five
of
the
United
laws
States,
years to the
prohibiting the introduction of intoxiIndian country,
and
cants into the
allottees shall, for a like period be
prointoxicants
to
the
hibited from selling
Indians.

pied within

A

YOUNG DESPERADO.

Sentenced to Two Years For Horse Stealing—The Prisoner Is
ber of the Dalton

a

Girl

and

a

Mem-

Gang.

Boston, November 11.—Jennie Metcalf,
15 years old, was this morning committed to imprisonment at the Massachusetts
reformatory for women at Sherburne, as
a United States prisoner from Oklahoma.
She is noted out West as a hold and dardesperado and a member of the famous

vict the prisouor. She is educated and
has evinced a desire to load a better life.
she is sent to Sherburne, whore
Hence
efforts wilt bo made to teach her woman-

ly duties.

Have
YOU

Tried

the great

SKIN CURE?
Its cures of
ating humors

torturing, disfiguring, humiliare

tho most

wonderful

ever

recorded.

Sold throughout the world. British depot: Nnwi, King Edwarci-st., London. Potter Drug
& Chbm. Corp., Sole Props., Boston, U. S. A.

BERY,

PRESCRIPTION
is the first, the most important work of a pharmacy.

All else is second-

hut the host
have careful

give this
our

store

the most careful and exact
We use none
attention.

materials;

we

Clerks.

If
you desire it, we return tho
original prescription to you,

and

are

always glad to de-

liver your parcel.

puff made.
& CO.

were

pro tom of the Senate.
Thomas M. Freedly addressed the committee, dwelling on the need of a rigid

Philadelphia,

BIDDEFORD

Now

Dr. Warren Sues

RECORD.

Doth

the

Record

Read for 85000 Damages—
Parties Are Prominent in Biddeford—The Papers Have Been Served—
and

Lawyer

Both

It

Was All About the Insurance

on

the

FURTHER PARTICULARS.
tlie

How

Steamer

Niagara Crashed Into

the Win. Hale.

Nassau, N. P., November 11 —The colbetween the steamer Niagara and
bark William Hale occurred in latitude
18 N., longitude 74.19.
The Niagara was steaming slowly and
blowing her fog whistle constantly. The
lookouts saw or hoard nothing, until they
wore close upon the bark. Captain Crocklision

and the second mate of the Niagara
went on the bridge. The helm was put
bard a port and the engines reversed, but
hnn
Into
Tlio Niagara struck the bark
imidships and cut deep into her. The
in four minutes, how first.
bark sank
jr

Four

of the crew

climbed

Niagara, while tho vessels

on

were

board the

together

The five men below were drownod.
The bark carried a cargo of old iron,
which caused her to sink before the men
.Seven of tho bark’s
on deck.
sould get
crew were saved.
Captain Coombs sank
with the vessel, hut rose to the surfaoe
and was picked up. He and the two others saved, were picked up by the Niagara’s
boats. The latter was not injured. The
survivors of the William Hale will go
north tomorrow by the steamer Santiago.
“THE IRON HALL.”
The

Report of the Receiver is Made Public.

Indianapolis, Ind., November 11.—The
annual report of Receiver Faile of the

VICTULLER TODD SUSTAINED.

$20,000 Worth

of

havo recovered property
valued at over
$20,000, alleged to have neon stolen by
William Barrett,
who is in the State
prison, serving a term for the murder of
Constable
of
Weston.
Harrington
arrest

brought

about by
an attempt to sell a collection of
postage
stamps, valued at 17,000, to a dealer, who
identified
the stamps
as those stolen
from Banker Kidder, of Kidder, Peabody
& Co. Chaffee said that the stamps and
was

other property were given him by
Barrett in
roturn for money advanced,
and services rendered, when Barrett was
some

trial for

murder. He said he knew
City Building.
Barrett under his aliasos of Bassett and
they were warm friends, ho not knowing
Especial to the press.]
that Barrett was a criminal until after
11.—The
Evening
November
Biddeford,
his arrest for the murder. At Chaffee’s
Reoord, Biddefordnew daily, has a $5000 rooms were found three large trunks and
contained thousands
two boxos, which
were
libel suit on its hands.
The papers
of dollars’ worth of the finest
sealskins,
served this evening on the proprietors,
silverware, oriental ornamonts, brio-aand tomorrow another similar suit, grow- Drac, eic.
The police do not credit Chaffee’s story
ing out of the same inattei, will be comthey made no charge that he
menced against
Lawyor Charles T. although
was directly implicated in the burglaries.
Bead.
that he had known Barclaimed
Chaffee
came rett a long time and always believed him
Mr. Bead is a young man who
into local prominence a few years ago, by to bo a horse trader.
his eleotion as oity solicitor, during the
WILL SHE COME OFF?
He is
administration of Mayor Staples.
the

same

man

who,

in

the

on

warm

Nothing Was Accomplished Toward Float,
lag the Puritan Yesterday.
t New Loudon, Conn., November 11.—
Whether or not the steamer Puritan can
be got off the rooks at Great Gull today
is doubtful, even under the most favorable conditions that can prevail.
The boat is so far upon the rocks that
more than ordinary high tide is needed to

served several terms, as mayor of Biddoford, and at the present time is a member
Mariners say it
assist in floating her.
of the committee appointed by the city
has
will not oome today as the wind
construction
the
to
council,
superintend
shifted from the northwest to the northof Biddeford’s building.
east.
was
In Saturday’s Reoord
published
Wrecker Scott and a lighter returned to
this communication, over the signature
the Puritan this morning to prosecute the
of Lawyer Read.
work of preparing the vessel for the at“This afternoon Dr. F. G. Warron told
this
to float her at high water
tempt
me that the reason why the insurance on
A poworful wrecking
afternoon.
tug
the old olty building was dropped, was from New York it aPo at the scene.
The opinion is gaining ground that the
beause E. H. Gove, who had been inthan
the Puritan is worse
structed to renew the
insurance, had condition of
when she went on.
neglected his duty. The information the
the
Her bow cannot bo lifted from
usual rocks as it is impossible to get at
his
was in
that
doctor gave me,
of the boat. There are eighteen feet
pyrotechuio style, and in the presence of part
at her stern, so that if the bow
therefore of water
a number of good citizens, aud
cuuiu uu laxstiu xu nuuiu
I felt the matter ought to bo investigated.
As the situation
in
floating the vessel.
I
have investigated the statement, and
work is more difficult than
aptake is, the
in view of what I have heard,
peared at first.
pleasure in denouncing tho doctor, or any
Gardner
was
again at
Superintendent
same, as a
one else who may state the
tho wreck today and will remain during
liar.”
the progress of the work.
It was on account of the publication of
The fact is recalled that in reoen t years
this communication tnat the suit against
have
all accidents to the big steamers
the Record’s proprietors was brought.
The Massaon Saturday night.
occurred
for
counsel
F.
Haley,
Lawyer George
chusetts, City of Worcester and the
a
Dr. Warren, was tonight at work on
Puritan went ashore Saturday night.
lengthy writ which will be served on
S till Stuck Fast.
Lawyer Read.
conversation
in
tonight with the
PRESS correspondent Dr. W'arren said
New Lon don, Conn., November 11. —The
he (innlv believed the statement he mane Puritan remains
firmly fixed on the
to Lawyer Read, regarding the insurance rocky bottom,
today’s efforts to free
has
later
the
most determined yet
and
that
been
have
investigation
her
matter,
Ho added that ho made, but she resisted all the strain the
confirmed that belief.
an
unsuch
did not intend to stand
jjoworful tugs could get upon her.
provoked insult as had been published,
and that both stiits would be pushed to
THEY HISSED HIS GRACE.
the fullest extent.
of
Dr. Warren is an extensive owner
the Record Brokers on the New York Stock Exchange
Biddeford real estate, and
office is located in one of his buildings.

by Aldermen.

So Testifies Christian W. Shacffer In
New York

THE

IN

A
UttUglU)

Big Year for Game,

jYUYOUJUDl

11.-HOYVI

Opposite for the Briton.
UVIU1W

York, Novombor 11.—Up to noon
in the history of Maine has so much big
no request had been recoived at the
today
killed as during the present
gamo been
club from Mr. C. Oliver
The opening of the Bangor &
Aroostook railroad was a boon to the
hunters and has enabled them to reach
the very best hunting regions, which were
before praotically inaccessible on account
of tbeir distance from any settlement,
blow, a few hours ride brings the hunter
season.

New

New York Yaoht
Iselin, asking that the charges brought
against him uy Lord Dunraven be in-

vestigated.
It is

men,

“Well, that is the way to talk. There are
lumbermen.
times when it’s altogether wrong to inSo numerous is the game this year that
On occasions like
in polite talk.
a
never
often
day, passes dulge
Boston, November 11.—The American never a week,
this men should speak their minds, and
with
without one of the big locomotives strik- I am
board has learned by correspondence
glad to say that in my opinion, Mr.
that
represenatives in Constantinople, mising a doer or moose, and a run over the Iselin has taken the right course.”
and
Larkin
B.
wife,
Rev
Ralph
About 11.30 when ox-Commodore Smith
that
Turkey, entire line is scarcely ever made but
the Stock
sionaries to Mardini, Eastern
upon the floor of
appeared
the
and
sees
Hubbard
the
wife,
big gamo along
engineer
and Rev. Albert W.
ho was surrounded by a large
Lxchauge,
Western
Turkey,
to
Sivas,
The headlight is a number of
shook
missionaries
side of the traok.
prominent brokers, whohim
Constantinople, and are
for
remained in
curiosity to the game at night and many him by tho hand and commended
mto. They will not go to their respective
Dunraven.
Lord
to
his rebuke
see the
to
in
the
track
of
them
stand
disor.-./T
fnw
tho
timo
the
to
Bolds until some stop comes
UUOiuoaa
-r-,
reders in the country. The board has
light approach and are in that way
Suddenly one broker shouted, “What’s
a fire recently
that
information
ceived
struck.
the matter with Commodore Smith?”
new girls’ boarding
in its
discovered
A thousand voices vociferously replied:
Every train that comes into Bangor has
school in Marsovan was extinguished be“He’s all right.
crowded
or
less
The
its
car
more
done.
was
origin
baggage
foro much damage
Then the samo one yelled, “What’s the
in
Iselin?” and
of lucky sportsmen’s matter with C. O.
with the results
of the fire is unknown.
thundering tones the assembled throng
trips.
Retired.
Officer
Maine Army
was all right too.
October there has shouted that he
To the middle of
What s
the
Some one then cried:
11.—Lieut.
November
been brought into
Bangor by train -ti l matter with Duniaven?”
Washington,
de"
Col. J. H. Gilman of the subsistence
There whs a mighty storm of hisses|for
deer, 14 moose, and 20 “caribou and a
_i.-.’fcriaw nlfirwl on tho retired
clearly showed the cona reply, which
large number were brought in by team.
York
tempt of the members of the New
list of tho army, having rcaohed .the age
Dunfor the Earl of
Exoliango
Stock
THE WEATHER
of 64.
raven.
u.
u
from which
was born in Maine,
Ho
Will Probably ‘‘Fire” Dnnraven.
entered the military academy
State ho
i1 air.
rendered valuable service
New York, November 11.—Tonight the
He
in 1852
breveted
bulleduring the war and was twice battles of
Boston, November 11.—Local foreoast following notice was posted on the
in the
tor meritorious services
stationary tempera- tin of the New York Yacht Club house:
His for Tuesday:
Fair;
River.
Stone
and
Shiloh
Toun.,
to
“A special meeting of the club will ho
retirement promotes Major Cushman to ture; northwest wiutls.
11.—Forecast
at the club house November 18 at
November
held
lieutenant-colonel and Captain Sharp
Washington,
major.
for Tuesday for New England: Fair; con- 9 p. m. to consider the statement made
tinued oold! northerly winds; followed in by the Earl of Duniaven in reference to
BRIEFLY TOLD.
warmer, the late America’s cup races..”
Northwest New England by
Every member of the New York Yacht
westerly winds Tuesday evening.
insulted and there
Club feels grossly
ordered the San
has
Herbert
Weatlier
I.ocal
Iteport.
Secroatry
no doubt that Duuraven will be
seems
Francisco to Alexandretta.
local
O’Donnell
Portland, November 11,—The
Petor Maher whipped Steve
expelled.
minute and three weather bureau office records as to the
at Maput, h. I., in one
Bat Shea Re-S euteuced.
struok.
were
blows
few
Only a
weather are the following:
seconds.
occurred in Blackwell
S a. in.— Barometer, 30,259; thermomeTroy N Y., November 11.—Bat Shea,
All explosion
murdering Robert Ross at
humidity, 70;
colliery at Alfredon, England,near Derby ter, 33.0; dew point, 25;
the spring election of
men were killed.
wind, northwest; Velocity, 4; weather, the noils here at ease was
yesterday,by which Heen
Anally decided
of war cloudy.
and whose
1894
Mustapha Fihmy Pasha,minister
Pasha
by the court of appeals,
Op. m.—Barometer. 30.320: thermome- adversely to him
and marine, will succeed INubar
and reafternoon
this
hero
of the interior at ter, 33,5; dew point, 38;
humidity, 71; was brought
!\s premier und minister
weather, sentenced by Justice Edwards. The sen5;
velocity,
wind,
N;
Cairo.
be electrocuted at Clintence was that lie
perturbed clear.
The Sultan is very much
week commencing
maxi- ton prison during the
condition of affairs in Arabia,
Mean daily thermometer, 38.0;
over tho
23d.
December
therminimum
39.0;
in
his
mum
empire.
thermometer,
sena vulnerable point
When Shea stood up to receive the
velocity of
schools at Saco on the east side mometer, 31.9; maximum
The
and
tence he said: “X am innocent,
been closed on account of soarlet wind, 12, northwest; total precipitation,
have
manifested considerable emotion.
0.
fever.

H. H, HAY & SON,
_Middle Street._

c

_

convicted’of

Council Passes Business in ConcurrenceLot

Sold— Olbcr

Street

Huberts

on

Business.

The meeting of both branches of the
oity government last evening was slirnly
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE attended, and the interesting matters of

COMMISSIONERS OF ACCOUNTS.

business woie not many.

ALDERMEN

SUSTAIN

TO

VOTE

VICTUALLER TODD.
Quarter of the ReGame—This Was
K6110

Says Bryces Had

He

a

ceipts

of

When

the Batter Was

Had No

a

Captain—He

a

Testimony

Go-Between—The

Suggests the Famous Bexow Hearing.

Considerable interest was caused in the
Board of Aldermen by the case of Henry
G, Todd, who keeps a shop on thejeorner
of Park and Commercial street. Marshal
Trickey revoked his license because, after
Todd had continued

repeated warnings,

keep a noisy and disorderly place on
Now York, November 11.—Christian W. Sunday.
There were dice and cards used
Schaeffer testified before the commission- in the shop, and he suspected that intoxihe
that
ers of accounts this afternoon,
cating liquors were sold, but had never
had. some years ago, given
ex-Superin- been able to verify this suspicion. A
bendent of Police Thomas Byrnes (then disorderly crowd was found both inside
captain) a quarter of the receipts from a of and outside of the place on Sundays.
kono game he ran at No. 733 Broadway.
Hon. George M. Seiders appeared for
to

The witness swore his partner informed
him ho paid blaokmail money to ox-Fire
Commissioner Scannell, who at the time,
it was said by the witness, had just been
let out of prison and went around to the

gambling places collecting
4-Un

ntnw

M’htX

Inspector McLaughlin

tribute

Y1 (1 til O

was

from

flf OY-Pcl 1 (1(1

dragged

the witness, who swore that he had paid
him protection money.
Schaeffer did not testify readily, and at
one time he caused a smile by remarking:
Byrnes came as regularly aftor

“Why,

said
money as a landlord.” The witness
he first met Byrnes about 1873 or 1873.
Byrnes had just been made a captain of
the Fifteenth precinct. He said he passed
by one night, when I was on the stoop

and said: “You seem to be presumptuous.
You are keeping open here iu a way that
I don’t like, fl want to let you know
”
Then the witness
that I am king here
told Byrnes that he would see him in a
lay or two. Sohaeffer went to see Police
Commissioner Nichols, whom he knew,
and Nichols told him that lie would tell
Byrnes, if he closed Schaeffer up, that he
would have to close up every house in the
precinct. He did not tell Byrnes what
Nichols said. Later he saw Byrnes and
told him he would give him a quarter of
was
the profits from a keno game that
running. Byrnes made no objections and
He
the witness gave him his quarter.
paid him as long as he ran the keno
and
between
him
$2000
He gave
game.
13000 during fifteen months.
There was no go-between. The witness
thought that Byrnes was the only police
official with whom there was no
go-between. Wheu he stopped tbe ken o game,
the witness said he had to pay tho police
for allowing him to run other games.
b usiness
in the gambling
He was
twenty or twenty-five years and paid
captains in nearly all the precincts in
The police captain
which tie ran games.
rarity.
who did not want money was a
He mentioned the names of three police

him

-_corwl

Todd. A young man named Gallagher,
Todd’s clerk, testified that Todd never
kept any intoxioating liquors; but that
he did get intoxicated himself, especially
his mother had died. The crowd
kept coming up in front of the ptore and

since

made trouble.

in by

fni*

The witness gave the names of a
couple of ward men, who had collecte d
from
him for their captains.
mouoy
Ex-Inspector McLauglhin sent for him
one time and told him he wanted money.
MoLaughlin got a check for $600 and a
hundred dollars besides. The police often
got half of what ho made.
The witness said his partner, Jackman,
Commissinor
told him he paid ex-Fire
police
Scanned *100 as a collector of
Had Cheers for Smith and Iselin and the

generally known amoDg yachtshowever, that such a request is to
public
order of tbo Iron
be made, and its arrival at the yacht club
today.
is hourly expected.
where
game
Ho says he is chargeable since October directly into the very region
A meeting of the club will then be held
and many fine specimens are
out
has
abounds,
and
with
paid
$1,200,463,
I, 1S94,
at once, and a committee will probably
of
the
immediate
the
viciuity
in
seoured
is
cash
balance
Tho
$178,219;
5838,86a
be appointed to act as a court of inquiry.
About railroad, although some hunters prefer
$10,000.
outstanding olaims,
Former Commodore James D. Smith,
fi’om
civilization,leave
to go farther away
5791,000 in tho suspended Iron Halljbauk
of the cup committee read Mr.
chairman
stations along
it
Philadelphia is not converted into the railroad at numerous
statement at his office this mornunder the direction Iselin’s
the
with
he
oxand
jaunts,
line,
assets, the (receiver says,
ing.
The ex- of experienced guides, make their way by
pocts to realize little from it.
“So he calls Dunraven a liar and a
for tho re- canoe and tote road to places formerly
includes
$15,000
account
exclaimed.
pense
does he?” he
blackguard,
only visisted by big game and hardy
ceiver and $30,000 for his attorneys.
Hall was made

Licenses and Other Matters Considered

Property.

Boston, November 11.—Through the arrest of James S. Chaffee, 31 Mt. Vernon
street, ltoxbury, this afternoon, the police

Chaffee's

ago,
}f contracts had been notoriously violat- municipal campaign of two years
Hamiled. He advised the committoe not to hurry challenged Lawyer Benjamin F.
its
work for more than a year yet re- ton of Biddeford to a joint debate relative
before the State Senate should to certain allegod statements ot tne latter
mained
mset.
Mr. Freedly assumed the in a speech at Waterboro.
igain
Maine’s
best
Dr. Warren is one of
and Thomas B. M.
role of inquisitor,
in
Addis, agent of the Citizens’ Municipal known surgeons, who won distinction
He has
his profession during the war.
Association was the first witness.
Mr. Addis, who has made rather an exof the system of
tensive investigation
street oleaning in Philadelphia, went ever
the oontracts as awarded during the p -st
Sve years, showed wherein the specificahad not been strictly followed by
tions
contractors. Before Mr. Addis had concluded his testimony, the committee adjourned until 2 p. m.

Boston Police Secure

CENTS,

PRICE THREE

I_

money.

1X1.1.

kj CJUOi

Commissioner of Accounts Terry then
read a letter addressed to Schaeffer, dated
a
December loth, 1804. asking him as
it
friend not to give bis testimony, as
he
the writer and
would be bad for
would have to leave the city until matters
not
“Do
The
letter
says
were settled.
hesitate for money if you are in need.”
The letter was signed “H. S. P., P.
O. Box, 1146.” The witness f aid he rethe letter about th8 time the
ceived
Lcxow committee were at work. He said
he acted on the suggestion and went out
When he returned he tried to
of town.
He used every
discover who sent it.
means consistent with a quiet inquiry,
but failed to lind its author. The witness
said he had trouble at 1166 Broadway. A
man who run against his game quit *920
and complainod to
Captain
the loser
Williams. Williams sent for the witness
and he turned over *700 of the $920 to the
time he had
Captain. This was tho only
Ho
paid any money direct to Williams. make
said that when the police wanted to
was
believe that a gambling “joint”
closed he got the tip in advance, and put
the paraphernalia on the roof and when
lhe
they called the rooms wore vacant. whom
witness said that among those to
former
a
was
polico
he had paid money
Ho stated
superintendent named Jordan.
that Byros’s share of the keno game was
between *200 and *400 a month.
The investigation then adjourned.
FALL RIVER BASE BALL.

The

Association

Changes

Hands—New

Pilots at the Helm.

Fall

River,

management

.1,

Alims*

All

AAA&J

VAASJ

UligUIXIUMU

for Todd’s side, said that while the man
might get intoxicated, there was no evidence that intoxicating liquors were sold
He dealt in
there.
newspapers, soft
but no

drinks, pastry and confectionery,
The

hard drinks.

is’now in jail on
for intoxication.
why orowd him
taking away his
be some good in

man

of sixty days
down now i but
down still further by
There must
business.
this man; for he has been on that carter
five years, and has oarried on this busi-

a

sentence

He

Is

He took good care of his mother,
may be that her death has unsteadied him. The present sentence may
him to good sense. There have
restore
ness.

and

it

been disturbances in front of the store,
but the men outside who disturb should
be punished rather than the man in the
It seems to me that this man
shop.
should have another chance.
Aldermen Huddy, Randall and Little
took a view favorable to Todd.
Alderman Thompson made a spirited
speech in support of the marshal. He
seems to me that the question
is whetherjwo are going to sustain our marshal or not We have at
every meeting, licenses which we grant
subject to the approval of our marshal.

said:
before

__

It

us

1_...

AAVAAA

a

ARCA

fl\of

hnf

V\AAT»

We have been told that the
men get rum at other shops and then go
to this man’s placo. I notice that dies
always gather where the molasses is.
This place is a nuisance on Sundays and
nuisance.

a

ought to stand by the marshal.
But Alderman Thompson’s words fell
as they
gonerally have at
on deaf ears,
all times, in this year’s board of aiderTodd
men, and it was decided to sustain
not the marshal, by the following
and
we

vote:

Yeas—Thompson.

Nays—Duddy,

Pet-

ers, Little and Randall.

THEATRE LICENSES.

blackmail.

__...... ...

filled with
All silk

MOORE

Helectod as the committee’s
All members of the committee
present, with the exception of the

lounsel.

THE

IN A SIGNED STATEMENT IN

__

RECOVERY.

American Missionaries Safe.

of

OWEN,

T. Read Spoke Thus of
Dr. Warren.

Long

Dalton gang of outlaws. Horse steal-

ing is the crime for which she is sentenced, the term being two years. After
her capture she was a witness in a murder case, her evidence doing much to con-

We

side and out, at $12.50
up to $23 for the best

a

ing

ary to it.

silk in-

Be

The expectations inment was on foot.
creased, when it bocame known that inquiry.
As a result of such inquiry.
Senator Hill and Secretary Lamont, arm* Mr. Freedly said it would be the duty if
in arm, had gone to tho department of
justice and held a long consultation with islature what remedial legislation would,
Attorney General Harmon.
Mr. Freedly specified the
be
needed.
The
impression immediately found committee's general field as inquiry into
foirriT that, n Now Ynvlc rwimn satisfanfiorv
He detailed the
municipal contracts.
York
the Now
to the President and
system of contract letting by the city of
subSenators boen agreed upon, to be
and declared a certain class

department

ones,

Employed—It Will

at Hotel Metropole.
Chairman Andrews called the meeting
to order, and announced Silas W. Pettet.

speaker

sateen, corded edges, full,
soft and fluffy, actually

genuine down.

Lawyer Clias.

Sessions—Eminent

noon

long chat witli Secretary Lainont,
became rife that some important

dollars.

our

Its

“Lexow” Commit-

Philadelphia, November 11.—The committee appointed by the late State Senate,
upou tbo petition of citizons of the Municipal Association of Philadelphia to investigate the municipal affairs of this

sociation,

THE
Seen

Begins

Counsel

Senator Hill of New York, accompanied
by his colleague, Senator Murphy, went
to the War Department today and held a

$2.50.

size, in

colors,

tee—It

a

president of the Union League Club of
Philadelphia, and Angelo T. Freedly,
11.—When
ittorney for the Citizens’ Municipal As-

art

a wonderful
of
variety styles in all the
rich dark
harmonizing

cover

Good Deal—The Kumors

a

Are Persistent.

Large

shades at $1.68 to
Then the very
for

Lament and Harmon—Hill

on

pat-

dull

Quaker City Has

city, form ally began its work this afterThey Call

brown,

blue,

rose,

Opp. Preble House.

Send large parcels by express, Feathers, Gloves, Laces, &c. by mail, Carpets and Beds by freight.
Telephone connection.

* «“

fringed,

table,

AND

13 Preble St.

a

Cloths

NOTICES.

“FOSTER’S

Steam

yard

Cents
Per Yd-

from

City

means

Fifty elegant fringed
Tapestry Table Covers
one and a half
yards

in

Forest

6-4

green and shades of red
at $1.68 and $2.50.

Colored

SPECIAL

(that

d

r e

Cotton Bunting
one
to five yard

of

pieces

today;

half square) made
wool Chenille,
of fine
and

Kemnant Count-

our

them

today they are yours.
Two hundred,
yard
Chenille
Cloths,
square,

Cloths,

Skirts.
■ —

lot of

a

counters

our

One hun d

iery, Underwear, Colored

II

THE

AGREED UPON?'

COURT

buy.

fringed all round, handand rich
some designs
at
colorings 50c each.

the

corner

cm

and

at
such trifling prices
that you can afford to
buy dozens and fill the

which

to

Cloths

Table cloths

ing brings

and

the

or

sleeping room

to

Trefousse Gloves,
the best gloves made,

parlor,

♦Vwa 1i Kro T\T

to advertise
are

the

elswhere.

in the season.

cloths

Table
for

sell these fine

sell these fine

———«

n

■

The weather today
is likely to be
fair.

WHY WE CAN

early

■

morning at 8.30.

Wednesday

NAME FOR

IS A

days

to—day.

The

BIG

Stolen

IleariDg.

tooth-

READ

can

for asthma, bronchitis, colds, coughs,
colic, croup, cramps, chills, dys-

hoarseness,
peptic pains, gout, hacking,
whooping cough, influenza, all irritations and
inflammations, neuralgia, nervousness, pneu-

BETTER

Ill Washington in Consultation With
Department Officers.

remedy

It is the best

wonderful Anodyne.

Investigations Into the Method of
Dealing With Contracts.

I class*ha il smYt tica!

1895.

1 2,

CALLED HII “A LIAR/’

PHILADELPHIA’S TURN.

HILLm WHY.

~s

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

passed

The aldermen

the following or-

der;
That the committee on licenses be and
is hereby authorzied and empowered to
establish such sums as it may
Ux and
deem proper for any person or oompany
to pay to the oity for a license for any of
in Seotion 1,
the purposes mentioned
Chapter 29, of theJRevised Statutes.
The objeot of this is to enable a fee to
theatrical entertainments.
Aldermen Randall and

for

fixed

be

The Mayor and
on

Peters are

this committee.

BUSINESS

IN CONCURRENCE.

When the Common Counoil
to order by
rum was

was

President Fagan, just

called
a

quo-

present

The first business was action upon the
passed by the aldermen at the
meeting tbo week before and requiring
These were ;passed in
cone iirrent.act ion.

matters

unanimously,

concurrence

as

follows;

claim; the Thomas Brogan
claim; authorizing the oity treasurer to
give the bond required to protect the
city's rights in the matter of the taxed
lands of Evergreen Cemetery; the oiosswalk on Pearl street; the *leo:ric light
The

Jose

contraot; the sale of the Pine street lot
to Harrie B.
Coe; the constituting of a
special committee Jto see about aid for
families; allowing for toard

quarantined

of extra horse for commissioner of publio
works ^ordinance relating to attendance

of city physician at polioe station.
Mass., November 11.—The
PAY OF FIREMEN.
hall
of
the
affairs
the
of

associations passed into
River jbaso ball
tonight as the result of a
new bands
quiet purchase of stock recently made by
James F. Dalton and others. Tho followdirectors were chosen: James F. Dai-

|

ing

ber,

A.Marston,Jonn w.MOAUiey,
William Kennedy, Patrick F. Egan. This
of directors
deposes of the
selection

may be

ton,Charles

Both boards passed an order amending
the ordinance relating to the fire department, so that the men may be'paid quarterly in January, April,JJuly and Octo-

except enginemen and drivers,who
paid oftener. Under the old arContinued

on

Second Page.

from any controlling interest in the affairs of the club,and
will result later in the election of Charles

Wiley-Mullen faotion,

A. Marston, as manager to succeed M. H.
McDermott. Nothing was done toward
deciding in what League the club will
play next year. If possible the club will
be entered in the Eastern League. Failing
the managers will seek to maks
last year, and plaj
a stronger team than
in his

with the New England League.
Crazed

by Bum,

Dover, N. H., November 11.—A rum
o
crazed
stranger entered iliu saloon
Jerry Gogg od the lauding tonight am
diawing a revolver from his'pocket,begai
to flourish it In real cowboy style.
There were several men present in tin
saloon, but before they could get tin
it am
weapon away, the man discharged
the bullet passed through Edward Cassi
tilt
dy’s thigh. The stranger atter^firing
shot escaped from the saloon and Is stil
the
that
learned
Oilioovs
at
largo.
Berwiok saloon keeper,
stranger was a
but aru unable to obtain his name.

Absolutely
Pure
A cream

Highest

of

of all

in

Latest
United
Uood Report.

—

baking powder
leavening strengt.

tartar

States

GoremrAen

Co.
Royal Bakins; Powder
X. M.
i®8

Wall St.,

JEW BALL GROUNDS.

KEEP PREPARED.

%

Slogan of the Business

The

Shall We Have Them—or Shall We
Sot ?

and Professional Man.
The Sure

WESTBROOK.

Hope of the Busy Brain-

DIRECTOR MURPHY

Worker.

SO-

SAYS

OTHERS ARE IS DOUBT.
i

The Only Protection of Those Who

_

Annual Meeting of the Baseball AssoMeetingInteresting
An
ciation

Xhe

Work and Toil.

—

Officers Elected
Questions Discussed and

Keep

Yourself

Strong, Vigorous

and Well

Ry Dr. Greene’s Nervura Blood and
Serve Remedy.

There

was a

meeting; of the Portland

last
Baseball association at Swett’s hotel
Air.
evening. Mr. Edward W. Murphy,
P.
Charles S. Swett, and Mr. Charles
some
Alerrill were in consultation for
Baseball
time in the office of the hotel.
“cranks” came in, looked at the three,

word,
here and there
out.
failed, looked disgusted and walked
There was not a very large attendance of
the stockholder's of the association, but
tried to

pick

a

up

like
Nothing contributes to success
In every department of
preparation.
Mr. Alerrill and Mr. Alurphy personally
numaji activity, this truth is constantly
and by proxy represented the majority of
illustrated.
During the war of the rebellion the is- stock.
of battles were
cided by the relative
the strength of forces.

sues

quite

as

often de-

conditions,

ashy

will liiJb asauciauiuiJ auiiopi

waio

«uoi

v*.

free of cost?” was asked of
woo
,1;nVTi/ian vvrVirt
hwet; nroand he smiled as he replied,
pared gained the day; the surprised army “No, I think not, as a matter of fact the
was "generally routed.
has the present grounds free,
So in our daily affairs, the professional association
who is constantly that is X must look elsewhere for my
business man
or
prepared Jfor emergencies conquers his profits as owner of the grounds —if I have
circumstances, omorges from every difficulty triumphant, and is a success, while any.”
Mr.
“You see how it is,” continued
the men and women whom events find
unprepared are overcome or injured in Murphy. “Someone must be willing to
their several ventures.
Preparation is risk something on the grounds. Lumber
half of any battle in life.
be replaced.
If will wear out, and must
health.
to
our
in
So it is
regard
we keep our system In a sound condition More or less damage is done every game,
of
conditions
to make
various
the
meet
and some one m ust be willing
weather, the prevalent possibilities of
I have perhaps been in a
loss good.
alie
the
and
especially
contracting diseaie,
the advertising
space
great strain, wear and fatigue of our hur- position to make
it may
rying, rushing daily life, wc are always return all the money in it, and
have
prepared against these dangers.
be more than any other man could
The first requisite is pure blood and
the grounds
out of it, but even then
command
health,
nerves.
got
They
strong
because I like to see a
and exempt us from the liability of sick- have paid only
and you can’t play
baseball
of
good game
Don’t netrlect it. Don’t think because
ball without grounds.
you are comparatively well you are safe.
slightest personnl
“I have not the
The blood needs constant
It is not so.
to
attention. It requires toning, needs cor- objection to changing from Leering
it
before
often
any
sign.
gives
recting
I fail to see that it
but
Elizabeth,
and Ciape
The nerve force, nerve energies
have got used
strength are being constantly used up would do any good. People
or
in business, pleasure
dissipation, and to the present grounds, and there would
nerves recSire strengthening
our biain : n
be no added advantage in Cape Elizabeth
and invigmalleg
Keep well and strong
over
Deering. but many disadvantages.
blood
bv taking Dr. tireene’s Nervuru
fact the
present
“As a matter of
and nerve remedy, for its chief merit is
A man need
that it not only cures weakness and disare well located.
grounds
a
sure preventive of
but it is
ease,
pleases
not ride out, he can walk if he
b eaking down from overwork or other
feel very tired. He could hardly
causes; a sure renewer of strength, power and not
It is recognised everywhere do that if the grounds were removed to
and vigor.
as the greatest medical
discovery of the
as has been
suggested.
It Cape Elizabeth,
age because of this grand quality,
is out on one side,
Elizabeth
Then
Cape
makes you well and keeps you weil.
while the Deering grounds are accessible
to the people of three cities. I repeat that
I
it would make no difference with me.
The

general

or

___

grounds
Mr. Murphy,
new

oould take my lumber and put it into a
building, but it would make a difference,
haJJt.1

€M

U±&

uuu

--■ —

»»
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the game.
think,
quite
“The public hasn’t. I
understood the exact facts in the case. It
doesn’t take a great while for a man to
enough of baseball in this city. Some-

get
body

put up the money. Somebody
that
must take the risk of failure, and
somebody will find that nobody else is in
baseball tor his health. Personally I have
taken great pride in having Portland
must

cities,
well in line with other baseball
and other gentlemen have beon of the
same mind, but it might make some who
have criticized the Portland management
knew
they actually
feel ashamed if
Mr. Merrill
the
put his shoulder at the wheel at just
right time and worked hard for success.
“Then the proposed ohange of grounds
would hardly be in the interest of the

something about the matter.

FREDERICK

P-

COGfJKSP.AT.Ifc

Mr. 1'recierick P. Goggeshail,the veteran
bookseller of Lowell, Mass., used it and
it made him well and kept him strong to
work, vigorous to chink* and to plan, f all
of power, energy and ambition. He says:
“My trouble Was an affection of the
head. 1 would go to bed and sleep like
waken in
an infant all night but would
the morning with a terrible pain in the
head, which utterly incapacitated me for
business. Wetting no relief from remedies tried, a friend recommended me ta
and
take Dr. Greene’s Norvura blood
nerve remeuy.
I took the ad rice of my
friend and after taking it four or five
days I began to experience great relief
and was soon able to attend to business.
“If restless or troubled with insomnia
at night I always take a dose of Nervurn
and get immedia'o relief. The invigorating qualities of this medicine are simply
marvelous and after four or five doses I
feel all right again. Other members of
my family have used The N< rvnra, and
I strongly recommend it to all persons of
a nervous’temperament or those suffering
from undue mental or physical strain.”
Why waste time in trying uncertain
is a
and untried remedies when here

game loving public, and certainly would
not be to the advantage of theassociation,
is no
because as I have said, the offer
better than the existing conditions. The
Portland and Cape Electric railroad
would liaidly do more than the
present
road has done, give rapid transportation,
the
and there would be a longer ride,

taking of the games away from Westbrook and Deenng, with no advantages
worth mentioning.”
The annual meeting of the association
very prolonged, and it is understood
that the baseball outlook in Portland was
The
following
thoroughly canvassed.
Directors, C. P.
officors wero elected:
Edward W. Murphy, Charles a.
was

Merrill,
Benjamii
Swott, George Ik Upham,
Ono vaoancj
Wolfe, Major T. B. Beals.
is to be filled by the board of directors.
alsc
was
directors
of
fill any vacancies in their
number. The meeting then adjourned.
M. J. Walsh acted as olerk of the meetboard

The

authorized

to

discovery
physician’s piescription, a
made by the greatest living specialist in ing.
and chronic diseases.
curing nervous
A meeting of the board of directors was
Dr. Greene of 34 Temple Place, Boston, then
held, and organized by the choice of
If you take his medicine you can
Mass.
considor yourself under Dr. Greene’s di- tiiO iUlUJVWXJg
rect professional care and you can conPresident—Charles P. Merrill.
sult him or write to him 'about, your
Treasurer—Edward W. Murphy.
case ireeJy and without charge. This is a
Secretary—M. J. Walsh.
as
guarantee tnat rms remedy will cuie
The choice of Frank J. Leonard
r
in
no
nudicine
oth
the
possessed Ly
A committee of
was ratified.
-j

■

manager

world.

C.
P.
Merrill,
consisting of
Edward W. Murphy and Charles S. Swett

three,
A Word About Teosintc.

At the Oklahoma agricultural experiment station this season teosinte, under
favorable conditions, gave a yield of
about 25 tons of green fodder per acre at
one cutting. On thinner land and where
there was less moisture the yield was
much less. The crop was injured by
chinch bugs, which seemed to feed on it
as

readily

as

on corn.

It is

objected

to

the crop that it is a difficult one to cut
The fact that it does not
and handle.
mature seed in the United States will
be a serious objection to it.
Worthy of Note.

The bean crop of western New York
is reijorted to be excellent.
A new method of canning, the “vais now being
cuum process,” which
adopted by American packers, promises
to revolutionize our entire fruit packing
business and to give us better and

cheap-

canned good3 in the Dear future.
feeding silage F. H. King says it
is much better to always feed from the
er

Iu

topr

,

--

with

the

management of the Cape Electrics

and

for

the

was

'-

appointed

others for

ensuing

a

choice

year.

to

of

confer

grounds

Adjourned.

“The choice of Manager Leonard,” said
President Merrill, “will ensure the Port
land public a first class article of hall
playing next year, and it is the intention
of the board of directors to furnish good
ball

of

a

pressure of outside business.

Manager Leonard has already begun hie
work in anticipation of his confirmation
by the hoard of direotors, and lias already
signed several good players.
All of the present board of directors
with tho exception of Mr. Upham and
Mr. Wolf are well known to the Portland
ball loving publio, and
strength to tho board.

they

will

add

Liver Ida,
Headache,

HOOD'S
Biliousness, Indigestion,
A pleasant laxative, All Druxsrists,
PILLS

cure

IT.
to

ing

“'smoothly dainty,
clinging touch of the

little hands and the
sound of the little
The highest
voice.
function given to human beings is bring-

ing healthy, happy
children into the
world. Nothing equql9
that
nothing compensates for the loss
—

1
The woman
of it.
come
borne a child has never
not
who has
womanhood. Over
to the real fullness of
of
women
ap
thirty years ago the needs
Dr. Pierce, now chief consulting
pi
Hotel and Surg
physician to the Invalids
Y. The result
ical Institute, of Buffalo, N.
T“r3
of his study improved b7
Dr. P1*
practice i9 embodiedIt mserves
but 0
P
vorite Prescription.
and makes
pose. It strengthens,
D
healthy the organs distinctly
dud
gives weak women the strength of healthy
necessary for the production
°f those
children and it makes the bearing
weakchildren easy. It is sure to cure any
or
peculiar t0

purifies
^“niHiie.

derangement
strength,
stops pain, soothes inflammation,
of

ness

purifies, invigorates -Thousands
'ts use.
homes have been made happy by
one from
ens,

Thousands of letters like this

Alleg
Mrs. W. P. Cain, of
I was affected with all
who writes :
and seren
doctors
male trouble. I tried three
reuei.
kinds of patent medicine, and found no

—

THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
The regular meeting of the school comwas held last evening.
Following
is a summary of the business transacted:
The committee discussed in detail the
matter of carrying out the provisions of
the State law of 1885, in regard to requirspocial instruction in tho public
ing
schools In physiology and hygiene, with
special reference to the effects of alcoholic drinks. Dr.Barrett was of the opinion
that all of the text books that he ha-,
reviewed
gave false impression to the
children and were wrong in many scientific
particulars along the jjline of tho
physiological of the excessive use of
He believed in
alcoholic stimulants.
teaching the pupils that there is value in
the proper use as well as great harm in
the abusejof alcohol. Members of the W.
C. T. U. have been visiting the schools
of the city, with the view of investigating the matter of instruction in this line.
They urged the school committee to
carry out the law more to the letter than
it has been in the.past and recommonded
The matter after a
books.
text
some
thorough discussion was referred to the
committee on text books.
Dr. Barrett reported the result of tho
investigation of tne committee appointed
to investigate the sanitary condition of
the Bridge street building.
A petition was read from parents asking that the manual training school be
opened to the E and F grades on Saturday. Voted to grant the use of the room
and instructed the petitioners to interview Mr. S. D. Warren for further grants.
Mr. Eklof, the instructor in the manual
training school, was elected a teacher by
the school committee.
All
application uuiu ami. viuibuuc
for a position as teacher was
Jackson
read and referred.
It was moved that all teachers who
desire to attend the teachers’ meeting
November 23d at Woodfords be relieved
from holding sessions on that day.
It was instructed that they be instructed to arrange for the sounding of signals
for no session of schools as in past years.
committee from Ammoncongin
The
Literary Club was present and brought
the matter of shorter sessions of the afternoon schools again before the Council.
mittee

Referred.

High

The ladies of High Street church circli
give a series of sociables this seasoi
month. The first one of tin
—one each
series will occur Wednesday evening o
this week. Supper will be at 6.30 o’clocl
and an entertainment in the evening.

At the Massachusetts station paris
green and lime, arsenate of soda, and
arsenate of lead were employed against
the gypsy moth and tent caterpillar, arsenate of lead giving the best results and

being recommended for the purpose.

UlaUU

PIANOS-ORGANS.
We musl

They must go.

Greatest
the

unity

ever

oppor-

world

has

known.

of the largest pianc
world to the New Hote'
Syndicate, we the Largest Piano Manufacturer
in the world, must remove as soon as possible
and must realize on the largest stock, greatest
variety and grandest assortment of Pianos and
Organs the world lias ever seen.

Having sold

our

in

the

warerooms

lease

They Must be Sold

or

They Musi

be Rented,
No better made.
will

find

our

unequalled.

We court comparison. Yoi
prices and torms to buy or ren
Look around, but be sure
and

visit Piano Headquarters.

twenty-five

fer the ainaunt of talent

A man fell in a fit on Congress street
last ovening and cut himsslf quite tadly. He was carried to Heseltine’s drug
store and Dr. Connellan attended hiiru

receipt

1

id

Xiao

Dtou

be applied advantageously before thi
regular cold days of winter set in, anr
this method is generally adopted when
water can be had at that time of tin
is useful afte:
year. The late irrigation
a dry fall, and is especially to be com
mended in the preparation for crop:
whioh require the maximum amount o:
moisture, and for orchards where the
water supply is likely to be short the
following season. The land acts as i
storage reservoir. Let the soaking be i
thii
good deep one. Orcbardists adopt
to oircumvent the evil effects oi

200 Tremont St.. Boston.

NEW ENGLAND PIANO CO.
_

potleodtf

always

Can

periodica

be found at the

John Chisholm, 100 Congress street.
247
A. B. Merrill,
405
W. F. Uoolil.
526
G.
N.
Fessenden,
504
W.H. Jewett.
660
I. A. Libbv.
F. A. Jellison, 936 Congres street
York street.
219
DaSilva,
G.
J. J. Beardworth. 87 India street.
43
Middle street.
Erskine.
H.
p
J W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street.
Park
Commercial and
Cor.
G.
H.
Todd,
Sts.
W. A. Golden. 76 Exchange street.
Westman & West, 93 and 95 Commeieial
street.
Bruce
W A.
M H.

_

Phillips. 1 Commercial street.
Giliis, 145 Commercial street.
Hackett. 190 Brackett street.
John H. Allen, 38iy2 Congress street.
Dennet&Co. the Florist, 646 Congress street.
G. ,r. Hodgson, 96y« Portland street.
T. M. Glendening, Long Island.
F. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
E. L. Littlefield, 189 Congress street
M. A. Parker. Libby’s Corner.
H C. Berry, 937 Congress street
L H. Beal, 422 Congress street
O.

ATI. VI

UUglliO,

50o.

ai)

yards

6

tiio

at

-v

50o.

83 for a dress

pattern.
Blaok Satin Duchesse.

Our $1.39 quality
is equal to any sold elsewhere at $3.
The $1.50 quality cannot be matched
for the same price.

Faille at $1.25, $1.50, $1.89.
Taffeta, Silk, 50c.

We

each.
Marseilles Quilts, Si.50 to $5.

Cottons,
One bale extra fine Brown

lor 10c.
case Cardinal and Black Outing
Flannel, lOo. quality, 16 i-4o.
Outing Flannel in medium colors, stripes

One

and

checks,

■

Capos, 30 inches long, full
sweep,1*9 and $13.50.
full sweep, 37
Same Marten trimmed,
inches, $17.00.
Wool Seal Capes, 30 inches, Marten collar,
Black Coney

*30.
will take your measure
a
custom made suit from a fine
for
line of All Wool Suitings at the Same
Price as Ready Made goods.
We

Gentlemen:

Monkey Capes. 37 inches, *30.
Electric Seal, 30 inches, *15, *18 and *30.
Marten trimmed, 110 inches sweep, *35,
*15, *55 and *60.

MANSON G, LARRABEE, 516 Congress Street.
Formerly the X. John Little
Ana

Up*to-date,

Absolutely Accurate,
Beautifully Illustrated

ATLAS OF THE WORLD

;

HOT

WATER

meet the

wants

Nearly 70 Comprehensive
Maps. Many of Them
Double Page.
140 New and
lustrations.

to

BOTTLES.

0

CENTS,

^

CENTS,
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

FRYE,
APOTHECARY,
320 CONOR SS ST.
CEO. C.

Right Prices

On All

Il-

of each State
and Territory, of all
Counties of the United
States and of American
Cities with over 5,000
Inhabitants.

Population

geography, which necessarily has only a few general facts and the
location of important cities.
Railroad maps are notoriously Incorrect
and misleading, hence the puzzled truthseeker, where large libraries are inacces-

Rubber Goods.

a

school

sible, is without relief unless he is the

happy owner of a knowledge-satisfying,
pleasure-giving People’s Atlas.
All
are

Countries

on

the

Face of the Earth

Shown.

Rivers and Lakes

are

Accurately Located.

Among the illustrations are the following: The Masonic Temple at Chicago (tallest building in the world), the Auditorium
Building at Chieago (one of the largest
buildings in the world), the Woman’s Temple (the handsomest building in Chicago),

Its

The

Superb

A Whole Library of Itself,
of vital and absorbing
interest to every member of the household.

able from

—The Price Sells Tlrem.—

Among

of

Farmers,
Women,
Students,
Merchants, Mechanics, Clerks,
and all who desire a complete work

Especially prepared to

If special information regarding any Nation, Province, State, City, Town or Village
is desired, the knowledge is rarely obtain-

Wyman.

once

Store._

g—^S>^Ss©5<SxSsSsSs—@

Yarmouthville—G. Howard Humphrey.
Persons having any difficulty in obtlnln
atav
papers at any of these places will confer
this otn
the matter at

earth

Furs.

Department.

P. Stone,

by reporting

on

at the minimum of cost.

A. O. Noyes Co.
Orchard—Fogg Sc i bby.
Bicnmond—A. K. Millett.
Bumtord Falls—H. L. Elliott.
-C. A. Clifford.
Dockland—Dunn & Carr.
A. J. Huston.
Sanford—F. H. Wingate.
Skowliegan—Bixby Sc Puck.
South Portland—J. F. Merriman.
South Windham—J. W. Bead.
South Paris—A. D. Sturtevant,
South Paris—F. A. Shurtleff.
South Water boro—G. C. Downs.
Saco—Ii. B. Kendricks Sc Co.
E. L. Preble.
South Bristol—N. W. Gamage.
Thomaston—E. Walsh.
Vinal Haven—A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
Waterville—W. D. Spalding.
Westbrook—W. B. Boothby.
Wintbrop—F. S. Jackson.
Sc

and Overcoats.

White Store School Suits, best

J. H. Gould.
Cornish—E. L. Brown."
Deering—N. J. Scanion.
Damariseotta—E. W. Dunbar.
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
P'armington—H. P. White SCO.
Freeport—A. W. MitchelL
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
Fryeburg—J. T, Whitmore.
Gardiner—Bussell Bros,
Green’s Landing—S. W. Fifield.
Gorham— L. J. Lermond.
N. H.—S. M. Leavitt Sc Son.
Kennebunk—J. H. Otis.
Kennebunkport—C. E. Miller,
Livermore Falls—C. Newman.
Lewiston—Chandler & Winship.
Long I sland—Hughey Bros.
Limerick—S. A. Grant.
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
North Stratford. N. H.—J. C. Huokcias.

Woodfords—Chapman

yard.

5c.

Boys’Suits

Old

1

yard

Good quality, bleached, also yard wide,
7 l-2c. per yard.
10 Bales Sea Foam Batting, Inc. quality,

Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Starr.
Camden—Fred Lewis.

Norway—F.

Cottcn,

wide, 5c.

for the money, $5.

have a fine line of Ladies’ and Children’s Garments in the most popular
Styles and prices. Children’s Long

out side the city:
Haskell.
Auburn—J
Augusta—J. F. Pierce,
Bath—John 0. Shaw.
Berlin Falls, N. H.—C. S. Clark.
Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.
W. T. Bardsley.
Bridgton—A. W. Ingalls.

Fighting Cutworms.

culture is placed first, ^eminently as
sooiated with early fall plowing. Applyand nitrate
ing a top dressing of kainit
of soda in the eprly spi'ing if corn is tc
the seeding to be
be planted is
the fer
delayed until a rain has carried
tilizers into the soil. Distributing olovei
wltl
or bran that has been moistened
is also recparis green about the fields
ommended.

and popular weaves.
Fine medium and heavy Serges, 38 inch
25c. 45 inoh, 39o. ; 50 inch, (stop and
consider this) 50c. One year ago was
xuuttj'

Quilts.

quality, 47c.
Crochet Quilts, 69c.
Look at this. 250 White Crochet Quilts,
regular price SI.25, at this sale. Otic,

parison.

Twills in all qualities. Black Crepons
Black Silk and Wool Novelties, Henriettas and F'anoios in all the new

I o U.

a

pair.
A large size White Blanket at this sale
S3.50, would be cheap at So.

Good

We do not hesitate to say that for actual
values and up-to-date styles our stock
of Black Dress Goods is beyond com-

pTaces

drying._

In a bulletin from the New Jersey
station it is stated that clover or soc
land is most frequently infested by cut
fonne
worms, which are less frequently
worms ar<
on late cultivated land, the
especially abundant in crimson clover.
the remedies suggested clear

11-4 White, 75c., worth SI. 00.
10-4 White and Gray, very heavy, SI.25

White

Black Dress Goods.

UUA.

cor. Spring and Clarkl streets,
Mrs Bralev.
j. x. Wyer. 48 Portland Pier.
8
Custom House Whart.
W.
Hunt,
G.
John Cox. 23 Monument square.
663 Congress street.
the
Florist.
Dennett,
Also at the new stands in me Falmouth
Preble and United States hotels, and Grand
It can also be obTrunk and Union Depots.
tained of Chisholm Bros., agents on all trains
of the Maine Central. Grand Trunk and Port
land & Kockester railroads and of. agents on any
of the Boston trains.
The Pkess can also be found at the following

plan

winter

$2.50 per yard.
Double fold suitings.
36 inch Dress Flannel 26c.
Plaids 25o. 50c. 75c.

Cloaks and Reefers.

of:

tores

Subsoiling greatly

iuuu«

have a large assortment of the newand weaves
color combinations
and you cannot fail t4 find something
to please you.
Prices fiom 39c. to

Cloak

THE DAILY PRESS

SPOT CASH BASIS.

est

ical Association,

ajjvised,

employed.

----

cJL,

Irrigation,

enhances the value of fall and winte:
irrigation. The land is also put int(
good condition for early spring plow
ing. But few crops should be irrigated
from the time of planting until aftei
the plants have had several days’ growth
Fall irrigation supplies moisture snffi
cient to start the crops and gives then
a vigorous growth of a few weeks be
fore irrigation is necessary. It is bette:
for young plants to have the moisturi
come from heneath than from the sur
face, especially in early spring. In Col

The attention of our readers is espeoi
ally called to an important amusomen:
notice on tho top of the eighth page.

O. U. A. M.
The entertainment to be given by the
O. U. A. M. in Congress Hall on Monday evening, November 18th, promises to
Tickets are
be fine in every respect.
plaoed at a price to bo within the reach
low
oents is
of all, and

thorough soaking.

--•in

a
Dr Pierce’s Common Sense Medical Adviser,
of
1008 page doctor book, profusely illustrated,
will
which 680.000 have been sold at $1.50 a copycover
of ai cents to
be sent free on
World’s Dispensary Medcost of mailing only
Buffalo, N .Y.
Main
Street,
663

Lute Wilcox of Colorado, writing t<
Amerioan Agriculturist, says:
In many sections of the west fall ir
rigation has been practiced with good
success. -After the crops are harvestec
water is turned on and the soil given :

will

We

ON

PAIR MARKED

EVERY

Dress Goods.

Novelty

Congress St.

51S

Blankets.

India Twills 36 inch, 25c.
India Twills, 38 inch 39c.
India Twills 45 and 51 inch 50c.

1°

For its lighthouses, beacons and keepers’ dwellings the government uses £
mixture of ten parts freshly slaked lime
to one part of the best hydraulic cementin both boards
mixed well with salt water and applied
SPEED OF ELECTRIC CARS.
quite thin. Another government recipe
The action of the meeting before, fix
is as follows: Slake one-half bushel ol
lime with boiling water, keeping ii
ing tho time table of the Portland Rail
road Company, was amended by provid
covered during the process; then strair
ing that the speed of the electric car: and add one peck of salt dissolved ii
shall not exceed tan miles an hour. Thii warm water, three pounds of rice floui
1
on
motion o:
boiled in water to a thin paste, one-hal:
amendment was made
one pound o:
and
of
Alderman Peters.; ;
whiting
pound
Tho order for the selling of the lot o: 1 white glue dissolved in warm water.
Allow it to stand several days, but ap
land on Roberts street to S. F. Corser
which was laid on the table at the Maj ply hot. Two coats will usually b(
meeting was taken from the table anf found necessary, as in all the foregoing
passed after some discussion by a vote o formulas.
nine to six by the Council.
late Fall and Winter

---

ujr

s<uu

I told him I might as well throw his mooiry
X had lost au
the fire as to try anything more.
a bottle,
hope. I had not taken more than half
X took four
well.
when I could eat and sleep
and
bottles of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription,
*
One year after I
several vials of his Pellets. j
I got
gave birth to a fine baby girl.
born.
much better than when my other child was
Three of my friends are taking your medicines,
Yours
truly.
are
and
improving.”

—

Street Circle.

nusuanu

iviy

The report of the oommittee on lights
the year ending October 31, 1895,
for
which was printed a week ago, was read

move.
Dr. Oscar Akers 'returned yesterday
from a two weeks’ vacation with relatives in Windham.
Westbrook High school foot bail
The
arranged for a game with
eleven has
Portland High school seoond eleven Wednesday afternoon at Warren Park.
Superintendent Spring of the eleotrics
house with a badly
Is confined to the
sprained knee.
Mr. Arthur MoOubrey has been engaged
as Westbrook oorresppondent of the Portland Evening Express to fill the vacancy
caused
by the resignation of Mr. John

so5t*?L“t

U

■

Colored Dress Goods.

akVto

thl£y

store’

ni¥&
LHIIIIK

,,

-. ~
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Worry

comes.

and work and care and
anxiety count for nothagainst the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

When a baby coma*
the house real hap-

piness

Torrey Denied Having Said New HavIn any city there are many possible ways Mr.
Wiekedest City on Earth—He
en Was the
to
another.
But
to travel from one point
of ilie Itcasonbly Naughty
is a Kesidein
on
y<i>ur
table and
The City Fathers.
its
between the food
City of Chicago.
destination in the body there is only one
road—directly through the stomach. There
Kew Haven, Gunn., November 11.—The
A Special Meeting of tlio City Government
the stomach or
is no going around
forcing
service which opened today’s
devotional
it.
Here
Last Evening.
the
food is
a passage through
of tho Christian workers
was
meeting
better
for
or
a while
lor
worse.
A special meeting of the City Council detained
by Rev. R. A. Torrey of
Here it must he digestedthat is to say, conducted
was
held Monday
evening at the usual changed, liquefied and assorted for assimi- Chicago, president of tile association,
Rev. !<’. M. Lamb of Kenneplace, with President Haskell in the lation;—or, failing that, it must lie here assisted byMaine, who led the singing.
bunkport,
and
chair. Absent, Aldermen Woodbury
poisonous principles
and rot, generating
Two minute reports of the meetings
the
Wesoott.
under
\
which enter the blood and set up a diseased which were held yesterday
various
Alderman Knight read a report from aciion throughout the system. This is in- auspices of tho nssooiation in
the
were
of
made.
city
the committee on public buildings,recom- digestion or dyspepsia,—the condition that parts
that
he
Rev. John Collins reported
“My food does
when a person saj's,
mending that the Bridge^street school be exists
to as many
around
went
meetings in
closed
until such repairs shall be made ine no good.”
of
the
as
ho
could.
parts
different
city
Certainly not. How can it? The more
as
will put the building in a perfeely
“Did you hoar me call New Haven the
Tne road is
lie eats tire mole l.e suffers.
wickedest city in tho world?” interrupted
safe sanitary condition and that $700 bo
blocked. No use pitting more grain in the Rev. Mr. Torrey, the chairman.
appropriated to cover the expense of mak- hopper when the mill cannot grind. Here
Mr.
Collins.
“No I didn’t,” replied
boss o? appe- “I am sure there was a mistake in the
ing the needed repairs. Accepted.
are sumo of nature's protests;
after eating:
heartburn; published report of Mr. Torrey as making
Alderman Hopkinson stated that the tite;
distress
of heat and cold;
the that utterance.
committee
on sidewalks did not fully palpitation: flashes
Mr. Torrey said: “Did any one hear
nauseous acids and gasses into the
agreo on the new ordinance in regard rising ol
mo say it?”
tongue; dull and achingjieud;
throat
;furred
There was a chorus of “No.”
to assessment of abuttors.
weariness,
in the chest and back:
Mr. Torrey added: “I didn’t say it,
President Haskell road the ordinance pains
loss of sleep: cold hands
worry;
and
1 don’t believe it, I live in Chicago,
and
fatigue
as presented.
and feet; yellowish eyes and slsin. weak- and I am not telling other cities they are
Alderman Verrlll stated that the comthe wickedest on tho earth.”
ness and trembling, constipatlomfailure of
A. W. Milbury, of the Christian Inon sewers had looked over the nervous force and courage, etc., etc.
Out
mittee
Home in New
dustrial
York, gave a
matter of other abatement of sower assess- of this seething blockade in tile stomach
account of the methods employed
1
..i
of a dozen local complaints, graphic
any
come
may
Ho said
and the results obtained there.
Follow- —a common form of psuedo-consumption that last year there were over five hunthe persons and sewers abatted.
must oat or starve. dered mean who
Vet
you
hands
the
them.
among
passed through
ing is the list of abatements:
of the homes, thoroughly
discouraged
Miserable dilemma.
G.
$33.00
David
Hayes,
and
transformed
came,
Drastic measures won’t do. Take a very when they
27.15
Byron Witham,
hi at
optimistic when they left. He said that
ctuu
DOUTioiuucuu
43.37 little llgOL
T. P. Smith,
Uiere were uuw tinny departments tu mo
Shaker
26.20 immediately after it a dose of the
Baptist Church,
Industrial Christiau Alliance in Now
Cordial, the only radically York, and that much
37.45 Digestive
John Cloudman estate,
good was done by
ior
or
33.06
indigestion
remedy
A.
effective
Quimby,
George
the cheap restaurants, the manufacturing
30.25
tbo Shaker
red
comFreeman Brown,
by
and
in
the
attempt to find
dyspepsia,—prep
departments
24.45
Universalist Church,
of Mount Lebanon, N. Y, It will work for the human wrecks.
munity
86.75
Allen F. Skillings,
at once and cure quickly. Mada from
18.00 relive
Charles Freeman,
PAINTS OF MILK AND LIME.
herbs and
plants
18.00 cultivated medicinal
Felix Daniels,
Pleasant
the
Shakers.
to
tbe
30.26 grown by
Cheaper Than Ordinary Oil Paint and Much
Stephen Murphy,
Trial bottle
59. 21 taste, painless and harmless.
Warren Churoh,
More Lasting Than Whitewash.
nil
sale
nearly
80.64
Fur
by
druggism.
Catholio Church,
ten cenls.
■Where rough woodwork, such as old
30.44
Purington estate,
30 25
John Dunn,
barns or other frame buildings, fences
VICTUALED TODD SUSTAINED.
3.00
William Roberts,
and the like, is to be painted, economy
Mayor Cutter reported that the Browu
and often necessity would indicate the
street sidewalks had been completed.
Continued from Jt’itrs l’age.
President
Haskell read a claim for
use of cheaper materials than ordinary
damages caused by defective sidewalk ou rangement the call men were paid semi- oil paint, and more lasting than whiteBrown street, by.Mr. Silas Hall, amountin January and July.
wash. A formula approved by General
ing to a sum of $20. Referred to com- annually
mittee on claims.
NEW BUILDINGS.
Le Due when he was commissioner of
Cloudman introduced an
Alderman
The following
petitions for leave to agriculture and more recently recalled
order instructing the city clerk to give
notice that a hearing would be given at erect new buildings were rocoived and re- by Rural New Yorker, it is claimed,
the next
regular meeting of tl.ej City ferred :
quite fills the bill. To two quarts of
to those interested in the conCouncil
add
F. Ells, a wooden two-story car- water lime, or hydraulic cement,
Of E
struction of a sidewalk on Church street.
until of the consistenPassed.
J sweet skimmilk
riage bouse at rear No._lJb Fox street.
Pour in the milk
cream.
The Council resolved itself into a comOf Frank
Josephs, an addition to a cy of good
mittee of the whole to hear the report of
stir briskly and thoroughly, and
slowly,
J31
Cumberland
street.
No.
at
the committee on sewers on the assess- laundry
do not mix more than this quantity at
ments of abuttors of Tolman and Main
MISCELLANEOUS.
a time, as it is liable to settle to the
streets and Pleasant street sewers.
asked leave to
Sliannahan
Thomas
bottom and become hard. The proporAlderman Hopkinson was called to the
chair.
blast rook on Cumberland street between tions stated are not exact, and one will
Mr. T. S. Burns was the only represen- Hanover and Parris streets. Leave was
have to use his own judgment a little,
ative present. JHe entered objections iu reseeing that the mixture is not thin
gard to the assessment on his lot on granted.
Aldermen Peters, Thompson and Ran- enough to “run” or thick enough nottc
assessment just
His
Pleasant street.
about equalled the cost ot the entire sew- dall and Counoilmen
Dow.plaskell and spread easily.
er. The excessive sum was brought about
committee to see about
are the
Use a flat brush, say four inches in
Flaherty
the
and
by a recently enacted ordinance
families.
width, and apply like oil paint. The
Council could, see no way to remedy it, relief for quarantined
When the petitions for a light on North paint, when dry, is a sort of creamy
but voted to lay the order on the table
until the next meriting. The committee street, at the corner of Melbourne street, stone color, and any other color may be
the
Alderman Verrill moved that
rose.
obtained by the addition of suitable pigwas referred in concurrence, ^Councilman
W. W. Lamb sewer assessment Tie rebated
monta wl-iiph must; first bo *‘broken” 01
nuiu.
o
ivcuv
in part
Alderman
Hopkinson moved that the mittco on lights, and had seen several mixed in a little milk to a paste before
report;of the sower assessment of abuttors suoh petitions referred, but thoy never being put with the first mixture. Better
of the Pleasant street sewer be roferred
still, buy color ground in water. This
back to the oommittee on, sewers for fur- came before the committee.
An order selling the discontinued por- paint has been extensively used for years
ther consideration.
An order was introduced by Alderman tions of C street to the Maine Central with perfect satisfaction, looking well
had its first reading, approCloudman
railroad at 35 cents a square foot, waE for several years, and is comparatively
priating the sum of *700 to cover the exschool passed by both boards.
inexpensive. A common laborer can apstreet
the
of
Bridge
refitting
penses
oi
order authorizing brick sidewalk ply it at a saving of one-half the cost
building with new sanitary and ventilatAn
ing arrangements. The work to be under with curbing on the northerly side oi painters’ wages, and farmhands, when
of the Mayor and to meet
the direction
in front of Nos. 71 to 77, work is slack, could do it at a still
the approval of the committee on publio West street
greater saving.
was passed by both boards.
grounds and the school committee.

long
playing and good attractions
as the public will support it.”
K.
Tho retiring president, Charles
Sullivan.
Gage, retired from the presidency because
as

SAY

DIDN’T

“MY food does me no GOOD”

Bartholdi’s Statue of Liberty, the White
House at Washington, the Great Brooklyn

Bridge, Mirror Lake (Yosemite Valley), El
Capitan (Yosemite Valley), Waterfall and
Cave (New Zealand),Jordan River, Murchison Waterfall (Upper Nile), Pilot Knob
(Iron Mountain, Missouri), United States
Signal Service (Pike’s Peak, Colorado),
Giant’s Gap (American River Canon, Colorado), Scene in Tropical Florida, Falls of
the

Rhine,

the

Matterhorn

Mountain

(Switzerland), Scenes in and near the City
of Peking (China), Island of Juan Fernandez, State Capitols, State Seals, etc., etc.
All the Large Cities of the World, the
Towns and Most of the Villages
the
of the United States are Given on

Important

Maps.
It gives a Classified List of All Nations,
With Forms of Government, Geographical

Location, Size and Population.

Special Features Relating

to the United

States Are:
The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 18S8 and i892 by States. List of
All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products. Homestead Laws
and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration. 1820 to 185)1. Public Debt for the
Value of Farm Animals.
past 100 Years. Gold and Silver Statistics. Number and
Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Population. Postal Information, with
Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Information that should be in every Home,
Store, Office and School-room.
of the day needs a concise,
Every person who reads the current periodical literature
accurate and comprehensive Atlas of the World, for the purpose of geographically locating the stirring events with which the world teems. IVe live in an age of intelligence—
an age that condemns ignorance
an age of multiplied means for acquiring knowledge
If
because of these numerous sources of information &o freely and widely diffused.
‘^aiuib
wisn 10 Keep abreast ot tne nines, uy
violent upheaval of the earth, the inarch of contending armies where war exists, the
or the happenings and accidents
progress of scientific explorers in unknown lands,
of the
constantly agitating every part of the world, you should have at hand a copy
“People’s Atlas of the World.” Never before has so valuable an Atlas been offered at
so low a price.
111

you

PRICE

SO

*’

CENTS.

Mail
The Atlas will be sent postpaid to any address on veoeiptof 30 cents.
orders will be filled from the office of publication, causing a delay of severa days
of desired by return mail send six cents extra for postage.
“ATLAS,”
Address all orders to
Office of the Daily Press, Portland, Mo.

r—-.-e-ec
mSCEHANEOCS.

TRAINING NURSES.

The Wonderful Carlsbad Springs.

Report

^

the

of

Superintendent of tlie
Hospital.

School at the Maine General

At the Ninth International
Medical Congress, Dr. Toboldt
read a paper stating that out of
thirty-cases treated with the genuine "imported Carlsbad Sprudel
Salt, for constipation, chronic
catarrh and liver diseases, twenty-six were entirely cured, three
much improved, and one not
Best retreated long enough.
sults obtained when out-door exercise can be had. Be sure to buy
the “genuine,” which must have
“
Eisner & Menthe signature of
delson Co., Agents, New York,’1
on every bottle.

The following is the full text of the reof the Trainport of the Superintendent
ing School for Nurses at the Maine General Hospital:
To the Directors and Resident Physician ot the Maine General Hospital:
Gentlemen:—1 have the honor ot submitting to you a more detailed report of
the Training School for Nurses than has
been made in former years; and am glad
tol present it under a separate head, (instead of having it incorporated into the
Hospital report, as has been the custom

heretofore.)

It seems to me that the most excellent
work done by the nurses should have
broader recognition: and that the Training School should thus publicly declare
its progress, and make known its needs.
The year .just closed has been one of
unusual interest and marked progress on
the part of the nurses, in all departments
of the work. Beginning the year, as we
did, with a large proportion of our number new nurses and probationers, the outnntlior

1

B. L. Tobacco
sells for

no

higher price
than other

tobaccos, but is
the

A

far

as

go

ten-

as

pieces

two

I,

and the formation of pus. To observe
the effect of diet, stimulants or medicines, and to learn the management of
also taught
convalescents.
They are
how to prepare patients for all examinations, the technique of the operating
How
room, and to assist at operations.
to administer anaesthetics, and to care
for patients during anaesthesia. Special
attention Is given to emergencies, both
surgical and medical, and to the dressing
of wounds To the nurse’s duties in accidents which are liable to occur in both
To the
hospital and private nursing.
of patients
treatment
suffering from
fracture, dislocation,
shock,
syncope,
sprain, bite or sting. They are taught
how to control hemorrhage, external and
Internal, and what to do in case of fire,
burns, scalds, foreign bodies in the eye,
ear, nose, throat, or in oases of asphyxia,

will

plug

cent

Unf

secretions,
expectoration, pulse, skin,
appetite, temperature of the body, intellionce, (as to deliiium or stupor) breatbii g,
sleeping, condition of wounds, eruption,,

Longest

Chew.

rlionnimaiwlncf

senior nurses rose to the emergency, and,
inspiring the younger ones with a determination to exoel, they rapidly became
efficient; and we passed through the
critical period smoothly and successfully.
In the recitations and lectures, also,
there has been a most pleasing: interest
exhibited on the part of the pupils.
The course of study includes:
The
making and ohanging of beds, management of helpless patients, moving, changing, giving oaths in bod, and preventing
bed sores. The preparation and application of fomentations, poultices and all
countei irritants, with the management
of blisters. The application of cups and
leeches, with subsequent treatment; the
administration of enemata, and use of
the female catheter. Bandaging, making
bandages and rollers, and fining of
spiints. The preparation of food, together with drinks and
stimulants for the
sick; the art of ventilation, both in
private bouses and hospital wards, and
all that pertains to night ^in distinction
from day nursing. They are taught to
accurate
make
observation
of
the

of any
other kind.

sunstroke,
convulsions,

lightning stroke,

freezing,,

apoplexy, and how to uso
the proper antidotes and restoratives in
cases of poisoning.
Following this is a
and
c ourse in Anatomy and Physiology,
a “Text-book of Monthly
Nursing.”.;|A
series of lessons in sick room cookery is

given to eacn Class;
cannot do satisfactory work in this direction, till we can have a diet kitchen,
where the nurses can have continued
practioe in the preparation of foods. This
can only be brought
about, when there
has been an addition to the Hospital of
a dormitory for nurses, which will enable
dud
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for other purposes. The nurses are, also,
given a term in the distensary. where,
duner the supervision of one of the house
doctors, they are taught how to put up
medicine, and, in this way, get quite a
practical knowledge of Materia Medica.
Massage is also taught, one hundred and
fifty-six lessons having been given during tho past year.
Our lecture oourse, during the past
year, was a most vauable and instructive
one; despite the fact that there were several interruptions, owing to the sudden
call of the lecturer to attend some critical
case out of the oity.
The following subjects were taken up:
The structure of the cell; its properties
and functions as illustrative of the functional character of the tissues Composition of the blood; the phenomenon of
Anatomy
coagulation, and its causes
of the heart; its cavities, valves, beat,
heart sounds, circulation. Respiration,
air passages and lungs, respiratory movements, objects of respiration. Composition of air; changes in blood and air during respiration, respiratory centre, pneumogastric nerve, modifications of respiration.
Nutrition; classes of food, chemistry of food. Animal heat, how produced
Effect of aloohol
and how
regulated.
Digesupon temperature of the body.
and
fluids
ferments contion, objects of,
cerned in digestion. Absorption and assimilation. .-Secretions and excretions of
the body, and theirjrolatlons to nutrition.
The nervous
sy.tem, functions of the
brain and spinal cord, reflex action.
The special senses.
Anatomy and
physiology of the eyo. Anatomy and
of
the
ear.
Structure
of the
physiology
bones, landmarks of the body.
Anatomy
Loof tho muscles, blood vessels, skin.
cation and function of tho internal orInfantile
facial
exdiseases, cry,
gans.
pression, other symptoms. Bateriology
—theory of. Theory of sepsis, modes of
aseptic treatment. Wounds: inflammations. repair of wounds. Principles of antiseptic and aseptic surgery. Preparation for abdominal operations. Abdomiof
nal operations and after-treatment
Emergencies: .hock, hemorpatients.
rhages etc. Gynecological terms and anaesthesia. Nursing in Foreign Hospitals.
Infectious germ
diseases: septicemia,
pyemia, erysipelas, tetanus, etc. Classes
of bacteria, with microscopical demonstration. Action of bacteria upon tho
tissues.
Tho above lectures were ^given by Ur.
Chas. D. Smith. Dr. Addison Tnaver,
Dr. .T. F. Thompson, Dr. Alfred King
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You want Scott’s Etnul°
sion. If you ask your druggist for it and get it—you
can trust that man.
But ii
he offers you “ something
just as good,” he will do the
same
when your doctor
writes a prescription for
which he wants to get a
special effect
play the
lile
of
and
death for
game
the sake cl a penny or two
more
You can' i
profit.
trust that man. Get what
you ask for, and pay for,
whether it is Scott’s Emulsion or anything else.
-—
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Bowne, Chemists. New York,

and Dr. S. C
Gordon. Special lessons
W. L.
in bandaging were given by Dr.
Dana.
admissTho number of applications for
ion to the Training School is increasing
constantly. Having so many from which
to select, we find it possible to set a high

standard,

are
and our nurses
young
of education and refinement.
During the past year tbo number of ap
plications received was 191. Number of
applications accepted, 67; number of probationers received. UO, number of probationers accepted, 19; number of pupils in
school, 6:1; number of pupils graduated,
17; number of male nurses in wards, 6.
The names of those having completed
the course and received diplomas are as
follows: Miss Frances E. Eaton, PortHubbard,
lan, Maine; Miss Leah A.
North Bewrick. Maine; Miss Millie M.
Harger, Dalton, Mass. ; Miss Anna P.
Jacobson, Portland, Maine; Miss Jane S.
Perkins, Brunswick, Maine; Miss Sarah
A.
Farmington, Maine; Miss
Gay,
Evaleen J. Penney, Portland, Maine;
Miss Nellie C. Tyler, St. Johnsbury, Vl. ;
Miss Tamson A. Gray, Augusta, Maine;
Miss Nellie W.
Hibbard, East Sumner,
Maine; Miss Mildred W. Wing, Lynn,
Jonesboro,
Mass. ; Miss Laura H. Lord,
L.
Jennie
Ramsdell,
Maine; Miss
B..
Towle,
Cora
Miss
Maine;
Brunswick,
Dover, N. H, ; Miss Ella Strout, PortE.
Mcland, Maino; Miss Josephino
Laughlin, Portland, Maine; Miss Mary
J. Graham, Calais, Maine.
Tile class which graduated this fall,
consisting of Miss Graham, Miss Barker,
Mrs.
Bartlett, Miss Litchfield, Miss
Taylor and Miss Hill, have left a very
pretty token o' appreciation and kindly

women

leeiing

ior inuir

.iwuxc*

jjahuoa,

uj ^aoof
a sot

sonting to the Training School
silver badges, to be worn by nurses who
as
have charge of wards,
insignia of
office. They have thus supplied a ueed
whion lias ioug been felt, and for which all
coming head nurses will be grateful, as
they are constauly reminded of the kind
wishes of those who have, themSelves,
successfully performed the arduous duties
of this position.
A Directory for Nurses has been estabwhich has
lished within the lust year,
been must successful in every way.

Registering,

as

we

do,

only graduate

nurses, we have secured the confidence
of the public, having demonstrated tho
faot that only the most competent nurses
Tho Direcare allowed to register here.
tory has been extensively advertised, so
that orders are received from every part
of the State and from the surrounding
states; and nurses who formerly had long
periods of waiting are now kept busy;
while physicians and patients are realizing, more than ever before, tho value of
efficient, systematic and faithful nursing.
All the graduates of our school who are
located in the oity, with two exceptions,
have given their names to this registry.
We have a small library connected with
the Training School, but thero is need of
additional books, and any donations for
this purpose will oe gratefully received.
We are hoping soon to organize a club,
which shall bo of mutual benofit to graduates and senior pupil nurses ouo object of
which shall be to establish a fund for the
relief of sick members. Just hero, gentlomen, if I may be allowed, I would like
consideration the
to present for your
greatest need of ali: a building for the
of the nurses, a iiouse
accommodation
large euough for ail, where, after the
toils, and perplexities, and anxieties of
the day, they can find a place of rest
remote from the scene of their labors.
A place where they can experience that
of freedom from restraint, that
sense

Annual Meeting of tiie Women’s Indian
oovered with
Association.
symbols which had
Reports and Election of Officer®—

55. Mrs. Iryo led in prayer and followed
with a very cordial weloome to the new

meeting house.
read

Miss Alice Blanchard, secretary,
her report of tho year’s work.
Alico
said
that

nine

Blanehari^

denominations aro engaged in the work
of the society, and each has welcomed the
association to its hospitality. St. Luke’s
and Trinity at.Woodfords, being the last,
owing to their not having had proper
Two
quarters until that time.
public

addressed
respectively by Rev. Mr. Puddlefoot and
a
Mr. Mescrve.
Miss Blanchard read
letter from Mrs. Rachel Kirby,
who
meetings

have

been

held

tribe.
a visit to Big Jim and
his
She also told a very interesting story of
an
a gentleman whose life was saved by
Indian girl. Congress has been petitioned
by the association to buy food and
made

farming implements
noun

for

timubvii

Navajoes.

the

puuauguo

The programme for the revival services
church the
at tiio Congress street M. E.
rest of this week is as follows:

Tuesday Evening—“A Problem
in
Rev. George
Bibical Arithmetic,
D.
Lindsay.
Wednesday Evening—“Christ Dealing
with Sinners,” Rev. Win Wood.
Thursday Evening~“Ponular Excuses”
Rov. George D. Lindsay.
Friday Evening—“Good TidiDgs,” Rev.
50c. and $1.00 J. R. Clifford.

are

coming year and they
| President—Mrs. Myra
fords.

elected:
E. Frye, Woodwere

Vioe Presidents—Miss Enestme Libby,

Wyer, Portland.
*
Treasurer—Mrs. M. M. Bailey, Woodfords.
Auditor—Miss L. B. Day, Portland.

Reynolds.
Mr. Rigg’s family in Nebraska.
High Street—Mrs. E M. Thomas.
Friends—Mrs. C. W. Foster.
Mr. Bailey the
treasurer
reported
Willlston—Miss Addie Wyer.
as follows:
First Parish—Miss 1m B. Day.
DR.
St. Paul’s—Miss Caroline Carney.
Chestnut Street—Miss Mary E. Blake.
October, 1894, balance on hand,
Pine Street—Mrs. A. P. Leighton.
of which $293.21 had neen apStreet Methodist—Mrs. George
$413.91 C. Congress
propriated,
Blackwell.

dividends,
Memberships,
Bank

Suosoriptions to Indian’s
Donations,
Collections at

Friend,

publio meetings,
CR.

Pnhlie uififttinff

Gxnenses.

Indian’s Eriends,

“

33.18
123.00
9.00
28.95
52.73

Seoond Parish—Mrs. Thomas E. Sawyer.
First Baptist—Mrs. W. C. Nolson.
Free Baptist—Mrs. J. J. Pooler.
St. Stephens—Mrs. F. E. Boothby.
Churoh of Messiah—Mrs. E. H. Sargent.
Free Street—Mrs. M. E. Gould.
$650.77
Luke’s—Mrs. H. W. Robinson.
St.
|
Woodtords Congregational—Mrs. W. H.
Baxter.
S34.00
St. Lawrence Street—Mrs. Peter Watts.
9.00
The enrollment committee reported as
3.76
6.00 present eighty-tliroo members from Port-

For years I had suf-

of the
inflammation of
the stomach, and
weakness of the
female organs.
I used Lydia
E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, and

fered from

falling

fotind
cure

a

perfect

for
troubles.”
Lizzie
in

it
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of

door frames and window frames, and thi
other lumber sold to Mr. Deering;
and
John W. Deering vs. Samuel
Lisk, at
action to recover the amount duo on s
bill of gtocerios delivered to Mr
Lisk’t
wife. Mr. Lisk claims that Mr. Deering
bought the lumber of him, and sues tc
recover the price of it, but claims that lit
is not liable for the groceries because his
wife having separated from him, he forbid Mr. Deering to
furnish her
any
groceries on his account, and that Mr.
Deering, having furnished them in spite
of the notice not to so do, must
collect
the bill of her. Mr. Deering admits himself to bo liable for a part of Mr. List’s
bill for lumber, somo fifty odd dollars,

5

Husband

I

I

the

i

Right

r

My husband has used your shaving soaps for years,
and he induced me to try your Ivorine Washing

#

always

\

v

Powder, which I find most excellent, and as pure and #
good as you represent it. The cake of Olive Oil Soap ^
that comes in each package is superior to anything I have v
ever used for chapped hands.” Mrs. W. A. IIeywocd,
Pawtucket, R. I. ?

J

t

The J. B. Wiliiams Co., Glastonbury, Conn.

Sort

j

|

be interested in whatever makes
his wife’s work easier and lighter.

will

of

\

vorme
wsshim power J

COURT?-

court yesterday
coming
morning at ten o’clock two cases were
takon up together. Samuel Lisk vs. Join
Deering to recover the price of oertair
in

On tho

$

Makers of Williams’ Famous

Shaving Soaps.

J

E3y“List of Choice Premiums sent Free upon Request.

Portland; Mrs. F. M. Blake, Bangor;
Miss Abbie Martin, Brunswick; Mrs. H.
J. Bailey, Winthrop; Mrs. Mary Bates but claims that for the balance of the bill
Stevens, Auburn; Mrs. F. M. Drew, for a certain lot of window frames
Lewiston; Mrs. Anna Sargent Hunt, Au- amounting to ovor $40, he is not liable,
gusta.
Alice because they were not such as he ordered.
Secretary—Miss
Recording
vnd were uot of such a quality as he conBlanohard, Portland.
Corresponding Secretary—Miss Addie tacted for, and that he was obliged to re-

from
The following are the direotors
Riggs $26.25, given Miss Collins $25 for
the
and
for
the
$4.50
ohurclies:
hospital,
paid
Indian’s Friend, taken fifteen copies of
New Jerusalem—Mrs. M. L. W. Merrill.
State Street—Miss Emily L. Stubbs.
the Indian’s Friend and held seven regular
Alice
A.
Congress
Square—Miss
meetings, and three extra ones to sew for

womb,
Congress Street Revival,

That the thanks of this assocordially tendered to the
pastor, offioers and ladies of this church
for their graceful
hospitality, welcoming
us to their now and commodious bouse,
to the M. O. R. R.
for favors received,
to the speaker of the
ovening and to the
public press of the city.
The nominating committee
presented
the following namos as officers for the
ciation

2
Organizing Auxiliary—Mrs.
has held eight monthly and four board Myra E. Frye.
Chairman
Miss. Committee—Mrs. J.
meetings, has sent a barrel to Indian
E. McDonald.
Territory valued at $35; $25 to the Home
Chairman Current Indian News—Mrs.
Building and Loan fund, and has sent N. S. Gardiner.
Fraternal Relations W. C.T. U.—Mrs
many letteis to workers and to members
of Congress. We have sent to Rev. T. L. G. 3. Hunst.

tJWil

Sup’t of Iv'urses.

Resolved,

«

—

vi

Robbins,

Secretary—W aid ron,
Ex outive Com.—Spencer,

were

Librarian—Mrs. G. F. Thurston.
r~~l
Chairman Publio Press Committee—
and magazines to Indians. Any one who Mr. (illftrlpc T
to
or
lias illustrated
magazines
papers
Committee—Mrs.
Chairman Petition
give away will please inform the secre- Charles Forster, Portland.
Chairman
Public Meeting Committee—
be
tary and the postage on them will
Miss Orie, Portland.
members,
has
123
Portland
gladly paid.
Chairman
V ajcvvu

413.91
And now when every available space Appropriated,
has been utilized for them, we often find
it most difficult to meet emergencies Unappropriated money in treasury, $101.92
which arise, because of lack of numbers.
Mrs. Ogden reported for the press comThere are many reasons why our nursing
Many false reports
staff should bo increased. I will mention mittee as follows:
but two or three.
have been widely circulated, and it is
During the past year it was found noces- hard
Our
always to contradict them.
sary to assign a nurse to speoial duty in
have always been
very
the operating room; this, of course, short- daily papers
ened our staff for regular ward work, and courteous and have given generous spaoe
tiie vacancy could not bo filled. Besides to all that has been sent them.
the need of a diet kitchen, before menIn the absence of Mrs. Charles Forster
tioned, we feel that our work cannot be
satisfactorily systematized, till we can there was no report of the petition comhave a nurse who shall act as night super- mittee.
intendent, and whose duty it shall be to
Mr. George F. Thurston, librarian, resee that all emergencies arising at night,
ported that the bocks had been well
are properly mot.
much
And again, with the nurses so widely circulated during the year, and
scattered, it is impossible for them, when interest has been shown by the members
the
under
he
to
personal superoff duty,
The
in carrying them to their friends.
vision of the superintendent; which is so
desirable for their good and her satisfac- books are mostly stories of life among the
tion. Consequently much has to be left Indians.
to their honor in the faithful observance
Mrs. Gardiner for current Indian news,
of the rules to which they have subthe
that the massaore among
reported
scribed.
,.
In this connection, I should fail to do Bannooks was not due to any Indian outthem justice, if I did not heartily ac- rages, and that the Indians were not the
knowledge their loyalty in this respect,
A bill was
but the aggrssed.
during the year just closed. There has aggressors,
been no case in which severe discipline sent to Congress to have the Walker tribe
Not only removed from their reservation.
It is
lias bad to be administered.
utmost zeal and
nave they shown the
honed that a counter petition whioh is
determination to master the work in all
will prevail.
be sent to Congress
its details, and to do themselves and tboir also to
teachers credit, in the ciass and lecture A great progress in Indian affairs was
when off duty,
room, 'out their conduct,
generally reported at Mohawk conference.
has done honor to themselves, individThere are 250,000 North American Indians
ually, and lias siiown us that our conare citizens.
fidence in them has not been misplaced. and one-third of these
S. Hunt
In closing my report, I would say that
Mrs. George
reported on
the most grateful thanks are due to the fratornal relations with the W. C T. U.,
physicians and surgeons, and to tho adworks among the Indians.
junct surgeons, for their many acts and which,
and encouragement,
Mrs. McDonald from Brunswick, who
words of kindness,
and help; without which, tiie work of has resided in Lawrence, Kansas, where
this department would have been much
a
The patience with which the Haskell Institute is looated, gave
more difficult.
instituof that
they have overlooked our faults, has very interesting roport
spurred us on to greater efforts, and cer- tion, aJso exhibiting photographs of the
taiuly, any degree of success which has different buildings.
The boys in this
work, has beon
been reached in this
the girls also
in
dress
school
uniform,
the
kind
advice
largely dependent upon
and generous approval of these officials. have a kind of uniform as, when cloth is
Wo cannot fail to recognizo, also, that
bought by the two hundred yards, many
wo owe to the Doctors of tiie House Staff
must lie made from one piece.
dresses
for
their
of
interest in
a debt
gratitude
The girls do their own sewing and do it
lid
manifested in many ways. The Instruc- well. They do not succeed very well as
tion ; which they have given to the nurses house servants, having been
used to
both at the bedside and in the operating
not take to the confinedQ
they
been
freedom,
has
and
invaluable;
their
room,
They have sociables, which are
willing co-operation in everything per- ment.
taining to the success of the school, will very popular with the boys and girls.
long bo remembered.
There is a hand among the boys who play
The Ladies of the Visiting Board have
instituhelped and cheered us by their manv very well. This is a government
by the interest which tion and is named for Mrs. MoDonald’s
kindly, visits, and in
our
work, and we lather, Mr. Haskell.
they have shown
hope, in the future, to have the support
Mrs. Woodbury of the A. M. A., gave
of a closer acquaintance.
Being grateful for the success of the a fow stories which she had gathered
past year, we hope with continued sup- during her work among the Indians.
port, to bring our school up to tlio highThe ilrst Union is among the Indians
est standard of excellence, in evory parIndian
ticular, and we believe that, with the in Oregon, and there are 95
hearty cooperation of ail, it can te douo.

Respectfully submitted,
AMELIA L. SMITH,

Prophet—Ells,

Toast Master,

very

Five delegates to the National meeting
ohosen. The committee on resoluPublic Meeting in the Evening—Intertions presented the following:
esting Statistics for the Year.
Resolved, That we deplore tho loss to
the oause we
The annual meeting of the Women’s
represent, of two members
th“ Indian
Rights Association, Ur.
JO
Maine Indian Association was held
aud
Prof- Painter, who have been
ii°
Monde.'
called
the Friends’
House,
away from us tiie past year. Both
Meeting
these able and eminent men have shown
afternoon at 3.30 o’clock, the presideui
Maine
great kindness to the Women’s
the chair.
Branch, furnishing reliable information
Tiie Scripture reading was from Isaiah and
of
work.
suggesting suitable objects
Annual

ana uouv so esseunm,

---—

a

Poet—Orandon,
Historian—Spear,

interesting significance.

Stationery,
Remaining last year’s dues,
physical and mental wolfare Expense of delegate to National
13.00
convention,
and where the home element shall not bo
20.45
lacking. As we are now situated, the Literature,
2.99
nurses are occupying rooms that were Expressage on barrel,
80.75
designed, and are needed, for other pur- Membership dues for this year,
poses;
they are scattered everywhere Donation to Home Building and
25.00
through the hospital; from the amphithe- Loan Department,
515.83
to
the
atre
top of the neutral building, By balance,
and ward rooms havo had to he given up
$650.77
to their use. The disadvantages of this
$55.88
In the treasury,
arrangement are obvious.
relaxation ol inma
both to their

belonging

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Treasurer—Oonforth,,

At tho
to the Union.
meeting recently held in Baltimore, a
ilag from that Union was presented and
was tho
It was
work of the Indians.
women

IlfDIAA'S.

THE

land, eight from Woodfords, three from
Bangor, four from Brunswick, one each
from
Stroudwater,
Deering Centre,
Lewiston and Staten Island.
Mrs. Fuller of Dover N. H.

ber were present. The following people
Dr
ocoupied seats on the platform:
Gutterson, Dr. Purdy, Dr. Jenkins, Dr.
Dalton, Dr. Pratt, Mrs. George C. Frye,
Mrs. C. T. Ogden, Mrs. Blake of Bangor
offered by Rev. Mr. Purdy.
in a
Mrs. George O. Frye
graceful
speech introduced the principal speaker
Dr. Gutterson,
who
of the evening,
opened his speeoh with a graphic account
of

was

finding

a

log church

on

a

Tennossee

mountain and from the high cheek hones
and other characteristics found tbechuroli
composed mostly of transplanted Indians.
He spoke of the first meeting of the white
man with the red, when the early settlers
first landed upon these shores, and said
ever
that they have been face to face
since. We have acoused the Indians of
treachery; but let us look at it from a

neutral point and see where the treachery
lies. Is it wholly with the Indians? Tho
great work of the Apostle Elliot, who
first translated the Bible into the Indian
language cannot be too highly spoken of.
There are at present 247,000 Indians in
the
this country; 80,000 have adoptod
and dress of civilization, while
But
at least 40,000 have learned to read.
at present there are
sixty-oight tribes
who are not provided with schools or
manners

religious training.
said she wished that Maine
might send a graduate from some of her
colleges to take part in the grand work
which is being carried on by others, and
Mrs.

regard

n

to

plained that his wife ought to pay her
never forbid
pwn bills for groceries, he
hat they should be onarged to him. The
vrguments in the case were closed last

light

and the case will go to the

Frye

jury th

a

M ■■■■■■■

■

1.30

MO

Society.

meetings?”

MONDAY, 7.30 P. M.

Bo You Know that Castoria

That it has been in

bring nearer to Christ, some
tribes by planting a mission thero.
Dr. Pratt added ibs hearty approval in
the work of the Indian Missionary associ-

4- l-i
J--

arrive until late, as the Sojffiomores entertainod them elsewhere during
the first part of the evening.
Prof. A. J. Roberts delivered a lecture
not

yesterday at the Somerset County Teachers’ Convention, which was held at NorThe men of 98 have elected the followoffloers for the year:
President—A. E. Dinscott,
Vice President—B. C. Richardson,
Treasurer—H. L. Cur-on,

Secretary—H. S. Allen,
Historian—E. E. Hall,,
Poet—H. R. Dairyinple,
Prophet—F. A. Robinson,
Orator—W. L MoFadden,
Toast Master—C. E. Curacy,
Executive Com.—J. A. Wellman,
Hates,

relief.

9$to.j jf(L

sell narcotics

a

purely vegetable preparation, and

that

a

of

list

the

prescription of the

years, and that

famous Dr.

more

Samuel Pitcher.

Castoria is

sold than

now

of

the

reasons

for

granting this government protec fcion was

absolutely harmless f
are

furnished for 35

?

are

They are facta

worth knowing.

is

en

every

wrapper.

r

rural schools.”
H. H. Trufant, No. Parsonsfleld.
Paper—“How muoh and when shoulc
tal arithmetic be taught?”
Ij. L. Cook, Porter.
should t
Paper—“What
preparation
teaoher make for his or her work?’
Sidney B. Stanley, Kezar Falls.
Paper—“Should wo have written examinations in rural sohools?”
Miss Jennie Collomy, Parsonsfleld.

W. T. KILBORN &

CO.,

24 Free St.

FOR RICH FURNISHINGS
AT

7.30. PM.

--

Cost

Moderate

Lecture—English Grammar,
Prof. I. Trufant.

OCR

Music.

-—

Reception.
The officers of the Association are: Mr.
H. Mason, Porter, president;
Mr.
John C. Hull, Fryeburg, vice president;
Miss Hattie Abbott, Fryeburg, secretary.
The chairman of the executive com
mittee is Cora Gatchell, East Brownfield.

Axminsters,

A.

Maine State

IVloquettes

College.

ning.

The
C.

following

were

the

mwi

initi

Darker colorings
will bo found the most attractive and desirable.
being more in demand, a larger variety in magnificent rich designs
has been
''fired and are special to us for Portland.

J.

W. S. Higgins,
Sawyer,
Bangor; W. B. Morell,Amherst, Mass.
C. W. Crockett,
Rooklaud; E S. Leven
ited:

Thomaston;
Bridgton.
saler,

E. E.

Palmer,

Tlie prices

Soutl

The other fraternities have initiated
different times as follows:

and

Wilton Velvets

The annual initiation of the Beta Thete
Pi fraternity > ceurred last Friday eve

on

these

Goods will surprise you.

A fine fine of ORIENTAL CARPETS and REGS have just
been opened.
j\early|all are ^ANTIQUE pieces and some exceptional bargains are among the lot.
Our assortment of floor coverings and drapery materials has
never been more complete than at the present time.

a

Gardiner.

Alpha

.T. A.

v.

a*.

T.

W.

KILBORN
Free St.

24

»-—

-----—

■
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These

cases

GOLD CLARION

game for the cham

aro

reported:

S. Mosley, 55

Pm> IfiOt;

Novembe

Lawrenci
street,scarlet fever; Etts|.V!ayKennedy 19'
Newbury street,—Ftr 1 9 May street,diph
tlieria; November 11th, Geo Legrow, t>:

Cortland Bridge,

repaired

f

Portable Cooking Range!

St.

Portland bridge yesterday

•:

in au experience of over fifty years
combined with modern invention"
and improvement makes the

Contagious Diueases.

10th, Fred

------

All
That is Best

Junior game Will play the winner of tin

Sophomore-Freshman
pionsliip.

CO.

&

OCtJSdtf

A great interest is being taken in thi
class foot ball games which will be playec
The winner of the Senior
this week.

W.

I snflered for two weeks with nouartgia,
Salvation Oil gave me immediate
Mrs. Win. C. Bald, Mosher St,

ana

to

P. M.

Muuioy street, diphtheria; Joseph Vin
cent, 170 Washington St. typhoid fever.

are:

permitted

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria*

out-

J. E. Nelson.

The officers of the class of ’99
President—C. Shannon,
Vice President—(Hidden,

not

signature of

books,”

Paper—“The value of physical culture i

ridgewock.

ing

is

nearly thirty

_—

JJUIJklljU,

are

The fac-similo

So. Hiram.
teach besides

Mrs. Alice L. Durgin, Porter.
should a teacher do
side her school work,”
Miss Fannie Stacy, Porter.
Quostiun Box.

luuooi

v

for

Well, these things

Tau Omega—H. J. Pretto, Orono
Bird, Presque Is'e; P. 0. Jack.
Gardiner; H. H. Oswald, Philadelphia,
ation.
Pa.; F. O. Libby, Portland.
Miss Ida Tarbox sang a solo which was
Q. T. V.—W. H. Powell, Orono; W. G.
Tho
much appreciated by the audience.
G.
H.
Miller,
Whittier, Skowhegan;
which
was
with
dosed
prayer,
meeting
C. H. Blaokwell, Madison ;"I.
Rockland;
Jenkins.
offered by Dr.
H. Drew, Bar Harbor.
The Sophomore prize declamations wii!
COLBY UNIVERSITY.
take place December (i, when tho follow
ing students will compete: A.H. TayWaterville, Nov. 9.—The ladies of the lor, Machias; G. A. Whittemore, Fram
class of *99 tendered a reception to the
kJ,
nuiuu)
gentlemen of the class and representa- ster Portland; C. A. Pearce Fort Fair
evenon
Friday
tives of the other classes,
field; E. E. Nowlan, Lowell, Mass.; G.
ing at the home of Miss Purinton, Pleas- L. Fernandez Sangerville; R. H. Star
ant street.
A very pleasant evening was bird South Paris.
did

use

Do You Know that one

Kappa Sigma—C. R. Carleton,Rich
mond; E. R. Mansfield, Orono; F. A
Smith, Palmer, Mass. ; F. A. Armos,
isolated

to

morphine ?

Do You Know that the Patent Office Department of the United States, and of
other countries, have issued exclusive right to Dr. Pitcher and his assigns to use the word
“
Castoria ” and its formula, and that to imitate them is a state prison offense f

M.

Paper—“What

TUESDAY,

or

stupefying narcotic poisons t

Do Yor Know that when possessed of this perfect preparation, your children may
be kept well, and that you may have unbroken rest ?

Stetson.

1.30

opium

of all other remedies for children combined ?

Meeting— wieotion oi umcer.

TUESDAY,

of

its ingredients is published with every buttle ?

Paper—“How can the study of History
and Geography ho combined?”

Stanley,

aro

that

Bo You Know that you should not permit any medicine to be given your child
or your physician know of what it is composed ?

cents, or one cent a dose

11 rl unco

should we

composed

Do You Know that 35 average doses of Castoria

Mr. O. A. Morton, Brownfield.
Box.

text

are

countries druggists

because Castoria had been proven to be

Question

A.

■■■»

unless you

Paper—Penmanship,

Paper—“What

that in most

Bo You Know ths,t Castoria is

Mr. Byron Lord, Kezar Falls.

Business

remedies for children

Do You Know

Rev. G. T. Ridlon, Kezar Falls.
Address of Welcome,
E. F. Gentleman, Kezar Falls.
Report of Secretary,
Miss Hattie Abbott, Fryeburg.
Paper—“How can we Interest parents in
the work of the school?”
Mr. P. J. Stanley, Kezar Falls.
Paper—“Why do teachers need ^teachers’

Supt. W. W.
TUESDAY, 9.30,

■■'■■■■

without labeling- them poisons ?

P. M.

State

Children.

Do You f^HOW

Do You Know that opium and morphine

Devotional Exorcises,

A

T H E RS

most

The annual meeting of the West Oxford
Educational Society will occur at Kezar
November 18th and 19th.
The
Falls,
programme will bo as follows:

MONDAY,.

and

■■■■—■■ — ■■■ ■■■

Paregoric,
y
'Bateman’s Drops, Godfrey’s Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrups, and

D. A. Meaher for Mr. Lisk.
L. B. Dennett for Mr. Deering.
West Oxford Educational

Infants

for

norning.

M. Earl G.

addressed

the audience.
the
The evening sessions of
society
opened promptly at 7.30 and a large num-

Prayer

Mr. Deering further claims
the bill of groceries that Hr.
Lisk nevor forbid him in any way not to
lend groceries to his wife on his
(Mr.
Lisks’ acccount; that, although ho comthem,

;urn

was so

fai

that teams were enabled to oros:

I

the best in the market.
Made in 5
every style for wood or coal or with our Famous Removable Docka&h 1
Grate. If not for sale in your locality, do not pay a larger profit on in- \
ferior makes represented as “just as good,” but ask us \there to get the.i
1
best. Made and warranted by

1^

Incorporated 1894.

“BREVITY

WOOD & SiSHGP
IS

THE

GOOD WIFE!

CO., BANGOR,

SOUL
YOU

OF

MAINE.}
WIT.”

NEED

without delay.
Parties trying to introduce new cougt
remedies should hnow that the peoplt
will have Dr. Bull’* Cough Syrup.

SAPOLIO

PORTLAND DAILY
—AND—

MAINE STATE PllESS.
Subscription Kates.
Daily h. advance) $6 per year: $3 for six
months; SI.50 a quarter; 50 cent3 a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
farrier anywhere within the city limits aud at
iV.;odfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance/, invariably at The
•ate of S7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
(very Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
it cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscripcon of six weeks.

Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
tapers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Itates.
first
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
neek, 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
Cay advertisements, one third less than these
fates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week
trst week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of tho width of a colaud

amu

one

long.

Inch

Social Noticed,
ditional.

on

Amusements and

page, one-third ad-

first

$2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
Sates,

Auction

rquare each week.
f 1.50
per square.

Heading Notices in nonpanel type and
'nssed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
!i. e each insertion.
Pure Heading Notices in reading matter type,
l; cents per line each insertion.

V oids, To Let, For Sale and similar adversenients. 25 cents per week in advance, for
Displayed adverdO words or less, no display.
tisements under
not
isements

these headlines, and all adverpaid! !in advance, kwili be

barged at regular

rates.

State Press—$1.00 per square
insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications relatinE to sub
ecriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland. Me.
In Maine

for first

PRESS.'

THE
TUESDAY,

12.

NOVEMBER

State of Maine.
A Proclamation by Governor Henry
B. Cleaves.
The annual harvest has been gathered.
The year that is rapidly drawing to a close,
has brought lo the people of our beloved
State, a large measure of posperity. Peace,
happiness
good order, contemment HDd
God hns
prevail within our vast domain.
and
crowned the year with Hi» blessings
favors, and with the over-flowing riches of
His glace and mercy. Therefore,
Thursday the 28th Day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
I,,.™,*,

irtH

Dinafi’ fivo

ia

hpr«hv

dpsii'-

Tvitb the advice of the Executive
natod.
Council, as a day of public

THANKSGIVING AND PRAISE.
Refraining from ordinary vocations, may
Commonail- the pec; I,.- or our Christian
wealth. i;r their homes anti in places doriieaied to public' warship, render irihnles o!
prsise and gratiioe lor the many munii'eutntions of Cod’s goodness.
of praise, let our
And rmdu our songs
thankfulness be evinced by some substantial
the
expression of sympathy for the poor,
unfortunate and afflicted.
Chamber at
Given at the Executive
Augusta, this eleventh day of November,
in the yeur of

our

Lord,

thousand

one

and o
ninety-five
the independence of tne United States
one
hundred
and
America the
of
twentieth,
HENRY B. CLEAVES.
By the Governor.
NICHOLAS FESSENDEN,
Secretary of State.

eight hundred

and

The New York Yacht Cluo ought to
waste no time in getting Dunraven’s
name

off its

list._

The President has forbidden Lieut.
Young of tiie navy to publish his book
is that it
The inference
on
Hawaii.
does

not sustain

Ex-Consui

“my policy.”

Waller is

dying

in the French prison in which he is conour
administrafinarl.
Perhaps
tion may get round soon enough to secure indemnity for his widow.
Col. Emilio Nunez, one of the Cuban
leaders in the United States, says the
rebels will now accept nothing short of
absolute independence. The automony
sop comes too late.
Candidates for Senator from Kentucky
coming forward now that it is settled
that
the
legislature is Republican.
Hon. Augustus E. Wilson of Louisville

are

Congressman Godfrey Hunter are
ready in the fight with more coming.
and

--—

T1_U
-e>”“ "-— *-»**

The interesting report of the
superintendent of the training school for nurses
at the Maine General Hospital, whioh
is presented elsewhere, ought to be generally read. The proper training of permatter
sons to take care of the sick, is a
of great importance to everyone, and the
school that has been established at the
Maine

General

Hospital

—til

n—q

alit-

*****

uphill working forcing their free silver
views upon the Democartic party
Six
months ago the tide appeared to be setting strongly iu their direction, but it
has changed and now they are rowing

this

for

work

most deserves, and should receive, encouragement and assistance. More room is
needed, and it is to be hoped that the
money necessary to increase the accommodations will be forthcoming at no distant day. Skilful and intelligent nursing
is as important as skilful and intelligent
surgical and medical treatment, and the
latter depends very hugely for Its success,
upon the former.
The sober second thought of the people
will uot put into full power the Republican party, the pi»rt.v that passed the
odious anil unjust McKinley law, whose
financial policy helped bring on the recent business depression, the party under whioh great monopolies were born
and fostered, anil which has as one of its
fundamental minciules
centralization,
which is the beginning or tho onu or a
government for and by the people.—Lewiston Sun.

probably mean the sober third
The first thought
thought
put the
Republican party in power in the house,
You

the second thought secured to it the senate, so the second thought is passed and
it must be on the sober third thought
that you
you feel

One

relying.

are

reason

why

so
much confidence that the
Democrats will win next year is beoause
the Republicans passed the “odious and
unjust McKinley bill.” But that bill
originated in the House of Representa-

tives and to have prevented the possiiblity of a measure of tbao [kind in the
future the proper thing for the people to
a
been to
elect
have
would
do.
Democratic House. Instead of that they
elected a house overwhelmingly RepubliDo you know of any great monopocan.
lies that have disappeared under Democratic legislation? Is the Sugar Trust
any less strong than it used to be? What
for thinking the
reason then have you

people will oontinue Democrats in powor
to put down trusts? Having fooled them
once with
promises of abolishing trusts
do you think the people will court being

realty aims at is
small
offitho
making
ones and unces branches of the large
der the supervision of the former. Perhaps an illustration will indicate better
of

is proposed. The Portland post
office is a free delivery offioe and the largAll through
est in this part of Maine.
Cumberland
county there are Small
what

offices which have an independent exisKach one has its own postmaster
tence.

responsible

to

the

Postmaster

General

alone. Under the plan proposed some or
ail these offices would cease to he independent offices and would be branches of
the Portland office. The postmaster at
Portland with his tide changed to superintendent, would be placed in charge of
all these branches and would have the
same direction and control of all of them
has of the
that be now
alone; and the men who

office
are at present in
become
offices
would

charge of these

offioe now are. If any vacancy occurred
in one of these offioes it would be filled
just as a vacant clerkship is now in the

Gradually

the confourth class

as

solidation went forward the

independent establishments,
disappear, and when it was com-

post offices,

as

would
plete there would be

none

of them.

sxtend »U over the country just

as

did the

|
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lumbering,

grocery,
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F. 0. BAiLY & COAuctioneers.

j,

nov7dtd

j|
j

BY F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

11

|
|

\\

THE N.K.FAIRBANK COMPANY.
B
Chicago. 224 State St.. Boston. Portland. Me.

Grain.

On Tuesday. November 12 th. at 2.30 p. m.
shall sell the one and a half story wooden
house, No. 43 Merrill St. Has seven finished
rooms, Sebago water, good plumbing, &c. Lot
about 2000 square reet. Terms Cash.
nov7dtd

Fr O.

CO.,

#

5
#

f
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Sm

Marvelous Cures
in Blood Poison

Springs,Ark..and

P. at Hot
yourP.P.
st has done me more good than three
months* treatment at the Hot Springs*
fiend three bottles C. O. D#

Rheumatism
and Serofitia
ilio^ up
P. P. P. purifies the blood,
weak
debilitat-.
gives
and
the
Strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giviiig the patient health and
...

INVESTMENTS.

-fob sale by-

4V
^

primary, secondary and tertiary
syphilis, for blood poisoning, mercunal poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
For

skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, bolls, erysipelas,
ecsema—we may say, without, fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
in all cases.
In all

1W

\

^
A
9

blood and

Ladies whose systems are pQisoned
*nd whose blood is in an impure concution, due to menstrual irregularities,
wonare peculiarly benefited by the
darral touio and blood cleansing properties of P. P. P.-Prickly A?»h, Poke
Boot and Potassium.
Springfield, Mo,, Aug. 14th. 1893.
—I can speak in the highest terms of
__

Jk

A
rfV

^A

Kr

.A
mr

dtf

WE CENTRAL
4

wit UUAJ.

I

V

r

Inytoup Flutists

v.

Life Im croct

rffc*

personal

your medicine from my own
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
85 years, was treated by the very best
dolphysicians ana spent hundreds of
lars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. Ihavo only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say It has done memory
anything I have ever taken.
good than
* can recommend your medicine to all
the above diseases.
of
auilerera
"U
MRS. M. M. YEARY.
Springfield, Green County, Mo.

«P'

am

#J-D-JOHNSTON^

Skfln Cancer Cored.
Testimony from the Mayor of Sequin,Tez*
Sequin, Tex., January 14,1893.
Messrs. Lippman Bros. Savannas,

Ga.: Gentlemen—l have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years'
standing, and found great relief: 1C
purifies the blood and removes all lrritatlon from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
I have taken five or six bottles
sores.
and feel confident that another course
will efTect a cure. It has also relieved
and stomaoo
me from indigestion

troubles.

Boon

M. Rt78T.
Attorney at Laif.

on Blood Diseoses Hilled Free.

ALL

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

ft.

—--

—

gm

Porikiri, H\mt

Jb,

gm

ft

Jk

As

AID TO THE PROSPERITY
OF MAINE

^
^

as

gm

yf

small

■ —

lan
guid ory of th
sufferer frou
Is the

si

agreeably that i,
.is like the pleas
ant change from darkness to daylight
The feeling of utter exhaustion and inaand the diges
lillty to work ie driven
rive organs are toned, strengthened anc
Pills
are purely vegeHood’s
regulated.
ribie. safe, reliable. 25c. at all druggists

^

^
^

THE END of the policy is

Typewriting.

CENTENNIAL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE ST
eodft
jam

the Deering Grounds,
Saturday, Nov. 16,
at 2.45 p. m.

A
T.

J?
fp

111

m

Just
hi

as

#

98
novl

Street.

d2w

DRAINAGE,
Cent.

Bonds,

Satisfactory

UNION MUTUAL POLICIES
Never

Per

Due July 1, 1901.

are ••

a

Interest

These bonds

are

issued by the Sanitary Dis-

Chicago, a municipal corporation regularly organized under a general act of the
legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuance
trict of

popular vote of the electors within its
limits, which include practically the entire
of
City
Chicago, and the greater part of the
adjoining populous towns of Cicero and Lyons.
of

MOTORMEN

FINANCIAL.

-ANI)-

WHITE

OCtl*

’EM
Glasses that will lit you.
In gold frames,
“
silver frames,

Pro motion o£

FAUST

Gold

mnoFTT

a

DHnnti i,

BAW™a

dtf

Fund

Sinking

4’s.

steel frames,
fact the finest line of
This Company is earning NET about
glasses you will find in three times
its interest charges.
we
lit
and
Portland
The bond is virtually the promise of the
them
City of Auburn as it is signed by the
FREE OF CHARGE
Water Commissioners and the City of
what
your Auburn owns the Water Works plant.
no matter
trouble.
“

or

PEXDEXTER,
561 Congress St.
Portland,
Ma‘|,e-

WOODBURY
Cor. Middle and

Insurance Agency,
SI Exchange Street,

Horace ANB»»soif.

flt'3 9

Portland, Me.
or>m\r

MOULTON,

Exchange

octll

aug22_____

Fire

&

UA.3XTKEHS.

E. S.

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO

flj Wf

14,

Nov.

Tlie Great Boston Success,

Farmington 6s. “YORICK’S
MORRISON

MR.

as

LOVE.”

MASTER YORICK.

Secure seats this morning at Stockbridge’s.

Annual Violin

Second

—BY

Recital

PUPILS OF—

MR. FRED

-BY THE-

A.

GIVEN

—AT—

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.
dtf

novll

PORTLAND,

CITY HALL,

Nov^

Monday Evening,
CONCERT AT

Mr. Max O. Knnze,

INVESTMENTS.
ST. LOUIS, ALTON «: TERRE
HAUTE R. R. 1st ill or t. & Terminal 5 per cent. Gold Bonds
1914.
NEW YORK, LACKAWANNA &
WESTERN R’Y. Terminal &
Improvement 4 per cent Bonds
1933.
ST. PAUL EASTERN GRAND
TRUNK R’Y. 1st Mort. 6 per
cent Gold Bond 1913.
BURLINGTON, CEDAR RAPIDS & NOR. Consld. 1st & Collateral Trust 5
Bond 1934.
IOWA
First

per cent

RAILWAY'.

CENTRAL

Mortgage

Gold

8

18.,

1895.

O'CLOCK.

Double Bass Soloist

Member Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Mr. C. Frank Porter,
Violoncellist
of Boston.
Mr.R. B. Hall,
Cornetist
of Portland.
Mr. James A. Bain,
Accompanist
of Portland, and Given’s Orchestral Club
of Portland.
Fred A. Given,
Musical Director
Six pupils will appear as soloists and a class
of twenty will play an air and variations with

orchestra.

Tickets 35c and 50c. For sale at all music
These tickets are ex
stores and pupils.
Sale at
changeable for reserved seats.
Chandler’s music store ou Monday, Nov- 11th,
General sale Tuesday, 12th, 9 a. m.
at 9 a. m.
Parties holding tickets sold by pupils and
music store should exchange their tickets a
soon after the lltb as possible in order to
secure good seats.
2-9-12-15-16-18.
-•—
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BAND~ CONCERT

5 per cent Gold
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AT VIMT

SCENE
COSTUME
PROPERTY

Incorporated
CAPITAL

AND

1824.

Course Tickets

now on

Sale.
d9t*

nov4

financial.

SURPLUS

FIRST MORTGAGE

WB GOT

myopia, Uy-promoiro*
pia. Presbyopia, AsthenAstigmatism.

WHITTLESEY,

In His famous Dramatic, Scenic and Electria

Thursday Evening,

Water Works Go.

octSXeodtl

Florence Roberts

EVERY
EVERY
EVERY

a

AUBURN, IE.,

MONUMENT SQUAUE.

HALL,

Nov. 18tli.
Monday Evening,
Consisting of music; address by Kev. Dr.
Pearson
as
Aunt
Blanchard; Miss Evangeline
Jerusha will present the “Family Album” of
31 living [pictures; reading by Frof. Andrew
Cross; music by Mrs. Zimmerman, Zither witli
ancompaniment. Tickets 26 cts. At
oring, Short & Harmon’s, Stevensi & Jones,
and Geo. E. Thompson’s, and at the door,
novl2dlw

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

Payable Jauuary and
July 1.

onnn a

for Portland.

SUPPORTED BY

Bond 1938.

mil a

Agents

ENTERTAINMENT

at CONGRESS

—ASSISTED BT-

Exchange

As the Beginning.

.*

snapea, can De perfectly ntteu. tau anu
get a catalogue and inform yourselves in
egard to the merits of the Jaros
Made for
Hygienic Underwear.
Men, Women and Children.

dlw

nov!2

..

FOR SALK BY-

Sole

Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Wash

OF

BANKERS,

5

WHEN SHALL OUR AGENT CALLP

HASKELL & JONES
SAWYER’S
MISS A.
AND TYPEWRITING.
OF
SHORTHAND
SCHOOL

BATES,

Until Nov. 15, >1895.

MASON & MERRILL,

and

0 My lies®
weak,

THE EMINENT ACTOR,

KENNEBUNK, MAINE,
And Other Investment Securities

THANKFULNESS
AND PROFIT.

A?

lippman’s Slockjaraantbi Ga

We call your attention to tlie .Taros
Hygienic Uiulerwearas offering the
best protection against the cold of any
underwear on the market.
The No. 22 weight is especially adapted
to men whose occupation keeps them
out of doors.
Short men, tall men, stout men, all

Wednesday, V«v. 13,

MAINE CENTRAL Consol. 4s,

MOUSAM WATER COMPANY,

From first to last,
its insurance contracts occasion

the postmasters
have little opportunity to learn the best
methods of conduoting their offices. Under the proposed arrangement they would
business is

BOWDOIN

EXCHANGED FOE

Genuine Home Company.

jfch

sale

on

MANAGEMENT E. C. MITCHELL.

Leeds and

CHICAGO

factor is so important
the investments made by this

no one

Now

dtf

an

$

PBOPRIE TOUS,

doubtless
to so much
greatly improve the efficiency of the service. The small offices of the oountry
Their
now lack- competent' supervision.

Tickets. 75, 50, 25 cents.
I ox office.

FOOTBALL! City Hal! Theatre,

FOR SALE BY

(D©®p,ui!|

Worrying Expense,
a
Always Comforting Investment.

LIPPMAN BROS,

at

P/

\

(Sl*n.<lby>

in the Tower Strikes 12,”
“Jolly Old Owls,”
“Please Put That Down,”
"Poverty’s Tears Ebb and Flow.”
“Get Up Jack, John Sit Down.”
“The Clock

novl2dtf

DUE 1912.

First Mortgage Cold 5 Per
Cent Bonds of the

your family when
for
your life is insured
substantial amount
with the

/(In

.*<

To all whom it may concern: I hero*
by testify to the wonderful the
properties
skin. I
or P. P. P. for eruptions of
#affered for several years with an unsightly and disagreeable eruption on
and

i3j

$50,000
J

ALL THE OLD AND ORIGINAL SQNS3
By DAVID BliAKIAtl.

lirtiibP

£uitar

AAVCfAT

PWeIes]

dtf

t;

d&-

It will

scandal.

T

tlin

Presenting Me. Harrtgan’s Most Successfu! Play in Three Acts, entitled

on

H. M. PAYSON & GO,

%

Aberdeen, Biown Cour,ty, O.

I tried every known remevain,until P. P. P. was used,
now entirely cured.

V

..II

-„

octl9

Capt. J. B. Johnston.

my face.
dy but in

IIIIIIUUI

dTu,Thurs,Sat,3mo

42 Mange M

§

OF

—

Artis ts ,
EVERY EVENING ATS!
Wed. and Sat. Matinees at 2.30.
15
POPULAR PRICES—lO,
Matinees IO cts.
and

CEO. F. DUNCAN,

Eespectiully yours.

feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

change of administration.
The plan has much to commend it outside of the fact that it will prevent the
wholesale
removals and appointments
which occupy so much of the time of
every new administration, and give rise

Are entirely rcusorco by 1".P.P.
-Priokly Ash. Poke Root and Potaealum, the greatest blood purifier on
earth.
Aberdeen, O.. July 21,1891.
Messrs Llprtian Baas., Savannah.
Oa.: Beak Sirs—I bought a bottle of

—

Specialty
InuitoH

UUIIUUpUltUUIIUU
novl2

ALLEN

C. W.

Week Commencing Monday
Evening, Nov. 4.
A BIG COMPANY

New York Produce
and Chicago Board

Members

0. U. A. M.

we

BAILEY &

d3t*

Cor. Congress and Pearl Sts.

Real Estate at Auction.

|i

Stockbridge’s Music Store.

C. F. STUBBS.Manager.

1lyl7

l p. p. p.
£

AND

PARK THEATER,

me

J§

& Tuesday, Nights,
\ov. 13 tli ,V Itfth.

lUonday

Stock

Exchange.

pany,

fcg

I
Genuine COTTOLENE Is sold everywhere In
I I
and ttcer
tins, with trade-marks “Cottolcnc" tin.
head in cotton-plant wreath—on every

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES
AND OLD SORES
PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH, MALARIA,
AND POTASSIUM
KIDNEY TROUBLES
Makes
and DYSPEPSIA

York

New

Members

Salesroom 16 Exchange Street.

IV

and

Stocks.

of Trade.
Pnrrnonnnrlnnnfl

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

£
#

Tickets,

novl2

ST. JO IIIV STREET,
NEAR UNION STATION.

teaming, hack,

E. LOTHROJt*. Lessee and Manager.

G.

TICKETS

At

Sortnnity

g

—

H aAVI/Vva

Exchange.

Exchange

'These horses weigh from 1000 to
1300 pounds each, and among them
are many fine workers and driveis,
suitable for most any line of business,

Cotton

Town of Dexter, Maine, 6 s.
finest horses which the Company own,
Town of Pittsfield, Maine. 4 s.
handsome and stylish animals.
This sale will offer a splendid opof Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2's.
to any party in need of City
orses. No postponement on account City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
Terms cash or satisfacof weather.
of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
tory paper. Half fare from principal City
stations on M. C. It. R. to those attend- Borough of Braddook, Penna., 41-2's and S'a.
ing sale.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's.
For further particulars inquire of
EDWARl) A. NEWMAN, General Man- Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
ager of the Portland Railroad ComDividends guaranteed by Maine Central Ratlroad.
or of

sog-1

_

§|

■

Portland Theatre,

PADEREWSKI
York

New

Members

on

luvriin

__

|

them would disappear the general
change of the heads of tiiose offices whioh
now
takes place with every political
with

promptly, and

imous approval of lawyers who have examined It. If there are no serious defects
developed in practice it will gradually

I

,....

When your cake is heavy,
sure
a
gy. indigestible, it’s pretty
i \&w
IT Af VAif
f.
sign that you didn’t shorten it
with COTTOLENE. When this
m a*
shortening is rightly used,
great
«|
1R 1
the result will surely satisfy the
W “
®
most fastidious. Always remember
that the quality of COTTOLENE
makes a little of it go a long way.
<$
j ^4Hpllisll«iyg^Bfl^It’s willful waste to use more
two-thirds as much as you
1 lllrtr^
would of lard or butter. Always
W
A
use COTTOLENE this way, and
gfl
1 1C
/A I |
your cake and pastry will always
AW / al l
be light, wholesome, delicious.

And

On affairs in Asia he
more explicit, giving Russia tc
was
understand that England was prepared
to protect her rights and interests there,
even to the extent of force.

The claim for this system is that it is a
great advance over the present system in
simplicity and that disputes concerning
titles are much less likely to arise under
It. We believe it has met the almost unan-

I^L

under the Portland postmaster
and would be under the civil servioe
rules just as the olerks in the Portland

was.

practically

t

onstTp™: I DR. SWAN’S TEA PILLS in every form.

clerks

sick headache
Hood’s Pills CUP
this condit iui

a

i

mder the personal supervision of Dr. JOHVbvi an
It tones and
s possessed by no other preparation.
nervous system
.vitalizes the blood, restores the
eir functions, and makes people strong ana well.
eminent physicians for heart diseases, for which
who will
ee medical advice is offered all sufferers

Portland

powers were iu agreement still as tc
to he pursued there though he
failed to describe in any definite lan-

by

Nerve
Tonic

The prices realized at their previous
sale were extremely low; nevertheless,
as the Company have no possible use
i'or these horses, having changed their
r,,ad to electricity they have determined to sacrifice them. They will
therefore be sold to the highest bidder
on the above mentioned date at stables

WALK*.
p.
arl4

it

wnac

the

policy

unanimous vote the Torrens system oi
land registration and it will soou be tried.

100 FINE HORSES.

d

Course

New York*

■

O.

post offices is one of far reaching posssibilities. The order itself, to the casual
reader, gives little idea of its full signifl-

the

Chicago has adopted

K'ie

a

issued by the Fresithe consolidation of

The recent order
ient providing for

Salisbury’s speech

guRge what it

:
Swan’s Nerve and Blood Tonic you
bank check that can be cashed for
bank. We rely
1
■ the
purchase price at any If
you are not
ff wholly on your honesty.
Nov. 13th, at
On WEDNESDAY,
cash
the check! m
/ cured by thisof remedy,
10 a. m,vve shall sell absolutely withyour money back if the $. out reserve
f You are sure
medicine fails to benefit. Isn’t that the
best and strongest guarantee ever offered? g*

rs

Broadway,

72

HORSES. Cotton.

1 Dr.
Let

Price, McCormick STOGKBRIDGE
&CO.,
-:

POSTOFFICK SCHEME.

threw very
little light on the situation in the Turkish empire, though he calked a good deal
about it. He did intimate however that
the

—.

Portland Horse Railroad Go.

of

\ Bottle

OF

_

THE NEW

cance.

Every

AMUSEMENTS.

Great Sale of

1—

With

again? We do not blame you,
esteemed contemporary, for trying to extract sunshine from cuoumbers but we
do not think ycu will succeed in getting

always have the benefit of the direction
and advice of the postmaster of one of
full
the large offioes who would have
the
current.
against
knowledge of the requirements or th
Minister Bayard
continues to make service and the best methods of meeting
himelf solid with the Englishmen. He them. The now plan is to be tried first
pitohed into the protection policy the at Boston and if it works well it will
other night with great fury. When his giadually be extended throughout the
term expires he will doubtless
find it country.
pleasanter to remain in England than to
come back to tha United States..
Lord

check.

fooled

rnuoh,

MISCELLANEOUS.

financial.

SALES

second crand auction sale

system.

rens

Portland office.

6aid to be

ACUTION

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS._____

Australian ballot system which had its
origin in the same oountry as the Tor-

PRfciSS

dtt

Wharf Tow
that their
held at Office No, 179
Comlneroial St., Portland, on Tuesday the 12th
day of November, at 2.80 o’clock, in the after
noon, to act on the following articles: 1st, to
choose a moderator; 2nd. to ohoose 7 director
for the ensuing year; 3rd, to acton any othe
business that may properly come before them.
novBdtd
P. XBtiNEY, Clerk.
Stockholders of the Central
Tint:Boat
Co.,
hereby notified
are

meeting

will be

ff.

Current

Accounts received

on

favorable

Bangor and Aroostook Railroad

terms.

allowed on Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Baulcs, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank.
Interest

Sts.

Notice.

animal

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

First Mortgage a per cent Gnld Bonds
DUE .JAN. 1, 14)43.

payable January and July.
$16,000 per mile single track.
I would call special attention to these
bonds as a safe investment, being a legal
Interest

Limited

STEPHEN R. SMALL. President.
MARSHALL R. G03IM3, Cntai
jan4

_“tf

"WONDERS OE THE TROPICS.”
Try the AVEST INDIES and stop at the

MiLRIRTE

IIOTBIi,

BARBADOS.
For Circulars address Geo. S. Pomeroy, Box
New
2384,
York, or G. B. Boring, of Boring,
uavSeadl m*
short & Harmon, Portland.

Company.

to

investment for Maine savings banks.
1 am prepared to give information as
to earnings of the road for the past year
and of its present outlook.
Correspon
(fence and personal interview invited.
FOR SALE BY
—

B. SAUNDERS,
Investment Securities,

HUTSON
61

1-3

fetias

Exchange

Street

Portland, M

'i'.Xh&Sat-tf

EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY.
Annual Meeting Yesterday and Reports
of Officers.
The

Hospital in

—The New

Prosperous Condition

a

Two

Storied Addition—A

Tribute to Its Munificent Benefactor.

The annual meeting of the Eye and
Ear Infirmary was held last evening at
the hospital. The annual reports were
made and

accepted:

TRUSTEES’ REPORT.
President Charles
F. Libby, for the
Board of Trustees reported as follows:
The Infirmary has reached that stage in
its existence where, comfortably housed
and equipped, it is enabled to realize
more nearly the expectations of its founders and the wants of the community,
than at any previous time. Its increasing
work andj influence are shown by the
statistics presented in the report of the
Executive Surgeon, and clearly demonstrate

that

as a

pi blic institution it is

meeting the enlarged uumauds of patibnts
from all parts of t io State. The community itself is being educated to the
importance of early treatment of diseases
of the eye and ear, and the clinical resources of the Infirmary cannot but add
to the resources which the| medical fraternity are utilizing for the benefit of the
race, and localize tho skill of specialists
in this department.
The opportunities
which it offers for students in medicine
to become acquainted with difficult operations upon the eye and ear, and the treatment of diseases whicli are out of the
common run,
cannot but lie advantageous to the profession and to the public.
In fact, the educational advantages which
such an institution offers, are more likely to be underestimated than overestimated. It is rare to find a city of the
size of Portland, which offers such special
advantages for the clinioal study of so
and among the public charities which
have already given Portland an honorable name among the cities of New England in this regaul, the Eye and Ear
Infirmary is not to be consideied the
attracted to itself many
least It has
friends, but is still dependent upon the
will
and
charitable support of those
good
who, in their prosperity do not forget
that suffering humanity is always with
us, and under more enlightened conditions ever demands increased relief.
JThe fact that stands out prominent in
the events of the present year, is the
death of one who, by bis active support
during his life and munificent testamentary bequests has entitled himself to
be ranked as perhaps the greatest friend
of this institution. It is unnecessary
to say that I refer to Mr. Ira P. Farrington, whose face will be missed at
this annual meeting, and who always
has been a tower of strength in our
midst. Appropriate resolutions on the
death of Mr. Farrington, expressing the
sentiments of the Board, were adopted at
a meeting held at the Library
Room, on
December 28, 1894, and have been spread
the
reoords.
upon
The new two storied addition referred
to in the last report, has sinoe been furnished, with reference to the purposes
for which it was designed
It gives the
Infirmary a new operating room, one of
the best equipped in the oountry, many
of its features being due to the skill of
the house surgeon, J)r. Clough. We have
also to
record the establishment of a

complete bacteriological laboratcrydnring

the year, which will furnish special opportunities for the study of a large class
of diseases to which the investigation of
scientists is now being specially directed,
and the results of whose studies, as shown
in a Pasteiur and a Koch, hnve profoundly impressed the non-professional mind.
With such advances as the last quarter
century has seen in this direction, may
we not confidently hope that human skill
wil)|not much longer be baffled by the insidious attacks of unkhownjagoncies, undermining the health of the community.
Efforts are now being made to place the
Department of Oral Surgery and Dentistry upon a successful working basis. Contributions are needed for the purchase of
furnishings and instruments. No lengthy
argument is necessary to show the advantages of a dental infirmary whore the
can
receive gratuitous attention
poor
in the important matter of preserving
the teeth. The department is in charge
of Doctors Fellows, Brooks and Kelley,
end their well known skill and reputation in their profession will doubiloss
give a standing to this department whioh
will secure the necessary contributions
nml

Add these to the previous rooords anc
it makes the whole number treated 10,603,
The number of eye and ear operation 1
recorded was 466, which added to thos<
previously done makes the whole numbet
3,466. The whole attendance was 13,003 1
record:
which added to tho previous
Th<
makes tho whole attendance <3,691.
40 per day, an
avearge attendance was
increase of 8 uer cent, over average foi
last year. Tho total attendance for the eyt
and car was 9,934, .making an average o:
av
33, an increase of 6 per cent, over the
clinic:
erage for last year. The adjunct
hnvt
diseases
other
of
for tho treatment
been continued throughout the year am
patients shows thai
the atteudauce of
art
they are appreciated by the poor who
The regis
treatment.
unablo to pay for
ter for the year ending Nov. 1st, 1895,
shows that 3,178 hours were spent in the
of the out-patient depart
, linicnl work
ment, au increase of two-fifths per cent,
last year. The
for
private
over that
rooms have been occupied by.137 patients,
anti the wards by 360, making iu ail 491
in-patients. Uf the ward patients 343 paid
for board at tho rate of one dollar pel
7c
day, 43 paid a part of their board, and
The number of days
were entirely free.
c
59.
of
of lree hoard was 3,745, an increase
per cent, over that for the previous year,
which was double that provided for by
the friends of the institution. Notwithtne
standing this large increase in
amount of free board, the service has been
confined to those who were blind or were
threatened with blindness or deafness.
Tho groat amount of relief given can be
estimated from the fact that 117 were
assisted materially iu the preservation or
restoration of sight or hearing.
comfort, happiness and usefulness thus
never be
can
given to so many persons
to the
expressed in words nor conveyod assisted
friends who have so generously

-J-he

_1 3 .1.3~

4-haau

nioilltfl

hilt.

f.hftIT

muse ever remain silent
with the acts of those who have thus been
benefited, it Is only by daily association
blind or
been
with chose who have
threatened that one can estimate their
gratitude for the preservation orifrestorathose
of this special sense, and
tion
who have provided the free beds for the
Xufirmary could have this privilege we
feel sure that it would afford thorn an experience worthy of thoir charitable objeot.
The two-stoty addition on the southerly
side lias been completed and occupied
duriDg the year. The kitchen in it has
been furnished with a Smith and Anthony range and broiler through tho
agency of the Portland Stove Foundry
Company; an Adam Reid’s oven, capable of baking half a barrbl of flour at a
time; and other modern improvements,
making it a very complete and useful
The Quinu
addition to the institution.
Refrigerator Company installed one of
their refrigerators and it has been found
very useful for oold storage. The dining
for storage and
rooms and other rooms
supplies have been found a mueh needed
In order to
addition to the Infirmary.
furnish the operating room and also to
have a bacteriological laboratory with the
meaDS at our disposal only a part of the
furnishings have been bought. For the
rest materials have been purchased and
either
the equipments made
by Dr.
Thus
Clough or under his supervision.
and
has
been
we
have
practiced
economy
for
both
places.
superior equipments
room when completely
The operating
furnished will be one of the best in the
The
bacteriological laboratory
country.
will bo supplied with all modern imand
ready for work this
provements
month. It will be a valuable addition
of the instituto the scientific work
tion.
With these additions and improvements
the work of the Infirmary will go on
be
and
it
will
more (efficiently
able to care for a larger number of persons and therefore do a larger amount
A course of seventy-five
of good work.
lectures condnoed by the physicians connected with the out-patient department
of the Infirmary will be continued this
year on Monday and Friday of eaoh week
All
m.
nurses
from 4 to 5 o’clock
p.
connected with the Directory for Nurses
are invited to attend.
in
Dr. T. D. Sullivan, an assistant
the out-patient department for six years,
and Miss Noyes, head nurse for two years
terminated their connection with the Infirmary at the close of the year by resignation. Patients and employes have been
remembered by acts of kindness from
many sources for which, with few exceptions, they have shown due gratitude,
our siuoere
and we wish to express
tnose who during the year
thanks t
nave contributed of their time and monev

deep significance

to tub success ol the Maine

Infirmary.

Eye

ana

Ear

E. E. HOLT, M. D.

TREASURER’S REPORT.
On November 1, Dr. T. D.
Sullivan,
who has been connected with the InMr. George F. Frenob, treasurer, prefirmary for more than six years, first as sented this report:
clinical assistant and then as assistant
DR.
surgeon, terminated his connection with
tho institution, for the purpose of prachand
at
the
on
cash
beginticing his profession elsewhere. His long To
and f aithful sorvice at the Infirmary en$ 1,508.95
ning of the year,
titles him to be ranked among its earliest To loan of Union Mutual Life
Insurance company, secured
friends and earnest professional assistants, and in his departure for a new
by mortgage on property and
to Portland
field of.labor, he is accompanied with our
note
Savings
best wishes for his future prosperity and
bank,
5,000.00
success.
To sundry donations, voluntary
or
“We regret to state that tho will and
stock
annual foes, money
codicil of .Mr. Farrington, by which the
certificates, etc.,
3,784.44
endowment of the infirmary was placed To income from boarding ami
nursing all patients received
upon a permanent basis, have been attacked by his relatives, who claim that
into the infirmary,
17,157.33
the right to take and hold the property be- To appropriation received from
the state,
queathed to this institution by his will
6,COO. 00
is limitod by the statute under which it
and
that
is organized,
the excess above
$32,450.71
the amount named in the statute, should
CR
go, as undevised property, to them. Serious questions of law are involved,
under
expenditures for property
which oourts of different jurisdictions By
and improvements made upon
have taken opposite views. The questions
it, per receipts and sundry
have never been decided ill this State, and
contributions,
$ 4,782.20
the Trustees earnestly hope that tho defor furnishings,
cision of our oourt may he favorable to By expenditures
and
conper receipts
sundry
of the
the
right

Infirmary.

These officers of
elected :

the

corporation

President—Payson Tucker.
Vice Presidents—Albion Little,

wore

Ammi

Whitney.

Treasunrer—Goo. F. French.
Secretary—A. A. Montgomery.
Board of Trustees—J. P. Baxter, F. E.
Booth by, Clarence Hale, J. F. Liscomb,
John M. Fox, M. P. Emery, Byron D.
Verrill.
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE SURGEON.
Dr. E. E. Holt states that the statistics
for the tenth year, endirg Nov. 1st, 1895,
liavt, been compiled from the records
With tho following results:

Ophthalmic patients,
Aural patients,
Adjunct clinics
Unfit and unrecorded,

Total,

Was

DEAD.

MAINE.

Accidently Killed in Kridgton Yester

Items

■

NEW

TOWNS.
Gathered

of Interest

*

A telegram was rocoived in this city las
night by Mr. E. C. Webb, announcing
that his brother, Mr. Janies Webb, for
merly of the firm of Webb and Cushing
of this city had been accidentally
at North
Bridgtou
yesterday.

particulars

wore

given.

The

killcc
Nc

body wil

be brought here.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Edward

Harrigan.

Years have passed since Edward Harri
gan last appeared in Portland and there
fore his return last evening was market;
by a line audience at Portland Theatre.
old friends wanted to see him and
His
the younger theatre-goers had a greatei
desire to witness his imporsonatious ol
character of which they had heard sc
a
much.
Mr. Harrigan’s “Old Lavender”
hibits
many artistic traits. He is

exex-

cremeiy paiueno ac umes, as iur instance
at the end of the first act where the genial
George Coggswell, cashier in his brother’s
bank, pays the forged check, and, in
off by that brother,
oonsequenoe,
He answers the accusations
to starve.
thief and drunkard with a diguity
of
is cast

that comes from conscious innocence and
then turns away to hide the grief that
comes from a wounded spirit.
But, as

portraiture, it remained to see him as
the old bummer retaining the manner of
the old time gentleman while dressed in
the shabby genteel clothes that misery
and
wretohedness had condemned him
a

to wear. He was warmly applauded and
called before the curtain.
Ho was well
Dave Braham, Jr., making
good Dick, the Rat, Dan Collyer,
phasing as Smoke, the negro, while Harry
John Filbert, W. Hurly as
Foster as
as
Philip Coggswell, Hattie Moore

supported.

a

Mother Cramford, Jane Burby as Laura,
Carrie
Collyer as Sally, and Lillian
as
the tough girl were all good
Stuart
There was a strong set of male singers
and they sang all the old songs—“Poverty’s Tears Ebb and Flow,” “Got Up
Jack”—with great effect.The play should
draw

another large
A

house tonight

Midnight Frolic.

There was a large audience at City
Hall last night to see Lillian Kennedy
in “A Midnight Frolic.” Miss Kennedy
is a bright, sprightly subrette and she
Her song of
received.
very well
“Uncle John” was rather risque for a
City Hall audience. The piece itself is
almost paralyzing to the average theatregoer. It is of the cheapest sort. But if

the water works, this time the soherne
is backed by local management and looal
capital, and the chances for success seem
to be good.
A preliminary survey was
made Monday
Ilsley a nd Cummings,
civil engineers of Portland.
The plan is
of
to sink an Arlesian well
on top
.Swasuy’s Hill and build a reservoir there
thirty feet square and twelve feet deep.
From this point the main pipe will run
directly down over the side of the hill
and down School street.
Now, here is
our chance for a good
supply of water at
a reasonable late, and it should be
taken
scheme lias
The
advantage of by all.
ample capital back of it and looks an
assured success.
Lawrence Weddell, who for some years
was a
resident of Limerick died at “The
Stillman” in Cleveland, Ohio, on SaturNovember
day,
2, after a short illness.
He contracted
a severe
cold and from
this, development into pneumonia was
Ho left a wife and t wo chilvery rapid.
dren, a son and daughter.
For once the PRKSS correspondent can
score on the Record.
It is an item of
news of great interest to Limerick
people.
Higgins has had his hair out.
w. i>. fliarsnail ol tile
Winery Waterhouse oompany of Portland, was in town
Monday. Marshall has latoly taken to
himself a wife.
Beoord correspondent has suggested
a lecture course for the
winter months.
We have had our little experience in this
all
lino and we surrender the field to
best
coiners.
After hiring one of the
reasonlecturers in the state, at u very
able price, using a good deal of advertisthe
and
our
at
ing
expenses
keeping
lowest possible limit,
when the matter
was figured up the next
morning it took
fiftoeu dollars out of our pockets.
The fall term of the Phillips Limerick
Under tho
Academy closes next, Friday.
able tutorage of Prof. W. B.
Moore, a
graduate of Dartmouth, the school has
made rapid advances, and in a shoit time
we.hope to see it gain its former position
among the leading literary institutions
of the state.

“JThe

Louis Morrison.

Louis Morrison and
Tomorrow night
will make their aphis hue company
It is
pearance at City Hall in “Faust.”
unnecessary to more than again call attention to the fact, we have been enforcing upon the theatre going people for
some

days

“Miphisto”
portraiture

past, that Mr. Morrison’s
is one of the fine artistic
of the stage today. Mr. Mor-

has bestowed upon the character,
years of study; has consulted all the leading writers on the subjeot from Goethe
rison

to the present, and has seen all the great
Mipbistos that have engrossed the attention of the public. In addition he has a
tino
Gnminrt.
innlndinsr
those talented
actors, Miss Florence Roberts and Mr.
White Whittlesy, and will stage the play
will delight
with, the artistic taste that,
Tickets at Stockbridge’s.
the eye.

The

new

bill

at

Theatre.

the

Park

Theatre

last evening, a large
well
up
house being in attendance. John Fenton
pleased the audionce greatly and Al. and
Mamie Anderson, as the Two Black Mascots, made a great hit. All in ail it was a

opened

very clever and attractive variety performance and pleased the patrons of the
The bill is on for
Park immensely.
the rest of the week.
The Stoclibrldge Course.
The Stockbringe course opens November 21st with the great Paderewski. Yesterday, although there has been an exoellont demand for tickets heretofore, a
started in and there was a
fresh boom

Presentation to

Capt.

I. H. Baker.

9.—Mr. Geo. M.
Long, a machinist at the Sebago Wood
Board mills, while employed in putting
in a new boiler fell from the top of the
boiler bouse, a distance of fourteen feet,
breaking his leg, one bone being broken

the care of tho sick man.
The accident
occurred Friday afternoon and he is as

comfortable

as can

Cadets

sponded appropriately.

Refreshments

were

served

at

be

expected.

November

One

MARK-DOWN SALE

Each Disease.

PARTY

Professor Munyon’s system of curing
which we began last Saturday is atnow recognized everywhere. of Seasonable Clothing
Stimulated by the general
Catarrh, Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Ner- tracting buyers from far aud near.
vousness, Female Complaints, Debility improvement in business during the past year and in anticipaand every form of disease cured promptly tion of a
greater increase this season, we like hundreds of others
ami permanently
more
OVERSTEPPED THE MARK and have accumulated
by Munyon’s Improved
cents
Hence
Homeopathic Remedies, mostly 25
than we can dispose of at “Regular Prices.”
Clothing
a bottle,
to be had from any druggist, these COIV
PRICES such as you have never seen before and the
who will give yon a copy of Munyon a
greatest chance for
Guide to Health free.
Personsal letters to Professor Munyon,
1505 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa., anPEOPLE TO SAVE MONEY.
for any

swered with free medical advice
disease.

This

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

are

Clothing

textile artists.

i

100 loft of the 250 all wool Suits in
men’s and young men’s sizes,regular *10,
*12, *15 and *18 quality, that was offered
BUYS and
TO LARUE
Saturday.
we
SMALL MEN wearing 34 size coat,
especially call attention.

DRESS SUITSWe offer today several lots of *15 and
line blaok Clay Diagonal FROCK
*18
34 o 40, at ONLY.$12
sizes
SUITS in
PER SUIT.

CLOTH is ODD VESTS.
the latest and fetchingest
50 line all wool Old Vests, sizes mosly
34 to 38, made to sell at 12, *2.50 and *3,
fabric for Ladies’ Jackets.
offered at only *1.00 each.
Here is a crisp new lot of Ladies’
TROUSERS.
Jackets, made of a species of Boucle,
Men’s regular sizes, made to sell at *2,
covered thickly with glossy black

CATERPILLARS

offered today at *1 per pair.

caterpillars.
the cloth.
sleeves with
as

$17.00.

This is only
cloth.

of

one

many in this charming

Plain, dark gray, wool lined Ulsters,
sizes 35 to 44. made to retail at *8, offered today at only *4.1,0 each.

Ages 5 to 15 years, made to sell at S3
and cheap at that, offered at only $1.15
each.

just

CONY

BOY’S LONC PANTSUITS.
GREATEST
For boys 14 to 18 years.
VALUES ever known for quality, single
and double-broasted
Suits, sizes 31 to
34, mostly dark oolors, made to retail for
96.50, *8, *10, *13 and *15, OEFERED
TODAY nt. *3.75, *5, *6.50 and *8 each.
Now’s your chance boys.

Ages 7 to 15 years, made to retail at
offered today at only *3.90 each.

wool, cut long and wide collars,
medium, light colors, ages 0 to 14,
made to retail at *10 and *13, offered today at *5 and *6.50 each.
All

in

excellent
quality, fast color,
boys 7 to 10 years, only *5 each.

In black, blue aud mixed colors, sizes
mostly 34 to 40, made to retail at *13, $15
and *18, offered at *5, *7.50 and *10 eaoh.

sizes for

Mr.

and

line

new

waists.

FOR

YOUNG
GIRLS
Chiffons, Tulles, Fancy

Plain

Gauzes and the

Muslins

BOY’S BLUE CHINCHILLA ULSTERS.

Men’s

Ages 7 to 15, fast color, made to retail
at *8 each, today [.offered at *4 each.

All sizes, made to retail at *4.50,
ered today at |3 per pair.

popular Silk
accepted

the

are

These

materials.

have

wa

from 42c to $1.50 in all

Handsome, Fine All Wool Trousers.

evening wear.
For trimming,

off-

laces,

The above are really Rare Bargains in seasonable Clothing
and will be sold without reserve. $10,000 worth are to be moved
and additional Bargains will be added from day to day.

light

light

airy

chiffons ruffled, accor-

or

dion

plaited, gauffred

gled,

are

or spanthe best. We show the

different styles in widths from
5 to 9

inches—prices

50c

to

$2.00.

Standard

Prices

Mrs.
Joseph Shackford are
spending few days in Boston.
$18.00, $22.50.
Mr. Joseph Redlon and Mr. George W.
from $5.00 to $25.00.
Cloth
Lowoll of the examining oommittee have
finished their semi-annual examination
of the books of Gorham Savings Bank
and find the affairs of the bank in excelseal
capes.
lent condition.
Full
Mr. George B. Harding of Chelsea,
sweep,
Mass., died suddenly in an eleotrio oar
fine skins,
$25.00,
very
while
to-his
home
from
his
returning
business in Boston. He had been in as $37.00, $42.00, $50.00, $68.00
good health as usual and ne died calmly,
A good Electric Seal is much superior to au
those
sitting near him thiuking him ordinary
Alaska.
asleep. Mr. Harding was formerly a resident here and iwas a brother of Hon. Edward Harding.
He leaves a widow and
UNDERWEAR
He was prominent in Chelsea
two sons.
served
for two years as
affairs, having
Sale goes on.
The west
alderman. The funeral will occur Tueswindow tells half the story.
day afternoon from his late residence in
Chelsea and the remains will be brought
sales
to Gorham and interred in Eastern oemo- Our manufacturer’s samples
tery Wednesday. The family have the have come to bo an
event
sympathy of many friends here.

a

in.

$4,

MEN S WINTER OVERCOATS.

$5.00,
$6.75, $8.50, $10.50, $15.00,

Gorham.

an

Some new Bands too in
white and gold, white and silver,
and the many rich cashmere
shadings. These, combined
with silks,
satins and velvets
are the favorites of fashion, for
reception, toilettes and theatre

in colors blue and brown, made to retail
at *3.50, offered today at *1.15,
Ages 4
to 8 years.

BOY’S BLUE CHINCHILLA REEFERS.

used—we've

are

BOY’S FAUNTLEROY SUITS

BOY'S BLUE CHINCHILLA REEFERS.

length,

full sweep.

to

you

For

extra

stitching,

help

can

bodices and sleeves
Spangled Chiffons and Tulles

BOY’S D. B. SCHOOL SUITS.

BOYS’ ULSTERS.

MEN S ULSTERS.

back, big

haps,

answer.

5 Only

thought] of
Caterpillars turning Trilby,
and posing as models to

toilettes.

evening

Our Lace Department, per-

down away down.
Quality is Up, Up, Away Up.
is selling at 25 to 60 per cent LESS than it was

ever

Shapes
Ripple

materials for

manufactured to sell for.

j

as ciiic

With the approach of Thanksgiving comes the question of

Down,

MEN’S SUITS.

J. R. LIBBY,
Whod

Prices

GOWNS

Iversey

novl2

Clothing Co.,

255 Middle St., Portland, Me.

We

line
d4t

a

showing a beautify
popular batiste

are

of

the

bands, 3-4

inch to 5

wide—prices

25c to $2.00

inches

Capes

Electric

good

lengths,

NEW

"pc puiuors Daughter.”
Beautiful and

Football

Notes.

J. R. LIBBY.

MARRIAGES.

DEATHS.
In this

city, Nov. 11,

Miss

Mary Elizabeth

More

}

Ilian all the oilier stores
combined.
We can show

0

STORE.

0 Hundreds of Clocks.

0

?

you wish.

J

0

Hundreds of Alarm Clocks
95c to $3.00, all W'arrant-

0

you any kind of a

enamel case
to $11.50.

Onyx
$12.00 $33.50.

Clocks.

French Onyx Clock, $20.00

In

all

Repairing
its

branches

our

stock from the simple Paquin
set to the elaborate Marie An-

: : ;

Follows

are

now

much

We have collars, handkerchiefs and trimming laces in
Point Bruges,
Point Venise,
Duchesse and Applique.

:

son
&

Outfitters,”

Looking toward the

Christ-

trade, we have now in
stock a line of tidies, bureau
sets, mats, cushion tops, table
covers and
in
center pieces
mas

Renaissance Lace,

|as

well as

many other novelties.
All grades and prices from

All

these

fine

in

our

goods

gy

leightoIY

Our store surrounds the corner of Congress & Centre Sts.,
and the best stock of household goods in Maine.

Lace

Depart-

ment.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

uovl2Tuea&Tburs tf

..T""""—

yeors.

MeKENNEY,
Tlie

Jeweler,

MONUMENT

BUY PURITY MALTINE

BREAD.

a

specialty.

|i

adding

constantly

and varities to

Clock Warranted.

Clock

inst, Mrs. Augusta M. Davis,

late John Craven will
take Place this Tuesday morning at 8.30 o’clk,
from his late residence. No 143 Forfe street.
Kequiem high mass at the Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception at 9 o’clock.

Hooper,

$35.00,

day strike kitchen Clocks
only $3.00.

as

“The Household

8

Every

are

styles

new

10c to $10.00.

0

Clocks, $3.50

American

to

for

A most beautiful marble statue of Pnaraob’3 daughter stands amidst the
peculiar Nile scenery holding In Its hands a basket containing the infant Moses
gradually color comes to the pale cheeks and Hds, the stony hair becomes dark and
And
darker, the eyes open, the lips move and the figure appears a living being.
mysterv of mysteries! the little Moses has gone from the basket, now a wicker one
and filled with flowers. The transformation occurs In full view of the audience, and
tile change back to the statues made also. The whole change lasting 5 to 6 minutes.
Prof, Carrington, the owner laud manipulator of this remarkable attraction
which was viewed oy 600,000 people in Jordan & Marsh’s store, will exhibit the
Illusion in person.
Tills is for tlie entertainment of the public.
Will you be our guests?
The emire store is placed at your disposal.
Clerks, elevators, reception and
toilet rooms Included.
Bri g your friends. and we’ll help entertain them.
Positively no charges of any kind, and if you are not pleased we will pay you
for your time if you say so.

ed, s day, hall, hour, strike
Cathedral
Gongr, black

street.
In this city, Nov. 11. Sarah ,T., widow of the
late Jnsep.i Griffin. Jr., aged 88 years 7 months
[Funeral Wednesday atternoon at 2 o’clock
from No. 25 Fore street.
Ill this city, Nov. 11, Silenus I. Orchard, aged
2!) years.
[Boston papers please copy.]
In West Gorham. Nov. ‘J. Mrs. Caroline M„
wife of t'lias E. Jordan, aged 63 years and 11
mohtlis.
[Funeral Tuesday afte.noon at 2 o’clock.]
In Parsonsfield. Nov. G, Mrs. Ann Dalton
Chamberlain, widow of tile late Joseph Chamber aim aged 85 years 10 months.
In Penobscot, 3d inst, Mrs. Betsey Thompson,
aged 95 years.
In Wilton, 5th inst. Hon. J. O. Eyes, aged 72

daily

used.

The Illusion is

0
0

Clock

ver

continuing

IN OUR STORE.

tCLOCK\
0

season.

Red Laces

}

ONLY

\

Barbour.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’cllc.at
the residence of Geo. W. Moody, No. 13 Hano-

the

November 16, and
2 weeks, will have

A FREE EXHIBITION

^?

1

in

comes

favor this

toinette fichus.

Saturday.

r

Mystifying

community.

The Bowdoin and Bates elevens will
contest on the Portland grounds
next

I

Fancy neckwear
a large share of

for

We

Commencing Saturday,

important

in this

NECKWEAR,

The Marvelous Electrical Illusion !

COTTON

[The funeral of

required—not heaping spoonfuls.

l{elue(ty for

VeryShield-fly-front,

In Eastport. Nov. 1, Thomas torscadden,
aged 61 years.
In West Pembroke. Oct. 21, Mrs. Salome II.
Gardner, aged 51 years.
In East Newport, Oct. 28, Mrs. Albina Libby,
aged 59 years.

are

$ 10,000

Great

Doctor.

looking
Crepon

51

spoonfuls

a

Our

diseases is

27, Kufus King, aged 78 yrs.
30, Mrs. Maria C. Moseley,
tormerlwot Sullivan, aged 95 years.
Ill South Hancock. Oct. 30. Oliver IV. Voting,
aged 6H years.
ill Eastport, Oct. 26,
Morgan Owen, aged

rounded

Expense

Without

Diseases

glossy

yoars.
in Pittsfield. 1st
aged 26 years.
In Tremont,Oct.
In Boston. Oct.

Only

the

of

Curing

the Means of

curly astracjian
11.—There is
quite a lot of sickness io our village and
ripple back,
vicinity, keeping our doctors very busy
night and day.
silk lined,
black, very
Miss
Mamie Gordon, who has been at
$20.00
Ellsworth keeping books for her brother, smart
garment,
is at home for a few weeks to help take
weave cloth Jacket,
Black
care of her aunt, who is quite siok.
Alton Timberlake has moved into the
$22.50.
part of the old shoe factory owned ny G
H. Gould.
Beaver
Great stock of
C. F. Willard of Turner, who sawed a
to
$16.00
large amount of pine lumber at tho Liv- Jackets, tailor-made,
ermore
steam mill last spring,
has a
$22.00.
numuer 01
teams naming
uox uoarus to
Canton, where they are put on the cars
l'or Westbrook Junotion, whero he is goCAPES. Good
ing to manufacture them at his steam
mill there.

The meeting was held under
the auspices of Mount Vernon lodge, No.
169. The chairman of tho committee of

the close of the meeting.

People

Most Stubborn

Livermore

Livermore,

attended.

S. Norton, presided,
O.
introduced tho speakers,
Hon A. A. Beaton of Rockland, grand
warden; Hon. H. W. Oakes of Auburn,
and A. E. Verrill
past supreme warden,
The adof Auburn, graud secretary.
and
dresses were on the rise, progress
inhistory of the order and were very

Gives the
tlie

plait, reefer shield front, but- MEN’S SUITS.
FAUNTLEROY BLOUSES.
100 plain, black Clay Diagonal Sack
there
tons up to the throat and yet
For Boys 4 to 7 years, in white and fanSuits, warranted all pure worsted, new,
twioe. His hip and side are also severely
in sight, but this season’s goods, made to retail at cy colors, made to sell at 75c., and *1, only
are but two buttons
35o. and 45u. each.
injured. Drs. Haprer and Marshall atSilk lined 8 rows, *15, offered today at *10 per suit.
tended him, and Charles E. Jordan has such buttons.

Those who contemlargo sale of seats.
plate attending should be on hand at once
and get their tickets.

arrangements,
and gracefully

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

WORK.

Windham, Nov.

3,745.70

Balance on hand,

He

woven

AVindham.
South

JTEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

start

on

was

the audience was pleased probably that
was all that could be asked for.

LIFE

Limerick.

Limerick, November 11.—Another

In D eeriDg, Nov. 2, by Rev. Frederic T. Nelson, otias. 11. Mitchell of North Yarmouth and
Miss Emma W. Harris of Deering.
In Deering. Nov.!). by Rev. Frederic T. Nelsoli, Tlios 11. Knight and Mrs. Anna F. Sawyer,
Notes.
both of Deering.
Ill Searsport, 2d Inst, Jasper A. Gray and Mrs
The gross receipts of “Tho Drummer
Marcia A. Boyd, both ol Prospect.
Bo.v” last week wore Si,050.
In Augusta. 2d lust. Eugene N. Haskell and
Mr. Leroy L. Higlit’s charming little Miss Lucy M. Fletcher.
is
to be brought out about
In
Lubec, Oct. 20, Josiali Leighton and Mrs.
Pisiot
of
opera
Kelley.
Christmas for tho benefit of tho children’s Annie
In
Lamoine. Oct. 30, Wilbur C. Wallace of
General
Hospital.
ward at the Maine
Tremontand Miss Julia A. Austin of Lamoine.
Stock
had
course
Persons having
bridge
In Doer Isle, Oet. 25, Wallace H. Eaton and
tickets laid aside must call for thorn at Miss Mary F. Haskell.
also who have had Padthose
and
In Farmington, Oct. 29, David M. Spaulding
tributions,
once,
5,724.30
and Mrs. Orie E. McCrillis.
erewski tiokets laid aside.
By general expenses per receipts
in North Castlne, Oct. 30, Pearl Leach and
and contributions,
11,048.69
Miss Leia Wardwell, both of Penobscot.
A Pleasant Occasion.
By paid interest, 1895,
1,625.00
In North Castine. Oct. 30. Pearl Leach and
By paid employes of the InA meeting in the interest of the New Miss lva M. Hibbard of East Doyer,
in Plttsflolrt
not
m. Sidnev B. Haves and
firmary, 1895,
4,809.45
of
England Order of Protection was held at Mrs. Hose Alma Gowell.
By expense
maintaining free
and
last
was
hall
evening
beds, 1895,
largely
Mystic

$32,335.34
$115.37

MUNYON’S

l>y Corres-

pondents of the Press.

day.

Yesterday aftornoon the High School
presented a handsome
Colt’s
revolver, officer’s pattern to Captain I.
1,032 H. Baker, who has aoted as their drill
310 master for years. Adjutant Shaw made
423 the
speeoli of presentation.
Captain
21
Baker was taken
by surprise, but re- teresting.
17S6

WEBB

The Park

Respectfully submitted,

nnnnb

JAMES

New Prooess. Finest Materials. Sweetest and Best in
Label attached to every Loaf. Presentaall the Land.
tion of 40 of said Labels at our office entitles the bearer
to a prize of one Cristy Bread Knife, FREE.

GrOUDY cfc

SQUARE.

KE3ISTT,

Corner Pearl & Milk
SOLE
>et»j

MANUFACTURERS

Streets,

WM. M. MARKS.

Book,
JOB

Card

AND-

—

PRINTER,

PRINTERS*

EXCHANGE,

07 1-3* Exchange l!*, Tertland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

PURITY BRAND MALTINE BREAD.
t.idfcf

j ^AJUordara

by nail

ar

MaybOM

MISCELLANEOUS.

BEERING.
The A. B.C. “lvlass,” which has been
so
popular with Doering and Portland
ladies for several years, will hold a pro
liminarv meeting to plan for this win-

matter what you’ve
tried and found want) ing—the remedy for Piles
; is

j

jUo

L

<

(

Kidneys,

>

>

S

•

/

S

}

>

)

new

(trade-mark).

quick remedy—a
|( remedy. Whether orthey’re
itchblind, or bleeding,
there’s
prompt
always
ing,
relief and a permanent
A

|)

sure

>

j

cure.

>

|

Salva-cea is the best
thing in the world for

j

|

Catarrh,
Eczema,

>

\

C
C Thk

Two sizes., 25 and 50
At

druggists,

or

Brandreth Co., 274

\
(
(

St.,

Y.

N.

Sister Ada was the guest
Misses Durgin of Leonard street.
home well pleased with
returned
She
her new stock of learning in her charm-

ing specialty.
Miss Gray of the Morrill’s Corner Gram
school

has been ill and her school*

avenue, wno says mat n, win uo
good for pumpkin pie next June.
Eidress Li zzie Noyes of tlie Sabbathday
Lake Family of Shakers has recently been

\

cents.

mail.
by
Canal

from Friend
well-known

Quaker florist.

f

in this city and in Portland, attending
to business for the family, and calling
upon old friends.
Mamie Clark of Loland street recently
entertained a guest, Miss Mildred,Torrey,
She is
at a cosy dinnor in her room.

slowly gaining strength.
Mr.O. Douglass of Deering Center and
family are moving to Rumford Falls.
“/

want

to

be

the

Comes

Who

Jeweler

jn{0 Your Mind First”

Tbe Latest
Whist Frizes

iu

in

Umbrellas

Sterling

and Canes.

Silver.

/:

V-''

J

CATES,

WILLIS A.

JEWEiEK,

':

S ■'

573 Congress St.,

Cut Glass

agent

and

Leather

STEVENS SILVER CO.

Goods.

SPARKLE

suffer from

Hot

St. Nicholas

headache, dizziness,

complexion,

for offering this tempting
work o£ her own to the appetites of the
innocent Uuiversalists and their friends
It
at All Soul’s assembled that evening.
made on a
was
great pewter platter,
formerly owned by the famous Parson

curative agent for Nervous

Splendid

Sick

or

Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleepiesshess,
or general Neuralgia; also for Rheul.special
1
matism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Erice, 10, 25 and 60 cents.
Effervescent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
CHICAGO.
151 S. Western Avenue,
Sold

by all duggsists.

Sale.

Special

'A'o Make Room for (he

HOLIDAY

BOOKS

:

We shall close out

Note

Papers by

our

the

Pound,

HALF PRICE.
60 cent Note Taper at .25c lb
..18c lb
35.
...16c lb
30
18c lb
25
10c lb
20
8c lb
15

This TOW CUT price for
few days only.

a

Uuder Falmouth Hotel.
novB

An /EOLIAN
Win enable v<m to liave music in your home at
ah times, without tho aid of a musician.
the
It can be used by every member of
family, as the operation of playing it is so
be
learned
with
a
it
can
by auyoue
simple that
few days' practice.
is
not
a
mechauioal
but
It is
instrument,
capable of the most delicate shaalugs oftempounii expression.
Any piece of music cau be obtained for the
.Eoliaii, but it is designed for and particularly
adapted to the highest grades of classical and
All the Wagner Overtures
operatic music.
and Beethoven Symphonies,
together with
works from all the masters, are arranged for
the .Bohan, and are played by It with wonderful orchestral effect.
The tone of the /F.olian is peculiarly soft and
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else,
a small orchestra, with tho different parts.
any and

On exhibition
hear it.

daily

from

9 to

5.

(Jail and

Tile M. STEINERT&SONS GO.,
Sole N'ew England Representatives for the
Steinway, Hardman, (fabler. Bacon, and
other' First Class Pianos.

7. C. McCOULDRIC.IVIgr.
617 Congress Street,
dtf

octlC

Horse

Blankets

GOOD STOCK
and
LOW PRICES.

James

G.

li'nruess Maker,
oolSO

ftflcGlauflin,
61 Prelile St.
d2w

BEFORE

JUDGE

ROBINSON.

William J.
MoDermott.

._3-3

the kidneys.
They contain a concentrated

furnished room,
LET—A
pleasant
^
heated, lighted, sot bowl with hot and
cold water, use of bath locni. Call at IT
9-1
Dow street, so. right hand. h9ll.
mO

extract of
other medicine
made only under
Hobb’s Medicine

no

costs.

C.
Hewitt
Skillings.
fined $3 and costs.
Bartley Murphy, assault
TOdf-p ATnrnhv

Intoxication;
on

his

The tpjalimnmr

wife,
iwin

tradietory and the ease was continued
until Wednesday.
James L. Maxwell, sodony.
A nol
was
pros was entered ami the prisoner

and

inis

extract

01

is

asparagus

desirable,
lion, good furnace, sunny
upper part of city on lino of elelctrics.
51
1-3
Exchange street.
BENJAMIN SHAW.

wear

makes Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pills
so successful.
A well known physician, Dr. William
W’atson Hinish, made a careful and thorough test of Di; Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pills in his practice.
Here is his report on the results
Office of
WILLIAM HINISH, M. D.
92(5 Chicago Opera House Block,
Chicago, July 20, 1895.
Hobb’s Medicine Co.,
GentlemenIt affords me unqualified

satisfied with the results obtained.
As is well known the kidneys are

mo LET-A rent at 122 Oxford street,
A newly repaired throughout, plumbing
in first class condition, fine cellar, cement
floor. For particulars inquire at 58 Elm

Repairs

for our

goods

sold at moderate

charges necessary

and without express

prices

Retail store at

our

R. S. DAVIS &

LOCAL

CO., Exchange St.,

Office, 350 Commercial St

Deposit and
afternoon.
yesterday
Safe

company
Regent, Mrs. John E. Palmer,
An unusually largo number of

india Sts.

DaOTT’S

S3S*..

PENNYROYAL PILLS. H'sa??“°sS

Trust
Tho

Ask for DR. HOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS and take no other,
tt®- Send for circular. Price $1.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Dit. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.,

presided.
members

COTTON ROOT
naiYROYAL HilLS

length.

greeting

THE MOST EEEGANT

Jl.

summer.

equested

A Household Treasure.
Mr. G. Oaillouette, Druggist, Beaversville, 111., says: “To Dr. King’s New
Discovery I owe my life. Was taken with
La Grippe and tried all the physicians for
miles about, but of no avail and was given
up and told I could not live. Having Dr.

King’s New Discovery in my store I sent
for a bottle and began its use and from
tbe first dose began to got better, and after using three bottles was up and about
again. It is worth its weight in gold.
We won't keep store or house without it.”
Got a free trial at Geo. M.
Young, 489
Congress street, Portland, Mo. and H. G.
Starr, Westbrook, Drug Stores.
Regular
size 50c. and ®1.00.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
THE BEST SALVE iu the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Tetter, Chapped Hands,
fever Sores.
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Eruptions, and positively euros Piles, or uo
It is guaranteed to give
pay required.
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
for sale by Geo.
55
cents
Price
per box.
M. Young, 489 Congress St., H. <3. Btarr,

Members and
be present.

managers

FOR

Wl 1

AINU

Buy

Few

Hays

observed,

in the

course

of

a

are

nov9

■

desirable rooms, single or
74 Spring
board at

LE

I’—Very
with
TO connected,

JO-4

RENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street,
opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner
will put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
possession. BENJA MAN SHAW 51Mi Exl*tf
hauge street.

FOR

m'o LET—Pleasant furnished

rooms
with
and use of hath room at
457 Cumberland street.36-4

75c.

MAINSPRINGS

M

New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
Warranted Mainspring and
all others, only 76c.
cleaning, #1.50. Cleaning, #1.00. McKENNEY. the
janT Sdtf
Watchmaker, Monument Square.

SAMUEL

LEVY is

making rooms; ihree connectthe X. John Little store on
one flight; one room fronts
street,
up
Congress
on street; set bowl; city water, large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARRABEE,
7-tf
246 Middle street.

now

at

and 2 barns in good repair excellent pasture,
75 acres, plenty of seaweed dressing, one mile
shore frontage, near the village; a forced sale
Price 84.000. W. H. WALDKON & Co., 180
-~1
Middle

street._1

SALE—One of the best trades in Oakdale, consisting of two story house containing 9 rooms with modern improvements.
Terms
Lot 86x125 with good stable.
$4JU
A.
down, balance on 6 per cent mortgage.
H-l
C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.

FOR

OR SALE—A fine colt with light tail and
at
mane, will be sold cheap if taken
once, is a bright looking fellow. Call at
11-1
No. 11 Main street, Knightville, Maine.

Plymouth rocks at less
than half price. 1 will spare a few
choice Cockerels, suitable for breeding or
exhibition ut Si each if taken soon. Ms*
improved shipping coop with every order.
Send lor catalogue of poultry specialties.
C. W. COSTELLO W, 20 Water boro, York Co.,

Barred

S-l

Me.

MORE CLOCKJ

man

fTIHE WENT WORTH—Having been newly
JL
under new
lifted up is now opened
management. Rooms single or in suite with
modern conveniences.
First
class table
lit

vuuuruuuu.

iuiuiju«-

iuhuoi

mu

tion enquire at the house. No.

Spring

148

15-4

street.

buy
WANTED—To
worth of
**

from

S1000

east off clothing.

$15,000

to

pay the

I

as

we

manufacture

goods
prices;

our

therefore give bottom
repaired. Open evenings.

can

funks

1--4

Cash
and

man to take an office and
a manufacture!;
$50 per

j

!
j

WAMMP-A situation by a steady young
**
man, twenty five years of age. Would
prefer work as a coachman or taking care of
horses. Address W. W. T. PIERSON, New
12-1
Sweden, Maine.

by first

male
class
stnogrnpber: farnilar with Remington or Culigraph inacnine.
Will work for
small pay. Address STENOGRAPHER, 1(35
Brackett street.
11-1

WANTED—Position

riUTRKEYS AND CHICKENS-These are a
A few of our prices in the meet and grocery
line: Round st-ak, 10c to 12c; pork steak and
sausage, 10c; pork to roast; 8 l-2e; fresh
killed turkeys, 16c to 18c; Jresh killed fowl,
12c to 14c; fresh tripe, 8c; 10 lb tub pure lard,
best. 75c; best whole ham. 10c to lie; salt
pork by the strip, 7c: English breakfast bacon,
13c; nice corned beef. 2c, 4c. 6c; 2 cans standard pears, 25c: 2 cans standard peaches, 25c;
pea ana Y. E. beans, 5oc peck; fine cooking
molasses, 25c and 35c; best Rose potatoes, 15c
peek. 50c bushel: Frankfort and Bologna sausages, 10c; pickled pigs feer, 10c; pigs head
cheese, 10c; new Malaga grapes. 2 lbs 25c; 6
lbs good cooking raisins, 25e; fore quarter of
lamb, 6c: legs lamb, 10c ; choice canned corn,
6c. JOHNSON & LAMBERT, 24 Wilmot St.,
cash crocers. Telephone, 228-5.
9-1

ami finest stock.
est Prices.

W. A.

Hatter and Farrier,

dtf

EITHER SEX.

FOR

Low-

d}f

RINGS!

RINGS!

RINCS!

A Thousand Solid Gold Rlaqs, Diamonds, Onasl
Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stones in latest
style or setting. Engagement and Wedding Kings
a specialty.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
Square.
septfidtf

This remedy being applied
directly to the seat of the
disease requires ho change
of diet. Cure guaranteed
in 1 to 3 days. Small plain
package by mail £1.00.

eodtf

gs
«

Sold only by J.

■

blood builder. Makes the pale tfnd
SI
plump. Easily carried In vest Docket.
0 for SS. By mail prepaid with a written guarantee
Write us, free medical
to cure Jr money
booh, sealed plain wrapper, with testimonials aad
financial references, Iko
f
advertised agents, or address hKBVE st-ui to.,

and Lafayette Sts

Portland

fcloxc.
Mason to

sold

n

Portland by

eVayeF

GRAY’S
School

E. L.

FOSS, 639 Congress St. and by L. C. FOWLER, 107 Congress St.
feb2eodtt

of

BUSINESS

Shorthand

COLLEGE

and

Trewriting.

Catalogue.
L. A, Cray <k SONf Portland, Me.
Send for free Illuatiate^-

SALE—One hundred (100) shares of
Combination Commode Company’s
stock, par value ten (10) dollars per share.
This slock will be sold at a very low price
For further particulars address
for cash.
C. C. C. STOCK, Press Office, Portland,Me.

FORthe

SALE—Fixtures to run a first class
Candy, Soda and Ice Cream Store In a city
of 7000 inhabitants, on line P. & R. and Electric R. R„ rent low, fully equipped for making
Confectionery and Ice Cream. E. W.WADLEIGH, successor to H. L. Herriman & Co.
6-2
Westbrook, Me.

FOR

SALE—2% story house containing 12
with all modern improvements fitted
famlies, Lot 70x1(10 with fruit trees on
same. Situation 20 Main street. East Deering,
on line of electric cars. A. C. LIBBY, 42%
Novo-4
Exchange street.

FOR

rooms

for two

FOR SALE.
grand oportunity for cash, no broker.
corner store: fancy goods, small wares
and millinery. No
experience required as
the trade is established. Will write particulars.
Call or address 70 DARTMOUTH, corner
nov7dlw*
Appleton ftreet, Boston.
A

Small

ttOR SALE—Timber and wood lot s i tuated
A1 m the town of Baldwin, contains about
thirty acres: belonging to the estate of the late
Geo. Fitch of Hiram Is well covered with oak,
birch, poplar, hemlock and pine. J. P. FITCH,
31-2
East Sebaso.
SALE—The

Homestead of the late
near Stroudwater in Deerwith good house. On
minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as there is in Deering. Apply to
ANDREW HAWES, Stroudwater.
ily27-tf

FORThomas Qutnby.

Four acres of land
line of street cars; 10

ing.

WANTED—FEMALE HELP,
inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

Forty words
one

WANTED—Youne woman, for office work,
* *
who writes a good hand and is quick and
Address, giving age and experi
ence. Box 1035, Portland, Me.12-1
TED—A lady who baa experience in
TITAN
**
office work would like a position «s
Address
cashier or to asist in an office.
9-1
S, Press Office.
or man to

band friends

neigh-

or

LADY'
bors my samples, Send ALBERT WOOD,
716 Woodward, Detroit,
Mich.,
Perfumer,

cents for five trial

Satin-Scent
nov4-lm

bottles

Perfumes, receive out tit oiler.
WANTED.

inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

WANTED—Basement or garret, latter pref®
ferieu, 30 bv 85. centrally located, and
Rent must be
suitable for private rifle club.
low. Address “B-’ Box 413.12-1

LADY—Refined,
gentleman

not younger than
Hartford. Conn.

good standing, seeks
her
correspondent;

lone
peer

fiftv. MRS. C. Le. LOOMIS,

_0-1
worth

WANTED:—Farm
lau i
lor 17-room

about

32000

or

line of electrics in
iwo family house,nice
exchange
stable and large lot of land near Eastern
Promenade. If you have proparty to ex
change, address F. H. DEERING, 181 'Ire
8-2
mont street, Boston.
on

vacant

Portland all or part of time
to do special work aud
ake collections. No canvassing; reterenes.
POTOMAC PUBLISHNG CO., 1410 G street,
Washington, D. C.8-1

WANTED—In
of young

man

WANTED—Agents
elty for office
well known and

for

use.

fast selling novManufactured by

a

responsible arm. Address
and particulars, B, 172 Colum-

a

for terms
bus avenue,

Boston, Mass,*-l

reliable
WANTED—A
*»
distribute
to
to house

samples

anvsas

for

lady

or

gentleman

and make

a

house

Vegetable Toilet

our
month
a

easily made.
$40 to 5p75
Soups.
Address CROFTS & REED, 242 8. Robey
‘-'l
street. Chicago.
want

you
IFhousehold

or

information of any kind,
mechanical receipts, oil for

all purposes, how to make electrical motors
and batteries, etc., strictly confidential,
send 30c in silver to F. MEkKILL, Worcea-

ter.

Mass.__

WANT a good man with $1500 cash to
join me in buying out a business monopoly ami stock of goods, staple, as flour and
in constant demand, cleared oveilast
have fully invesyear, no debts, no credit,
tigated it and will put in equal amoupt
nsr,experience
unnecessary,money
with part
secured by free and clear jeal estate, referC, 1503 WashlRiqn
ences exchanged. Address
*
7-1
street, Boston, Mas9.

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING

COCOA

m. 37 PLUM SX-2EB®.

WEDDING RINGS.

properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or wUk
Sob!
only in halt-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thus:

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK BHD JOD PRIHTEH,

refunded.

hv
by Cour

spur

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.
“By thorough knowledge of the plural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the tine properties of w ell-selected Cocoa, Mr. F.pps has provided
for our breakfast and supper a delicately flavoured
beveraue which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack w-herever there Ls a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft bv keep-

p„rbox|

conversation

and

track, thriving city, coat trade alone worth
$3000 per year. Best of reason for selling.
Term easy. C. B. DALTON,4)8 1-2 Congress
street, (olio flight).
_0-1

a

■

\JA
ThD» Famon. lSemedy cures quickie, permanentMaine
diseases, Weak Memory.Loss of Brain
ly all nervous
I-ocl
vitality.
Power, Headache, Wukefuines3,
wastniKhilyeinissions.evll dreams, tmpotencyand
or exing diseases caused by youthful errors
tonic and
cesses. Contains no opiates. Is ajaerve
puny strong and

wood,

profitable
SALE—Large
I"(ORcoal
and ice business, tine location,

EPPS’S

Hammond,

*=!-Cor. Free and Center Sts., and
TT TO KS® L. C. Fowler. Cor. Congress

SALE—House and lot corner of C and
near
situated
giieet, pleasantly
Union Station, eight rooms and bath, conhe
above
will
The
arranged.
veniently
offered for sale for a limited period at $3250.
street.
51
1-2
Exchange
BENJAMIN SHAW,
9-1

I

ALLEN,

Foot of Preble Street,
oct5

PORTLAND, ME.

class

Forty.woids

words inserted
under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

AGEX'iT.

Exchange St.,

n rtn?

FORB

one

Forty
one

a first
xonnninfl Kir

investment

manent tenants paying $1200 per annum, lowill be sold
cation A-J, no repairs needed
at a price ibet will yield 10 per con<■ interest, cause of selling change of business.
W. H. \) AILDRON (.0., 180 Middle street.
9-1

4-2

WANTED—SITUATION •*.

R. H. JORDAN,
104

SALE—For
T710R
rl
Vvl.rw,l,

week; small capital required. Address, with
stamp, MANUFACTURER, Box 212,
Con-

I cord Junction, Mass.
j

using a National
Register about two yoars
WOOD MAN PELS AND TILING.
consider it indispensable.

STATE

IT^OR

ien

Association.

THE

uucitu

riubt partv.
pay
Apply toGATELY & O’GORMAN, 47 Middle
12-1
street, Portland, Me.

WANTED—A
represent

annual meeting of the stockholders o
tlic P. 1». B. & A. Association will be held
at Swett’s Hotel, Monday evening. Nov. 11,
1895, at 7.30 to choose board of directors for
ensuing year and for the transaction of any
other business that may come before the meeting Per order, M. J. WALSII, Sec’y.
novodlw

new

SALE—Oakdale, close to Forest avenue electris, 1-2 mile out firut class residence, nine rooms and bath, steam heat,
hot and cold water and all modern improvements, nice stable and large lo\ best trade
in Deeriog if taken befoie winter. W. H.
WALDRON, & CO., 180 Middle street. 9-1

our

necessary.

Base Ball and

Athletic

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

of average ability to
WANTED—A
learn
business. Experience not
Good
to the

Stockholders

Meeting

Highlands,

14 rooms, occupied
by two families, seven rooms and bathroom
tor each tenant, good stable and largo lot,
electrics puss the premises, rents for 328 a
month. Price 32800,. Hood investment, or
a home with an income. W.H. WALDRON &
9-1
CO., 180 Middle street.
story house of

intelligent.

Forty words inserted under this
one

sept5dtf

Pot3atut

SALE—Wood fords

f*0Rtwo

rooms over

WANTED—MALE HELP.

('locks for
than all the other dealers combined,
Alarm Clocks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
95c un. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

Annual

heat

seashore, in Freeport,

storied house
FOR200SALE—Farm
acres, cuts 7*5 tons hay, 2

LET—Dress

TO ing

prepared to
buy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
Address letters or postal
highest cash prices.
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.
3ep4-tf

MR.

furnace

Largest

237-239 Middle Street.

6-1

LET—Desirable tenement of 7 rooms in
part of the city, with all modern
sunny exposure, rent $25.00 per
month. For other particulars call on COE the
31-2
Hatter,No. 197 Middle street.

jnnlldtf

Square.

ment

novG

MERRY,

B. D. VER-

TO western

A fine line of Ladies’ anti Gents’ Diamond Rings
iVIy prices are
in the latest styies ol settings.
reasonable and every stone of the best quality,
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monu#10.00 to #300.

t

certain,”

his tender spouse.
“I don’t know about that,” she said, testily.
Well, I am certain of it,” he exclaimed.—
Tid-Bits.

get

Sts.

house
with

improvements,

DIAMONDS.

Have been

the finest in

—

Use

“Wise men hesitate, only fools
he

Dunlap Hats and
the world.

our

new

street.

Cor. Congress & Center Sts.,

We make over at very short notice. See our Capes
before you buy. We can save you money.

of Pineola Balsam and the danger is past.
It is the right thing lor coughs. Bettor
than any home mixtures. Fetter than any
other medicine whatever for that cough—
that tearing, sleep-killing, anxiety-oreeding, dangeorus cough. Ely’s Pineola Balsam cures sore throat, and is
quick and
sure in all bronchial
affections. It "ill relieve the cough at once. It maxes breathing much easier and the spasms less severe
in cases of asthma. Price £5 cents.

with

of

WI3UUIVI.

Washington, papa?’
“Who was George
said a little Pittsburger, who had heard of
the father of his Country for the first time.
“He was a boy who couldn’t tell a lie!”
replied the papa impressively.
“Was he born dumb, papa?” was the next
question.—Harlem Life.
A

one

LET—The lower tenement in
corner Brackett and Vaughan
modern conveniences and heating,
RILL. Ad in., 191 Middle St.

TO

tailor,
specialty

SMITH & BROE, Druggists,

SOMETHING NEW.

are

to

of one of the best offices in
Square. Steam heat, up one
E. MARKS,
12 Monument
A.
easy flight.
Square. Office Hours, 8.30 to 10.30. a. m. 6-1

winier

and

50 CENTS.

7-1

LET—1-2

overcoat- and black English clay
Fit
Suits at very low prices.
worsteds.
guaranteed and best of trimmings used. 8-1

I

near

TO Monument

merchant
a

house

FOR

thousand
livs
dt*rter
Twenty
dollars lo loan on Jfirst
bought
Real
estate
and second motgages.
rents
cared
for.
and
sold, property
&
E. A.
R.
A.
collected, taxes paid. etc.
11-2
DOTEN, 22-92 Exchange St.
NaEsen,
N0T10M—E.
51)2 Congress sn-eet. makes

furished

JOHN F. PROCTOR, Cen-

RENT—A disconnected
two-story
brick bouse No. 44 Winter street, near
Spring street/nas nine rooms good garden
lot in rear, $30 per month.
BENJAMIN
7-1
SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange street

_MISCELLANEOUS._,

WANTED—All persons in want of trunks
**
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
59iJ Congress street, one door above Shaw’s

DE JOINVILLE TIE

The first meeting of this auxiliary will
held on Tuesday, November 13, at 3
p. m., at the residence of Mrs. Charles
J. Chapman,3T5 Spring street. Tbo president will give an account of her visit to
mission halls wlion in Paris last
the
be

X
Lncoln Park.
tennial Block.

and
theatre
Middle St.,
1 Exchange St. watch, chain and charm;
Leave
pieces.
chain made ..f five *2.50 gold
11-1
at DRESS Office and receive reward.

9-4

happily.

r|10 LET—A nicely

between

IOST—On

well
sunny and
rooms,
cenone flight front, most
street
between
on
Spring
streets House in new repair

LET—At 812 Congress street, upstairs
X
rent of seven rooms, modern conven
iences, price $20 per month, possession
given end of November. Inquire of A. C.
7-1
LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.

7-1

FREE STREET.

highest cash prices for ladies’ dresses,
gents’ and children’s clothing and gent’s
winter overcoats.
Call or address lefter
or postal to S.DE GROOT, 7tf Middle street.

McAU Mission.

discharged.

WestbrooE

very

without

T110

containing a sum of
same by calling

can

of

or

High and Park
throughout. Inquire at 129 Spring treet. 7-1
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have
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present.

Mrs. John Robbins Little, secretary of
Lettetia Green Stephenson
(named for
the wife of the Vice President) Chapter
of
Bloomington,
111., was oordialiy
weloomod as a visitor, and respond to

trally located
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a 37 Middle,

CO.

Richmond’s Island, a thirteen
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foot dory Uy A. R. ANOELL,
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at 128

and chamber
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With
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TO appointed,

AGENTS._
LOST AN

C OAL !

room

117
mo ET—The
bakery situated No.
X
Green street, JOHN F. PROCTOR,
7-1
Centennial Block.

FOUNDRY

the

large front

board. Centrally located.
Call^at No. 1
Elmwood place.Z8-1

works, Kennebec St., foot of Chestnut St.

STOVE

PORTLAND

Chapter

of the Union

LET—A

TO pleasant and sunny,
goods of other makes room,
inSprlvate family.

on

-x-

Wadsworth
meeting of Elizabeth
was held in the reception room

A

8-1

street.__

principal excretory organs of the body,
and I have long been satisfied that many
of the obsecuro !
ailments which afflict
humanity are traceable to the kidneys
which fail to properly
perform their

r

in two story

RENT—Lower tenement

FI OR

Go.

grocery store,

McDermott and Thomas E.
Intoxication; fined $3 and

mo LET-Decembcr 25 th. THE COLONI AL,
A six tenements of six rooms each; modern
new building on Franklin street, facing Lincoln
park. Americans without small children only
Location central and
admitted.
pleasant.
Applications received at 413 Congress street.

cure

the

Monday—Caroline Young, Stephen J.
Hinds. Intoxication; sentenced to thirty
days in the county jail.

DINER.13-1

cheer

Estimates

IjlURNISHED

c™.£wa3ss!

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

I'O

ROOMS to let; also board
by the day or week. Pearl Street Dining Room, 23 and 25 Pearl street Portland,
Me.

Iafo"w£®r

dtf

LET—Two rents up and dow stairs of 0
rooms each; bath rooms and closets, fur2D Cushman street.
nace for lower rent. No.
Apply to JAMES KEAZER or N. S. GAR-

LET—Tenement 40 St. Lawrence street;
A 7 rooms, lower tenement in good repair,
large yard, good convenience for coal or wood
on same floor. Price $12.50 per month. Apply
0 OXFORD STREET.9-1

oct5 tu.th&Slne
For sale by Landers & Bubbige, 17 Monument Square, Portland, Me.
Mrs. Joseph B. Shephard
in
the
board
fill
a
was elected
vacancy
Congregational Club.
Bedlow
Mrs. James S.
of councillors.
The November meeting of the Portland
read a very interesting aoeount of a visit
Congregational Club will be held at the to the
rust's
Phillips’ Mansion at Yonkers, N.
Preble House. Monday evening, Novemis
Y. The house was built in 1682 and
a™.
will
be
served
at
7.30
ber IS.
Slipper
"
0
******
connected with many historical incidents.
diate in effect; quick to cure.
Genuine
o’olock. The guest at this meeting will
A positive preventive. Can be SMBr always reliable andMPPsafe. LADIES!
It was for some time the headquarters of
John M. Tyler, professor of
Prof.
be
carried in vest pocket, all com- 9 alwaysaskforDr.Rust'sB Cotton Root ond
Female H PUls. They never
Gen. Washington during tho Revolution.
KH Pennyroyal
„ii „0eVnnia
minii.rf tn
jj
biology in Amherst College, who will
pletem one small package, Mailed to any address m fail and never injure. B Maiied to any adMiss Abbio Louise McDonald called the on receipt of $1 by
® dress on receipt of® $1.00 by
the
subject, “Conformity
speak upon
The Japanese Pile Cure Company, St. Paul Minn.
attention of the Chapter to the movement
Environment.” Prof. Tyler has reto
For sale in Portland by JOHN D. KEEFE. 205 Middle Street, JOHN WILLIAMSON, 594
for a suitable observance of Flag
Day,
nov9S&Wtf
cently given a course of lectures at the
Street, ana GEO. M. YOUNG, 489 Congress Street.
and explained the same at considerable Congress
Union Theological Seminary, New York
as-

heat.
small

mo

to

interesting speaker is

or

Wo need now blood.
We don't get it because our kidneys are
sick.
If wo cured our kidneys we would get
new blood, new health, new strength because It is our kidneys
that purify our
blood.
Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pills will

was

an

Air,

a

tills
head
Forty words inserted under
week for 25 cents, cash In »dvanc.<i.

one

"WATSON.12-1

S

city, and
sured.

steam

307 CUMBERgentleman preferred.
LAND St., corner Elm St.12-1
;

sallow

...

STEVENS &
JONES CO.

12-1

room,

fuiiy made without charge.

00 YOU APPRECIATE BARGAINS P

an

JL
$13
street.

nervousness, etc

A. R, WRIGHTCO ,,

Ruth Lincoln Woodbury, will stay with
aunt in Dennysville, Me.

AT

heating by

TO LET—A corner,room,
ROOMS
cabinet bed, bath
floor; also

Also by STEAM.

heating stoves ever introducedhavo
proven as invariably satisfactory.
Mo

functions.
Cargoes, Carloads and at Retail. Elevators on B. «Sc M. R. R.
Until now I have tried and used with Wharf. Tlte best qualities of Hard and Free Burning Coals careGenuine LYKENS VALLEY
varying degrees of success, all the differ- fully screened for family use.
GEORGES CREEK,
ent remedies which are alleged to have FRANKLIN and BORDEN MINING CO.,
a specific action upon
the kidneys, but CUMBERLAND.
have never found anything that was enAgents for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER ST'EAM
the nrst oruaineu minister ui
Wood
smith,
tirely satisfactory until I began the use COAL. Tracks to elevators connecting with all railroads.
of all kinds cut to order.
Portland, and whose great-great-grand of Sparagus Kidnoy Pills.
I think you are to be congratulated
daughter, Mrs. Best, has the honor of bebeen able to produce a
The platter was placed in a large upon having
ing.
combination cf romedies which
have
of
the
such a happy effect, and 1 take pleasure
tray, also formerly thp property
same reverend
anoestor, and surrounded in recommending your pills to my brother
practitioners, who, I am sure will find
by a beautiful wreath of flowers.
marD
534-2.
TELEPHONE
in them a remedy that will fully meet
Miss Elvira Bray of New Gloucester is the indications
presented in all diseases
spending some time at the home of her of the kidneys, as well as in all diseases
TOViir»V» mvA
nricrin t,n nrv whinli
brother, Mr. Van Bray of Stevens’Plains
pond upon, an unhealthy condition or ao
avenue.
tion of the kidneys.
Leland of the Doering Center
Miss
Yours very truly,
and
has
W. W. HiNISH.
is
better
gone
10 eta. can
25 cts. Can Salmon,
primary school!
4 ILh. New Prunes,
Hobb’s
Dr.
8 cts. lb.
Kidney Pills (i lbs. Good Raisins,
Sparagus
25 cts. Pork Roasts,
back to her school.
6 to 12 cts. lb.
25 cts. Beet Roasts,
will cure all kidney diseases and ail dis- 4 lbs. 3-Crown, New Raisins,
The
mumps are making some of tho eases of the blood.
2 to 8 cents, lb.
-5 cts. Corned Beet,
3 lbs. 4-Crown. New Raisins,
8 cts lo.
25 cts. Tamarinds,
little folks more plump than they care
^Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Congestion, 5 ibs. New Clean Carrenst,
25 cts.
15 cis. lii bs. Mlver Skinned Onions,
etc.. Rheumatism, Gout. Anaemia, etc., Now Citron.
to be.
25 cts.
cts. 12 lbs. Sweet Potatoes,
Naw Cider, (for pies only)
Dr.
Hobb’s
can bo
cured
by
Sparagus
50
cts.
bush.
Good
Pie
Suet
and Spices.
Potatoes,
B^ef,
Miss Rico of South street has courage50 u?s. bush.
Kidney Pills.
New Figs, Nuts and Dales.
I St. Andrews Turnips.
ously begun to try to obtain a sufficient
A few doses will relieve. But that is 10 lbs. Rolled Oats,
25 cts.
subscribers to The Ladies’ uot all. A few boxes will cure.
number of
And the best of it is that tho cure will
Home Journal to gain a scholarship in
bo permanent.
Boston.
.
the
Conservatory of Music In
Sold by all druggists or mailed, prepaid
Misss Rice is a graduate of the Beoring for 50 oents a box.
54to 60
35
An interesting pamphlet mailed free
High school.
novlldtf
Address Hobb’s Medicine
on request.
of
Clark
R.
Clifford
the
John
Hev.
or San Francisco.
Chicago
Co.,
Memorial church, Woodfords is assisting
D. Lindsay in holding a
Rev. George
l>aughters of the American Revolution.
series of religious meetings in the Congress Street Methodist on rch.
Mrs. Ida Vose Woodbury will probably
have her headquarters in Boston during
the ooming winter. Her little daughter,

specialty

city,
the western part of
Price
rooms.
tipper tenement of live
per month.
Apply at house, 3 Russell
LET—In

mo

Combination.
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PfdcW’s Broma-Beierg.

a

repair.

of

Hot Water,

And

to report that after having at
ning at the home of Edward C. Jones of your solicitation tried the Sparagus KidLeonard street.
ney Pills which you have recently introthe two Israelites, in days of old, duced to the profession, I am entirely
As

responsible

;

We make

A delightful Quaker social gathering is
anticipated to take place Wednesday eve- pleasure

bore between them the luscious grapes
of Esohol, so did Mis. Best and Mrs. Bray
bear to the fair of All Soul’s chuich one
evening last week the huge mince pie,
adorned with beautiful cocoanut frosting
and
dainty confectionery. Mrs.Best is

satisfsction.

room

We arc oftou sick and don’t know what
is the matter with us.
It is probably our kidneys.
We lose our strength
and ambition,

some

of the

They

We Are Sick.

acknowledge,with thanks, the gift thojAsparagus found in
of an Italian pumpkin, about as large as or prescription, and
a big
tomato, from Mrs. Best of Stevens’ special process by the

i and every ailment that an S

s

our

How

uET—Lower rent nt 3U Winter street.
containing three large rooms anti bed
room on lower floor with two small and one
good sized room in attic; all in good
mo
JL

will furnish any who examine them.

Curing; the Kidneys Makes Us Well When

Plains

\ external remedy can reach.

and Their Uses.

We

Sait

Earache,

_

Goddard,

we

COST

:

inserted tinder tliis head
week for 3.1* cents cash in advance.

Forty words
one

the

on

Health.

Friday.

Colds,

Coughs,

on

gaining

purpose of
iioriculture

has consequently been closed.
William T. Jordan, formorlv of
Mrs.
College street, started for Silvorton last

>

Rheum,
Itch,
Sores,

ideas
S.

Calvin

mar

;

the

for

lately,

jSalva-cea

Specialist’s Idea

Purify the Blood and Keep Us in

on
join this winter to bo present
be at
The meeting will
Baxtor’s on Pleasant street, Wood-

fords.
Ada Sherman Cummings,teacher, caretaker and florist of the Sabbath day Lake
Family of Shakers, has been in Doering

which

IN

:

The
Imminent

An

occasion

Mrs.

convincing

reasons

GUARANTEE

WE

HUMANITY.

like to
s

Is in favor of our goods for

OBSCURE AILMENTS THAT AFFECT

ter’s study, on Wednesday, November 13,
at 10 a. m. All former members are urged
to attend this first meeting, and a cordial
invitation is extended to any who would
this

TWference

The

A SPECIALIST’S VIEWS

SALE.

FOR

TO LET.

Diamonds.
Thousandl Solid
Gold Rings,
Fmeralds, Pear s. Opals, Rubies, Moon Stones and
Garnets in any Kind of a setting. Engagement and
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stoek. Beet
Goods. Lowest Prices.
Me KENNY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
auglOdtf
A

ing

ourselves well fortified with pure blood and

JAMES EPPS & CO., Ltd.,
Chemists.
London,
ectl

a

Hofflceopthis

England,

uw»at&w,6m

FIMMALMBCIMRCIAL

Blasting??... 3 60@4 00 \ Castor.1 00®) 10
.4 SOvsb oOiNeatsfoot
55c®7o
Sporting.
Drop shot.25 its. .1 3011 Klaine.gg
...

Buck. b. BB.

X. XX. F.1561

Paint*.
Lead—

i Puregroond.6 50@6

Hay.

6 50®6
Pressea.$14®161 Bed...
$14&$15l Eng Yen Red3
Hay
43%
Zinc...
.5
Am
Straw, car lots 49.0,1(1
00®7 00
Iron.
.2%
[Rochelle...
Rice
Common.... 1 % ®2
FKODUCE.
*
Retinea. ....Is/* ®2 V* I Domestic
fe7
Butter, cream, choice, 22V2@23V2c,
i
Salt.
Norway.3%®4
fair
to
good, 20@22c.
8,<tl0ITks Js.lb hd2o®18 00 Butter,
Cast steel.
Butter. North, choice, 19420.
German steel.®3%! Liverpool
180®i 60
Dla’md Crys, bbl 2 80 Butter, inut, crm. l4@15c.
Shoesteel.@2%!
Butter. Western ladles 11.
1
Saleratu*.
She' * Iron—
Northern, new do 10%®ll;Wst, ch ce
Saleratus
H.C.4% @5
.6®5% Cheese,
9410c.
(. en. Russia 13% ® 14
Spices.
Ameri’cnRussiall@12 Cassia, pure... 17io!19 Eggs, hennery choice, 26@30: East 21@23.
Western 2042 lC.
Mace.
Galv.6%®7
100 Eggs. Mich. 22iw23c; other
Beans, pea.l 5041 <>0:mediuins, 1 45(41 65.
Beans, yei. eyes, 1 60(41 65:red kid.l 45@1 56.
Beans foreign, 1 40(41 45.
Grain tjuotailont.
Potatoes,Aroostook Co. llebrons 3o@00c bush.
CHinCAO BOARD OF Tit A K.
Potatoes. N II llebrons 30@33.
Saturday’s quotations.
do
Pose 30433.
Apples, new choiec -P’ bbl, $2 50(43 25.
WHEAT.
No 2 at $1 7 *42 50.
Apples.
DeoMay. Hay. New York and Can, fancy. $18 00@19 00.
Opening.68%
62*4
Fair to good $*1G 00@$17c;iower grades $11
Closing...58V*
62V*
@$15.
Straw, rve, $14S$i4J/2; oat, $8(4$8V2.
CORN.
Dec.
May.
Chicago Live Stock Market.
Opening.,,.27%
29%
Closing.28
29s/s
(By Telegraph!
PORK.
CHICAGO. Nov. 11.1895.—The Cattle mark
■Jan. et— eceipts 17,000; firm and 10 hgliericommon
and feedOpening..
9.20 to extra steers at 3 00@o 00; stockers
at 1 26(43 60;
Closing.
9.10 ers at 2 00183 86; cows and bulls
Wes2
Texans
76;
30;
2
00@3
calves
al 60@o
LARI>.
...

of

Quotations

Staple Products in the

Leading Markets.

00
00

Sch
Sch

Loose

Sch Sea Bird, Barter,

....

ware

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Nov. 11.
last loan at

Railroads

steady

higher.

678/s.
dollars54.

Bar silver
Mexican

Silver at the Board
A.I

13-16dj?

80

was

WUdJ

liOUUOU

oz

dull.

uni

and flat.

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND. Nov. 9.
and, 186

Central R. R.—For

by Main?

Receipts*

cars

Borl-

miscellaneous merchandise; for

connecting roads 167

cars.

July.

Opening.

Sept.

Closing.

Monday

s

quotations.

WHEAT.

jconfectloners
7c;pulverized.—c; powdered, 6c; granulated
5Va ;collee crushed. 6Vac; yellow. —f§5c.
mar

t—cut loaf at 7c

Dec.
Queuing. 68

May.
62

quoted at $22 ©$26.
tollo .viug are u>-d ty's qu »tat

Opening.
Closing.
Portland stock l.tst.

Corrected by Swan & Barbett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.

Provisions. Produce,

oils

of Grain

bXOCKS.

etc.:
urain

Flour.

Superfine &*
low grades.2 90@3 It
Spring VVneat bakers.cl and bt3 ±0@35C
l atent Sprue
vv neat... 4 10«s4 2c
niich. str’eln
roller.... 3 7 5® 3 85
clear do... 3 60^3 6c
fctLouis st’gt
rooier... 3 75@3 8E
clear do. .3 60@3 6c
W'nt'i w heat
3 90®.4 1C
patents
Fish.
( ©d—Lar go
.4 75525 21
Shore
small do.. 2 50^23 2i
2 25&23 21
Pollock
Haddock.. .1 oO@2
Hake.1 50&2 IX
Herring, box
Scaleu9@12(
Mackerel, hi
Extra Is 00 00@$0(
Shore is S22 00(£S2c
snore 2s #19 Q0&$21
Mea.b s.$0 oooirgsoo
targets 00 00®$0 000
Bananas.
1 26@1 50
No is.
75c«l 00
No 28.
1 OOugl 20
Mediums.
_

_ _

Wliear. 60-lbs.

(£75
41

I Corn, new spot, car
l Corn,old car.... (£4*
(£47
; Corn, nag lots.
(£46
j Meat, bag lots..
l Oats, car lots
28*30
Oats, bag lots
(£r6
Cotton Seecj car lots. 00 OO® 20 00
| bag lots 0000*2100
iSacked Br’r
»
car ots.$16 00® 17 uO
baa lots. .418*20 00
I
Middlings.. 43 7*19 00
(
bag ots. .$19*21 00
Coffee.
,

| Rlo,roasted22 @24*4
Java do.28*31

...

Molasses.

....

j Porto Rico.27*33
i Baroadoes.27*28
30*35
! fancy...
Tea.

Amoys.17@2o
14® 6 o
; Congous
Japan.18@36
j Formoso....... 20*50
...

Sugar.
Standard Gran
4%
Ex-uuaPtv fine
4 11-16
granulated,.
Extra C....
4*4
Seeds.

Red Top—reI cleaned.... 16*4@17
i good.
(£12*4
New York
| Timotny... $5*4 ® 6 5o
®i3*4c
Pea Beans 1 50(®1 6i • l Clover —10

erodncfl.
Cape Cran’bsS? 50@$E
Maine
6 00@7 0(

Provisions.
Foreienao 1 ntxau or
Veilow iives.3 75:31 SC !•
•
1
7£
Pork—
Cal. Pea....
70®1
13 25®
1 risH Potat’8. bu40@4c ; clear.
Virg. sweets
@3 2c •bacas... 13 25®
No 2.
®12 25
do Jersey
®4 OC
fam. y 50810 00
Onions—
I
elate... 10 00810 5< >
Native,bbl 1 50@l 65
14316 i ex-plate 11 00@1160
8p Chickens.
'1 urkevs,Wcs. i53lCc Bnlests V»b$ 5 75-id
native..
18@20 I Lara. ds. com 5 V3 r®
Ducks,
12313c ! tubs, pure 65/8@83A
Fowls-

tcs.comp’nd 5V*j@
tierces.pure h% @7 Vs
@6*4
pails,compel 6
pails, purs 77/*(5)8Vu
9l/i(89*4
pure If
iHams ....10
(810Va
5C
aocov'rdli @HV2

I
Apples.
2 75®3 25
Fancy—
75(£$2
Fair to goon
Baldwins, choice* $2 5c !
tvap 43It».
8&9c »
Lemons.

Maori.
Messina

5 OC
4 00@5 OC

Malaga—

Kerosenel20fir ts 9V2
Lipoiua.10 V2

Oranges.

3 7."
3 25®3 5C

Kodi

Jamaica

Oil.

5

Centennial.lOVa
Pratt’s Astral ..12Vj»
Devoe’s brilliant 12l/2
In half bbls 3 c extra

Eggs.
Nearpy.

25® 1
liaising.
23®0( >|
®2: ;Muscatel.60 lb bxs3@5
2< 1 i London lay’rl $2@2 25
Held.
Coal.
hattei.
i
Retail—delivered.
Crearaer\ ,fncy.. 2432E 1
iCumberiand.4
oO@4 50
GiitFdgfc Vrmt.l8a2C
Choice.16317 i Chestnut....
@6 00
7 25
iFranKiln....
Cheese.
N. \ .'iot’ry.l 2 @12Va j Lehitu « • • •
SjP oO
4 00.
Vermont.. 12 (312V2 Pea.
a age.13
®13Va I
Leather
I Nutmegs.o6@65
New YorkIPepner.14@16
Light.26327 Cloves.14.816
Mid weight... .27328 • Ginger.i8@19
Starch.
Heavy.27@28
Good d’mg.26327 j Laundry.4Vi@5
Union Packs.. .40342 ! Gloss.6Va@7V2
Tobacco.
A.m. caii.... 90®l.lo
Best brands.... 608)60
Lead,
Bheet.6 Vi @7
Medium.30840
iPipe
Common.25 a39
>.5!4 (®6
N atural leaf.
.60@70
Znc.7Vs(38V2
Kasternext..
Fresh Western.

I

..

..

Lumber.

csreaa

Pot Bud.... 7 @7Ya White wood—
do sq.6
Nol&2, l-in$32@$35
Saps. 1-in.
$268 $28
Ci ac kers
4V2 ®5Vss
Com’n. 1-ln $23@$26
Cooperage.
lids—
Ilhlid sliooks &
1V4, I V2&2Mol. city. 1 60@1 7E
in, Nol&2$33@$35
Sug.count’v 85c(£l OC
lV4,lVa&2-in
8aps.
$28®$30
Country MoL
hlidshooKs
Squares,
$36a$38
—

hlid

Cypress—

hdgml

1-in No 1&2 $36@$36
32 n. 24@26
1V4,1V2 &2Sug hd35m 23323
in.Nol&2 $34 a$36
it.
14
26@30
Hoops
12 tt. 26^28
2y2, 3 &4-in$40@$45
,,
S’th pine.... $25@$3o
8 t. 8 @9
Clear pine—
Cordage.
A mer’nipiblOMj®!!
1 Uppers.$55@65
Manilla...
7Ya {&SY2 j Select.$45@55
Manilla bolt
iFine common. .$42@45
ISpruce...
$13 @14
Russia do. 18
(g-lSVa lHemlocK.$11@12
7
(&8
Sisai,... •j Clayboards—
Drues and Dyes.
j Spruce. X.$30®32
Acid Oxalic.... 12(814 I Clear.$26828
Acid tart.33(836 2d clear.$23@25
Ammonia.iba.20 | No 1.$16(8:20
.4 snes. pot.... 6*4 (a 8 I rme.$25@50
Pals cooabia.. ,45@66 l Shingles—
Beeswax.378:42 X cedar.... 3 0083 50
Blcli powders... 7(89 1 Clear cedar. 2 7C@3 00
1 85(0)2 2n
Borax.9®1C IY Yn 1
Brimstone. .-2
(&2V4 iIso 1 cedar..1 25,al 75
Cocliineai.40843 Spruce.1 25@1 50
Copperas.lVa® 2 i Laths,spce. .1 90@2 00
Lime—Cement,
Cream tartar... .2983Lx logwood.
12^16 Lime.IP csk. 1 00&
Guniarabic.. .70®1 22 Cement.140@
Matches.
22 (&67
Glycerine
65
Aloes cape.16826 [Star,^ gross
@65
Campnor..70(c£72 IDiriffo.
Metals.
52856 I
Mytrh.....
Omum. ...2.2583 25
Copper—
Shellac.46@60 ; 14@48 com.... 00@14
22
Indigo.85c(£Sl I Polished copper.
36
iodine.48$4 25 14x48 planished.

I

14
1 oecac.16081 7 0 Bolts.
12
Y M sheath....
12
YM Bolts.
Bottoms.. .». 22@24
11@12
Ingot....
Tin—
16@17
Straits...*

Licorice, rt.... 16820
Lac ex.34840
Morpnine.. .1 7081 90
Gil bergamot2 7683 25
Nor. Cod liver2 258250
Lemon.1 752 26 1
Olive.1 0082 601
Peppt.30083 25
Wmtergree nl 7 6@2 00!
Potass br’mde. 46 847
Chlorate.24 a 28

English.
L Co. .4 75@5 00
1. X. .6 (<046 2o
Terne.6 00@8o0
Antimony...* ±2@14
8 00® 650
Iodide.2 f-8.8 »»<
‘nn*
4 ao<a>455
68 a.62 Spelter
Quicksilver.
Cuinine. .34V2 837 Va sold .ye'14ya@15
5o
Nalls.
Piheubarb, rt.76c81
Pt snake.3o@40 Cask.ct.ba.se 2 40*250
Saltpetre.8 812
wire.. 2 66*2 75
Char.
Char.

..

...

Senna.25830

Naval Stores.
bbl. ..2 75*3 00
4g6 Tar
1 0081 76 Coal tar.... 4 76*5 00
Soda, by-carb334 86*4 Fitch.2 76*3 00
sal.2V2&3 WiL Fitcn. .2 75®3 00
Suphur.2j| 82 x4 Bosin.3 00® 4 00
Sugar iead.20@22 Tupentme. gai. 33*43
White wax... .60^016.5 Oakum_
7
*6
Oil.
Vitrol. blue.... 6 88
Vanilla, bean.. $10,813 Linseed.44*49
Duck.
Boiled.47,* .2
No 1.32 Sperm.
«6*7o

Canary seed....
Cardamons

|

No 3.28 ! Whale.6o®6n
No 10.20 (Bank.33® 3?
8 oz.13
Snore.28*33
10 oz.16
I forgte.30*36
G unpowder—Shot. I Lard. 4b *65

Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
anal National Bank.100
118
120
Casco National Bank.100
100
102
umberland N ational Bank. .40
38
39
98
100
Chapman National Bank.100
First National Bank.100
100
102
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
113
114
National Traders’ Bank_.100
100
102
Portland National Bank.... 100
102
104
Portland Trust Co.,.100
110
112
Portland Gas Company. 50
85
90
Portland Railroad Company 100
118
120
Portland Water Co.100
loO
106
BONDS
Portland City 6s, 1897.103 V*
104
6s.
1907..12o
Portland
122
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102
104
108
Bangor es. 1899. R R. aid.106
118
Bangor 6s. 1906, Water.116
Bath 6s. 1898. K. R. aid.104
100
102
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.10G
Bath 4*4s, 1907. Muuioipal.100
103
102
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding.loo
Belfast 6s. 1898.K. R. aid.104
106
Belfast 4s. 1892—1922. Municipal.. 99
100
101
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding.. 100
Municipal.108
Lewiston 6s. 1901.
110
104
Lewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal.102
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
U!l
Maine Central R. R. 7s.1893.lst mtgl06
108
136
7s, 1912, cons. mig!34
106
”4*4 s.104
extens’nlOG
108
‘‘g6s, 1900,
’•
102
”4I4s. 1906, SkgFdlOl
102
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s. j.896.101
108
Portland it Ogd’gg6s, 1900. lstmtgl06
106
Portland W ater Co’s 6s, 1899.104

ill) Ho CAliJlt iU

Clos ng

quotations

of

OOU»l UUI

Ull<>

bush.

Shipments—Flour 5,200)

bush;

corn

bbls:

wheat

2 7

19,000 bush; oats 18,000 busli; rye

bush.

—

109

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at 68*4: No 1
White at 64VaC. Corn—No 2 at 29c. Oats—No 2
White 21-4 c.
_

(

16
150

Express.150

115V2
176
16
19
160
172
S3
129
167
13
10

22%
96

21%
147%
51
136
11
97 %

22%
82V2
29%

105%
4%
15%
104%
146%
99
13
70
40
2 78

16%

Pacific Mail. 2934
Pulman Palace...164
Reading. 12%
Roek Island
74Va
St.Paul to Omaha. 4 0%
do prfd.120
Paul. Minn. <& Mann..... .113
Sugar,(common. 98%
Texas Pacific.
8%
Union Pacific.new.
93/4
U. 3. Express..
42
Wabash. St. Louis & Pacific.. 7%
do;prfd. luv4
Western Union. 89%
Richmond & West Point.

27

164

99%
83*

9%
42

7%
1S%
89%

New York
(Rv

Mining Stock*.
T*l®8xa»h.l

Col. Coai.

Coal...

Homestake.

31/2
30

Ontario. 9
Quicksilver... 2
do pfd.It;i/2
Mexican...
Boston Produce Market.

European 'tlarMjms.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. Nov. 13, 1895.—Consols 106d
LOG
Vfcd for the account.
[or money and
LIVERPOOL. Nov. 11, 1895.—Cotton market
—unchanged :American middling 4 19-32d: estimated sales 10.000 Dales; speculation aud
port lOOu bales.
OCEAN ST GAME It MOVKVf
FROM

;

ex-

flour.

Parisian.Montreal ..Liverpool,..Nov 9
rerrier.New York..Demerara ..Nov 9
Hevellus.New York. Pernambuco Nov 9
Ailsa.New York. .Port Limou Nov 9
Nov 9
City WashingtnNew Yrork. .Havana
Nov 9
roiiraine.New York. Havre
Spaarndam.. .New York. .Rotterdam .Nov u
Lucania.New York.. Liverpool. ..Nov 9
Dania.New York. .Hamburg. ..Nov 9
Nov 3 3
Spree .New York. .Bremen
New York....New York. .S’thampton.Nov 13
Majestic.New 'York.. Liverpool Nov 13
—

York.

.Antwerp—Nov

13
L3
14
14
10
16
16
10
16
16

Nov
Seneca.New York. Havana
Claribel.New York. Cape Hay ti Nov
Venezula.New York. .Laguayra. .Nov
.New York.. liio Janeiro Nov
Sorrento
Werra.New York.. Genoa.Nov
Fulda.New York. Bremen.Nov
Manitoba.New York.. London.Nov
Liverpool .-Nov
Vancouver
.Montreal
finupop-nft .New York. .Havre.Nov
Etruria.New York. Liverpool... nov
Nov
Anchoria.New York.. illasgow
Yeendam.New York. .Rotterdam..Nov
Patria.New York..Hamburg. ..Nov
Yucatan.New York. .Hav&Mex..Nov
Havel.New York. .Bremen ....Nov
Adriatic.New York. Liverpool ..Nov
Nov
St Paul .New York. So ampton
Friesland .New York. .Antwerp... Nov
Nov
.Colon
York.
Alllanca.New
Nov
Newport.New York. -Colon
New York. .Oenoa-Nov
F. Bismarck.
Nov
.Cienluegos
Santiago.New York.
Philadelphia. .New York, .j.aguayra .Nov
...

..

±i>

10
10
1C
16
19
20
20
20
20
-0
21
21
23
22
23
23
27

■

New York.. Rotterdam .Nov
Amsterdam
Nov
Prussia .New York. Hamburg
Campania_New York. .Livorpooi .Nov
St. Louis.New York..S’thampton. Nov
...

MEATS.
00.
00.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.NOV.

12.

6 31
.6 321 nlgll
watei. (*■
6 30
I
Sunsets.A 2oI
Sun rises

....

Mono?hrisesda.y9: ! 1 g?!Height title ] ;;

bbl

® «

{

new

™

i

MONDAY. Nov 11.
Arrived.

Steamship Cottage City. Bennett, New York—
Coyle.
Sell'Yankee Maid, Snow, Rockaud—lime to
Lord Bios.

is

fellow-men

|

certain

to

please. Whether you
a
crank or not, try

are

kind

^vv'

we

are

psl
pm

-

*

g

•

•

1

|

•

.

j

lltli. brie J C Hamlen. Jr. Wolfe, Tntkw
Island; sells Zampa, Fort williams; Biepneu a
Watts. Kelley, St George; St Leou. Strout. from
St John, NB.
Sld loth, schs Florence Leland. Jacksonville;
Frank T Stinson. Norfolk; Mary K If G Dtnv,
do; Timothy Field. Mayaguez; BenjO Cromwell, Philadelphia; Thomas II Lawrence, Long
Cove and New York; Augustus Palmer,.—.
BALTIMORE—Ar 9th. (not cld' ship John A
Briggs. Balch, Liverpool 26Vi day s to the Capes
ol Delaware.
Cld sill, sell Harry Messer. Handy, Boston.
Cld 9tll, sch Mary Maiming. Burr. Boston.
Sld loth, sch Lydia M Deeriug. Boston.
HYANNIS-Sld 10th. schs Racehorse, Rockland for New York: Cvrus Chamberlain. Thomaston for do; Abenaki. Richmond for do;
Bramliall. Calais for New Haven.
Sld fm outside, sells Loitie. Thomaston for
New York; Samuel Hart, Ellsworth for Stamford; Se'li M Todd. Bluehill for New York; H
N Soulre, Boston for New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 7th. sch J S Hoskins,

dleton. New Bedford.
NEW LONDON—Sld 10th, sell Lugano. Tinker. New York for Bath; Senator Grimes, Hill,
do for Calais: John Cadwallader, Lewis, do for
Gardiner; Silver Heels. Quinlan, do for Rockland: Brigadier, and Annie Lee,-.
NEW HAVEN—Sld 8th, sell Eliza J Pendleton. Fletelier, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9th, sch Rob Roy,
,,

Newburv. Fernandina.
Old 9th, sch Howard B Peck, Hamilton, lor
New Haven.
Marcus Hook-Passed down IOtli, barque
Louise Adelaide, for Cienfuegos.
NOBSKA—Passed 10th, sell Mary E rainier,
Haskell, Noriolk for Portland; W H Davenport.
S Hall,
Stacy, New York for Boston: Jennie
Watts. Charleston for Boston.
SAN FRANCISCO —Ar 10th. barque Kate
Davenport. Reynolds, Port Hndlock.
SAVANNAH—Ar 9th. brig Robert Dillon.
Leighton, New Yolk via Port Royal.
Sic 8th, barque Bruce Hawkins. Boston.
sld 9th, sch Isaiah Hart, Williams, Pliiladel-

Providence; May

^Sl'ds'th. sch

Mollie Rhodes.
SALEM—Sld to 10th, schs Helena, Chandler.
Judge Low. Smith.
Bangor for Stonington;
Pembroke for do; Ira Bliss. Norton, Rockland
for do; Fannie & Edith, Rydr. do for do; Tlios
Borden. Grant, uo for do; E & G W Hinds.Garnett. Calais for Hyabms; Stephen Morgan. Mahuffy, Rockland for Wareham; Sami Hart, Ells

U\
Ill
ll

II
u
J

7.
ll

II

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other diseases. Thesymptoms are—indigestion, with a variable appetite; foul tongue; offensive breath: hard
and full belly, with occasional gripings und
pains about the navel; heat and itching sensation in the rectum and about the anus: eyes
heavy and dull; itching of the nose; short, dry
cough; grinding of the teeth; starting during
sleep; slow fever; and often in children, convulsions. The best worm remedy made is

[([
n
ill
\f

fj

worm

BIIC’CIpin

TRUEoeuxir|

III It has been in use 44 yrs. is purely vegetable, fit
no worms are
A/ harmless and effectual. Where
and correctsthe con- ll
(X present it acts as a Tonic
of the stom(ll dition of the raucous membrane
cure for Constipa- |JJ
V( ach .and bowels. A positive
tion and Biliousness, and a-/f
valuable remedy in all the
of chu,’A common complaints
))) dren. 35c. at all Druggists.

1895.

\y

DR.J.F.TRUE&CO.,

W

Tape worms we have
a special treatment. Write
for Pamphlet.

y)
'Jf

Kennebec,

Did You

Ever

Try Electric Bitters as a remedy for
troubles? If not, get a bottle now

EIDCT

JE»

I

Oil

AQQ

N

A

O

S

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

tioiv Headache, Fainting Spells, or are
Nervous, Sleepless, Excitable, Melancholy
or troubled with
Dizzy Spells, Electric
Bitters is tho medicine you need. Health
and Strength are guaranteed by its use.
Large bottles only fifty cents at Geo. M.
Young’s Drug Store, 189 Congress St. G.
H. Starr, Westbrook.

MRS. EVELYN DAY WHITE,
Teacher of Singing,
120 Winter St.
nov5(12w*

land about 1.30 p.
Fare, #1.00 to

A. JXT Si

O 3F5L C3r
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
-AT-

HASTINGS.’

W. P.
DOLLARS

to make a purchase
at cur new sales

«>nr

HI
HEEDED

|

room.

On and after Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave RailPortland.
Monday and
Wharf,
Friday at 6 p. m.. fcr Eastport, Lubec
the above connection!.
and St. John, with
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec aud Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. tar*Freight received up to 4.00

Tims

573

after
trains

ajd

SILVER

CO.,

MANLY VIGOR
MORE
/")NCE
with the

ir. harmony
world, 2000

completely cured men are
singing happy praises for
the greatest, grandest and most
cessful euro for

sucsex-

ual weakness and
lost vigor known to
medical science. An
.Kin

.nm.

book form, with refand proofs,
will bo sent to suffering men (sealed) free. Full manly vigor
permanently restored. Failure impossible.
erences

ERIE MEDICAL CO.,BUFFALO,N.Y.

Ik/E <0

J&/E-

Montreal to
Rain.
New York

and Glasgow Service.
From New York,
|
Laurentlan Nov. 2.
From

Montreal.

Parisian

Nov. 9.

Mongolian Nov. 10.
Cabin passage, Montreal service. #30 and upwards.
Return, #190 and upwards. Second
cabin. #30. Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, #43 to 965.
Return, !$85 to #1*0.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via one route and return by the other, thus enjoying the magnificent scenery of the St. Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
Derry:
Prepaid steerage, #15; intermediate
#25. Apply to H. &. A. ALLAN, Montreal
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN & CO., 53
Broadway, N, Y., or to R. G. STARK, or
T. P. McGOWAN Portland.
maySdtf

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
all

For

Landings at 10.30

a. m.

and 2.15

C. W. T. GODIN G, General Manager.
Not run in stormy or foggy weather.
dtf

/

wffKS

BOSTON”
AJMERS

-A-*

This school will be opened on the evening of
Nov. 12. 1885. at 7.10 o’clock at Mechanic's
Hall, and will continue four months free of
charge to mechanics, journeymen, apprentices
or those intending to follow maehancal pursuits
from any part of the state. Three classes will be
formed, one for architecture, one for mechanical, and one for advanced pupils in fourth
brunches. A part of the lessors in each class
will be devoted to Free Hand Drawing. Pupils
will be required to furnish themselves with all
necessary implements and stationary. None
under 14 years of .age admitted. Applications
will be received until day of opening|bv ABNER
W. LOWELL, 513 Congress street. Novodtd

NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
PORTLAND,
STATE AND
alternately leave Franklin Whark, Portland,
season
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
for connections with earliest trams for points

'Through

SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager.
septlO
Portland. Sept. 9th. 1893.
J.

1

tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
ever' Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE. Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1, 1895.
__

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.
FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

nnd
Islands,
Lheb**ague
Long,
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s islands, 2.0C

p. in. For Cliff Island, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday 2.00. p. ill.
Ueturn for ortland. Leave Orr's Island
G.4'> n. in. calling at Hnrpswell and interiuedinte landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
ISAIAH DANIELS,
a .in*
Gen’l Manager.
oetodtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
Now York Direct Cine.

De

ghtful

and

Invigorating Sea Trip.

The Steamships Manhattan anti Cottage
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Keturning, leave
Pier 3d. East Kiver, same days at 5 p. m.

OPERA CLASSES.

Monument

Square.

After Monday, Sept. 2,

Steamer

Enterprise

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
a. m. for Portland, toucning at So.
Bristol,
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.

Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 ra. m. for
Island,
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol

Pemaquia.
and East

Boothbay.

Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at 6 a. in. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.
Islahd.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
East Boothbay-. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
augSldtf

JUK. GEORG V. WIEREN,

octldtf

iiutm

auu

vawvu

v»»

vvjvuv*

SUNDAY

TRAINS.

7.20 a.m., paper train for Brunswick, Au
gusta, Waterville and Bangor.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswick. Lisbon Fall?,
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, WatervUie, and

Bangor.

11.00 p. m., Night
for all points.

Express with sleeping

PORTLAND.
From Montreal, Quebec,
Bridgton,
8.25 a. in.; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
8.30 a. m.; Waterville. Augusta and Bath,
8.36a.m.. Mattawamkeag,Bangor aud Kockland
ARRIVALS

IN

Fabyans,

12.25; Kingfleld, Phillips, Farmington, Kum-

ford Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland aua Lewiston
4.40
12.30 v. m.; No. Ctnwav and
Bookm.;
Waterville,
Skowhegan,
and 5.25 p. in.; St, John. St.
Stephen,
Aroostook County. Bar Harbor and Bangor
5.35 p. m.; Range ley, Farmington. Rumford
Fails, Skowhegan, Lewiston 6.45 p. m; Chioago

Fryeburg

I>.

Montreal and all
White Mountain
8.10 p.m.; all points on B. & A. R. K..
Bar Harbor, Rockland 1.40 a. m.:
express Halifax, St. John. Bangor Waterville
and Augusta, 3.30 a. ra.
PAY30N TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. <Ss T. A.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.
dtt
oct4
and

glints.
angor,

Portland & Rumford Falls
In Effect

Oct.

R’y.

7, 1893.

DEPARTURES.
8.30 A. M. & 1.15 P. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buokfield, CanDlxfield aud Rumford Falls.
ton.
8.30 a. m., 1.06 and 5.10 p.m. From Union
and
ter
Poland
Station
Mechanic Falls.
Train leaving Union Station 1,15 p. m. connects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R. L. R. R.
train for Byron and Houghton.

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.
Throngh tickets oa sale for all points
on P. t R, F. R’y.
R. C. BRADFORD, G. P. A T. Art.

Portland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine )
FeblOdtf

Portland & Worcester line
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. L
STATION FOOT OFPREBLE STREET.
On and after Sunday. October 6, 1893.
Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For Weroeoter, Clinton, Ayer JnnctloA
Nasnua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
— _.v
For Manchester, Concord, and point* North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
WaterAlfred.
For Rochester, Springvnl*.
bore and Saco River at 7.30 a. m. 12.80 and
_

4.25 s.

m-

_

Boston & Maine R.

R.

October 20, 1895.

WESTERN DIVISION.
far
Trains leave Portland. Union Station,
Scarbere Crossing, 19.90a. ra.. 6.15,6.20, p.
m ; Sonrbero Reach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
a. m„
3.30, 5.15,6.20, D. m.' Old Orchard,
m.,
Saco. Biddeford, 7.00. 8.40. 10.00 a.
6.20, p. m.; Kenne12 40, 3.30, 5.15,
bunk, 7.00, 8.40, a. m., 12.40. 3,30, 6.15,
6.20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.00.8.40 Am.. 3.S0,
6.15 p. m.; North Berwick, t3.45, 7.00,8.40,
a. m.; 12.40, 3.30, 5.16 p. m.; Kennebunknort, Somersworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
12 40. 3.30, 5.15 P.m.; Rochester. Farmingten, Alton Bay. 8.40 a. m.. 12.40, 3.30 p. m.j
(via
Worcester
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. in.;
Somersworth and Rochester,) 7.00 Am.;
Manchester, Concord. 7.00 A m.. 3.80 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell. 7.00, 8.40 a. m„ 12.40, 3.30 n,
m.
Exeter. Bolton, (3.45. t7.00, (8.40a. m.,
Arrive in Boston, (7.25,
$12.40. 3.30 p. m.
10.16 a. m 12.55, 4.20. 7.16 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1.00,
4.16 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Fer Boston, express, 3.45 a. m. For Boston
and way stations, 1.00. 4.15 .p.m. Arrive in
Boston. 7.*.'5 a, m., 5.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
Union Station for Cape Elizabeth,
((8.45 a. m.; Saco. Conway Junction,
Wolfboro. 9 00 a. m.; Biddeford, Portsmouth, Amesbury, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston. t2.00, t9.00 a. m.: 412.65,
t6.00 p. m. Arrive In Boston, n.58a. m.. 12.49,
4 15 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
7'.30. 9.00 a. m., 12.30. 7.00. 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Biddeford. Portsmouth. NewburySalem,
Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a.m., 12.59
port.
Arrive in Boston, 5,68 a. m., 4.16 p.
p m
for Portland, *9.00 a. m„
Boston
Leave
iri.
7.00 p.m
run
not
Mondays.
(Does
(Connects with Kail Lines for New Yon,
South ud Weft.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New Yerk.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
with
Soarboro Crossing
ttconneets at
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Througn ticket* to au points in Florida,
the South and West tor sale at Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. F. and T. A., BostOA
dtf
1e2l
From

For

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

Free Drawing School for Mechanics. Twentieth Year.

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.

THE

BAY

STREET.

Pier, Portland,

i'CAlt;l

Bangor, Saturday nights.

In Effect

1S95

Beginning November 51 h, Steamer Merry-

DCliasi,

m.

P.

p. m.

coneiur will leave Portland
ft o 1 11* Nim.lhVS flYffliitpri

Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bueksport, Vanceboro, St.
Stephens. St John and all Aroostook County,
Halifax and the Provinces. b"t does not run to

_dtf

*

HAR PSWELLSTEAM80 ATCO^

11.00 p. in, Night Express, sleeping cars, foi
Bath, Rockland. Lewiston, Augusta, Watervllle

_

From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 and 11.45
a. m„ 3.10. 5.15 and 5.25 p. m.
From Island Pond, Berlin Falls and Gorham,
8.25, 11.43 a. <n.. and 5.25 p. m.
From Chicago am. Montreal, 11.45 a. m., 5.25
p. m.
From Quebec. 11.45 a. m.
Cars on
Night
Pullman Palace Sleeping
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
177
MIDDLE
NO.
OFFICE
TICKET
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
I,

1895.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT COm

in.

Quebec, 1.30

Noveiubift'^,

Effect

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 A Bk, 12.30$
3.00, 4.26, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7-30,
9.45 A
12.3a
S.Oa 4.25. and
m..
6.20 p. m.
The 12.80 p. m. train from rortlawt connects
at Ayer Junction with “Meesne Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line," for Nsrwieh and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
A Albany R. R. (or the West, and with the
New York AU Rail via “Springfield.”
'Trains arrive at Portland from WorcwMf
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rooheiter at 8.30 a. hl*
5.45 p.
m.; from Oorhaae
and
1.30
dl, 1.30,
6.40, 8.80 and 10.5U a.
WEEK DAY TIME
TABLE, at
m.
5.45
p.
4.16,Band
to all points West and
Tickets
For
throufh
1895.
Commencing Sunday, Sept. 15,
apply to F. H. COLLINS, Ticket
For Forest City and Trefetlien's La nding South, Portland. Mm
Peak’s Island, Little and Great Diamond Agent,
w<
8npt
Islands, at 5.30, 6,40, 8'00. *10.30 a. m.,
j*29
2.16, 4.20, 6.10 p. ill.
8 00,
For Ponce Landing, Long Island,
*10.30 a. m., 2.15 p. m.

TRUNK

MONDAY. Sept. 9th,
will run as follows:

Quebec.

JLllau State Tline.

be

thereof

Liverpool

via

ARRIVALS.

Local Manager.

___*

Royal Mall Steamers.

and Lewiston
5.J5 p. ra.

CONGRESS ST.

WILLIS A. CATES,

Allan Line

7.10, 8.40 a. m.
1.10,1.30,
For Gorham and Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
8.40 a. m.. 1.30 p. ill. 5.15 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.40 a. m„ and 1.30
p.
For

Silversmiths,”

Table.

/COMMENCING SeDt 23d will leave Portia land Pier lor Falmouth, Cousens’, Littlejohn's, Great Chelieague and Bustin’s Islands,
VVoli’s Point and Freeport at 2.00 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. m.
for Portland.
J. P. BAXERT.
sep9dtf

LEAVE.
For Auburn

Man.

“SOKOKIS.”

FBEEPOKT STEAMBOAT CO.

septl2
On

the

junei8tf

B. C. STONE, Clerk.
dlawSwTu

oct29

at

Square
Office.

On and after May 30, 1895, Steamer Sokokis
will run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a. m.,
2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Mallison balls at 11a.m.,
2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect with
the 12. 3.30 and 5.30 electric cars for Portland.
Be sure and take the 9.10 a, m., 1.10 or 2.40
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble St.
J. H. HEZELTON, Prop.

RAILWAY.

——--

The “Home

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument
or for other information at Company's
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE Gen.
ap29dtf

STEAMER

In

Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below and Intermediate points as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
Augusta. Watervllle, Skowhegan, Pittsfield,
Bangor, Bueksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
Brunswick.
8.30 a. In. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falfs.
Lewiston,
Livermore Falls. Farmington, Phillips, Rangsley, Oakland and Waterville.
8.45 a. m. For Brldgton. Fabyans. Burlington, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
10.30 a. in. For Brunswick, Hath, Lisbon
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Augusta and Waterville.
1.00 p. in. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon.
Falls. Augusta, Waterville. Baugor. Bar Harbor
Oldtown and Houlton, via B. & A.
1.16 p. in.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
Rumford Falls,
station. Mechanics
Falls,
Klngfield,
Lewiston, Farmington.
Phillips
Oakland, Bingham, Watervllle, Skowhegan,
Bangor aud Vanceboro.
1,90 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswlok, Augusta, Bath, Rockland and all stations on
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterville, Skowhegan. Belfast. Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Bueksport. Oldtown, Vanceboro,
St. John, Halifax, Houlton aud Wooostoek.
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fry3.30 p. m
burg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
Beecher Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. Johnsbury. Montreal and Chicago.
For Brunswick. Bath, Lisboa
5.05 p. m.
Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danyilli
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanic
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.

cars

road

p.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

--

all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campohello ana
on.
St. Andrews, N. B.
Fnll Arrangement.

given by publishing uu attested copy of the
week
ill with this order thereon, once a
for 1 hree successive weeks in the Portland
the
Eastern
PRESS
and
Argus,
Daily
Daily
last publication to be at least fourteen days
A.
he
of
December.
^to
first
Tuesday
prior
D. 3895: That all persons interested therein
on
said
first
before
this
court
may appear
and
1895,
Tuesday of December, A. D..
within thirty days tbeieafter file with the
(..’Jerk of Slid Court their demurrer, plea, or
answer to said bill.
fc*. C. STR0IJT,
Justice of S. J. Court,
LESLIE C. COHN1SH,
Complainant’* Solicitor.
court
order of
A true copy of bill and
thereon.
Attest:

Steamship Co.

and

In Equity.
October 24, 1895.
Insurance
CommisStephen W. Carr,
sioner, vs. Provident Aid Sociey.
ordered
in the above entitled cause it is

pendency

dtf

EastporL Lubec, Calais, StJohn, N.3., Halifax,N.8.

Cumberland ss.:
Supreme .Judicial Conr*.

tue

CHAS. R. LEWIS,
Treasurer.

FOR

LESLIE C. CORNISH,
.Justice of the Peace.

that notice of

Bath, Boothbay Harbor and

international

sa.

GRAND

There are many attractive
odd pieces at less than a
dollar. Ware that it would
take an expert to distinguish
from the Sterling, many patterns are so nearly followed.

STEVENS

fore me,

m.

Wiscassett.
O. 0. OLIVER,
President.
oct29

STATE OF MAINE.

your

and get relief. This mcdiciuo has been
found to be peculiarly adapted to the relief and cure of all Female Complaints,
exerting a wonderful direot influence in
giving trength and tone to the organs
If you have Loss of Appeti'o, Constipa

RKOC.la tlO U

October IS, A. D. 1S95.
W. Cair,
Personally appeared Stephen
Insurance Commissioner of the State of
Maine, and made oath that bo lias read the
foregoing bill in equity and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of bis
knowledge, except the matters stated to be
those
on information and belief, and as to
Bematters be believes them to be true.

derful discovery, in

from

A

STATE OF MAINE.

Auburn, Me.

For

land.

barque Julia,

rv

STEPHEN W. CARR,
Insurance Commissioner.
LESLIE C. CORNISH,

/•]
ly

Skollield. disg.
Cld at St John, NB, 8th inst, schs Riverdale,
Drcmhart. Rock port: Sea Bird. Andrews, RockSpoken.

nfici

5. —That said defendant corporation may
be wound up and iis existence ended.
0.—1 hat such further equitable relief may
deem
as
the
Court may
be
grunted
necessity, to the end that the best interests
of all parties concerned may be conserved
and their rights protected.
7.—That such orders, notices and decrees
be
Court
as may
may be made by the
necessary lo carry into effect the prayers of
tIto complainant Hereinbefore set forth.
Dhted this 18tb duj of October, A. D.

WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 9tli, sch Tlios N
Newcomb. PR.

Nov 7. lab 28 20, ton 79 40,
Pensacola for liio Janeiro.

ti

equitably entitled thereto.

//]

///
u I
/)
Ilf

Stone,

Foreign Forts

l-;»*

will leave Franklin Wharr, Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m.
Popham Beach at 10 a. in., Bath at 12 ro.,
Boothbay Harbor at 2.30 p. m. Arriving at
Wiscassett about 3.30 p. in., connecting with
the 3.55 p. m. train on the Wiscassett & Quebec
R. R.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
■Wednesdays and Fridays at 0.45 a. m.,
Boothbay Harbor at 8 a. in., Bath at 10 a. in,,
Popham Beach at 11 a. m. Arriving at Port-

wiih its business.
had, a Re4. —That after due hearing
may he appointed to take possession
of the property and assets of said corporation and also Musters if necessary, so that
said property and assets may oe converted
into casu and a ratable distribution thereof
the
trade
parties legally and
among

worm for Stamford.

Sld fm Departure Bay 9th inst, ship YoSemite
for San Francisco.
Ar at Newport, E. 9tli inst, barque Sea King,
Pierce, Grindstone Island.
Sld fm Buenos Ayres Oct 11, barque Spartan,
A derson, New York.
Ar at Havana Oct 31, sch John Paul, Cowan,
New York.
At Bermuda 1st inst. sch Georgie L Drake,

Situiu

new

SALACIA.

STEAMER

State

ceiver

Ar

Bennett, Baltimore.
At Mapport 7th. sell J B Iloldon. for NYork.
KEY WEST—Sld 10th, sch Fredk Roesuer,
Rogers. Tautpa.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sld 8th, sch Anna Pen-

On and after Tuesday, Oct, 29th, the
and fast

or
distribution among all parties legally
equiiauly entitled thereto.
that
av-ars
further
7. —Your complainant
|
inasmuch as said, corporation has discon-{
tinued business, it is for the best interest
wound
of all concerned that the same be
up and its existence ended.
WHEUP.FOttE, your complainant prays:
1.—That a temporary injunction may issue
restraining said Provident Aid Society, its
part,
servants and agents, in whole or in
from proceeding further with its business.
be
of
may
3. —That
subpoena
process
issued directing said defendant to appear
and
all
answer
and
on a day certain
singular the premises.
9.—That after due hearing had, a permanent injunction may issue restraining said
servants, in
defendant, iis agents and
whole or in part, from proceeding further

us.

^
JI
Th^^ston g

|

“MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.

6. —Thai, as your complainant is informed
and believes, said corporation*has an unexhausted portion of its reserve aad mortuary
lends in the hands of the Treasurer of the
ten
stale of Maine, amounting to about
thousand dollars ($10,000), and that it ia tor
the interest of ail parlies concerned toal a
receiver be appointed to collect and hold
the assets of said corporation lor ratable

1

pas eugers and mdse to ,J B

in pails,

his

EStf;
B&fc

Domestic Ports.

__

PORT OP PORTLAND.

c.Ul

several sails.

..

Kensington....New

..

Sspringpatents. Minn.. 3 65<fe$3 90.
Spring pat. AVis., 3 50@3 75.
Spring, clear an straight, 3 00@3 40.
Winter patents, choice. 3 &0&3 v*o.
Winter, clear and straight, 3 f0(a:3 65,
Add 2do to 1 he above for the jobbing rates.

[gee general

Orozimho, Breed, Calais
P'sALEM—Ar 8th. sell Queen,
Moon, Boston for

FOR

from

nerson

usually dubbed a “crank.”
Teople who want their
printing different from
the ordinary every-day

M M

for

*•«.

..

BOSTON. Nov. li. 1895.—The following are
to-aav's quotations of Provisions. Proauce.etc.;

8%&9V4.

MarKec*

(By Teleerauii.'
NOVEMBER 11. 1895.
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet; sales 171 bales, middling'uplands at
>534 : middling gulf 9c.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day
steady; middling 8 6-LGc.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
was quiet
middling 8V40.
market to-day
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
was quiet,firm; Middling 8 5-16c.
MOBILE—The Potrciu market to-day was
easy; middling 8 3-1G3.
MEMPHIS—The < otton market to-day was
quiet; middlings 8V4s.

..

NEW YORK. Nov, 11. 1895.—The following
are to-day’s closing quotations oi mimmr slocks:

Pork, long and short cut, fc> barrel. 13
Pork, light and hvy oacks $12 00@13
Pork, lean lenas 14 00.
Tongues pork, $16 60: do beef $19 &
Beef, corned. $8 60311 60.
Shoulders, corned and fresh 6J/ac.
Shoulders, smoked, 7L^.
Hams, large and small, 9Va»10c.
Bacon, 9(310c.
Pork, salt 6Vac.
Briskets, salt 7.
Sausages, 8c.
Sausage meat, 7c.
Lard, tcs, dVzc; pails, at 7@7ViC; If,

lotion

....

73%
40 Vs
120
113

do prfd.

Hocking

—

•.«

thing

who does someradically different

A

Bay

said

Flora Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Inone-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip S18.00.
Passage SIO.OO.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F, P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
General
K B. SAWPSuN, Treasurer and
Manager, 89 State St., Flske Building, Boston.
oot22dtf
Mass.
surance

discontinued business.
5—That there are accrued indemnity claims
upon certilicates and policies of said corporation, which are indednite and unadjusted
iu amount 10 your complainant unknown,
unpaid,
ail of which are outstanding and
said
and that there are debts due from
in
and others
officers
to
its
corporation
unknown.
amount 10 your complainant

fg-CR^KSig

§3$j5

by

made

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.

aiid

.

.

.

.

iT^v'

Memoranda.

raw more

—

*

Nov 11—Sid, sch Laura T Chester, Beal, for

NEW YORK-Ar 10th. schs Sarah A Reed.
St John, NB; Delaware, from Bangor; Theresa
Wolf. Sullivan.
Also ar 10th, barque Golden Sheaf, Chandler.
Baltimore; schs Anna Chase, Brunswick; Chas
H Wolston. Smith. Norfolk; Edith L Allen, fm
Philadelphia for Providence; Abbie S Walker.
Jonesboro; Eugene Borda, Rockland: Eliza J
Pendleton, New Haven for Philadelphia; Nat
Meader, Kennebec; Delaware. Hntliins. Bangor
via Providence.
Ar lltli. sells Electa Bailey. Bangor: Addie P
McFadden, and Filieniau, Greens Landing; Jno
Williams, do; Commerce. Rockland; Lavolta.
Ellsworth; HC Squire. Boston; T W Cooper.
Machias; Judge Law, Pembroke; Herbert E,
Long Cove; Winnegance. Hallowell ; Lottie
Thomaston; Seth M Todd, Blueliill; Theodore
Dean, Sulliva.
Also ar lltli, schs O M Marrett. and Empress.
Rockland; Fannie & Edith, do; B L Eaton,
Calais; R F Hart, Bangor; Mary E Crosby, fm
Nantucket.
Cld lltli. ship Standard. Snow', Shanghai.
Sid 3 0th. sells Eunice L Crocker, for Havana;
A R Keene, Point-a-Pitre; J P> Look. Newport.
News and Laguayra; El a B Kimball,-.
Passed Hell Gate lOtli, schs Fair Wind, Ron
dout for Portland; Mattie B Russell, do for do;
Fred A Emerson, do tor Rockland; W H Arcncr, do for New Haven; C J Willard, Hoboken
for Gardiner: Georgle D Loud, do for Boston;
Maud, do for do; F H Odiorne, do for Medford:
Carrie C Ware, do for Salem; Clara E Rogers.
Weehawken tor Salem; Osprey. New York for
Plymouth ; Maggie Todd. Port Johnson for
Salem.
BOSTON—Ar 10th, sch E T Hamor, Brown,

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Benefiiiary Association and daieii July
10th, im.
That more than two-thirds of the menibeis present at said meeting voted in favor
Proviof said reinsurance, and that said
to
dent Aid Society thereafter took steps
effect.
said
vote
into
carry
4.—That as your complainant is informed
Society
and believes, said Provident Aid
has reinsured its risks «o far as
possible

|iRW^T777fc
.FOR
(.
|i

Boston.

news columns for burning of schr
Chase, of Eastport.
Ship John A Briggs, Balch. at Baltimore from
Liverpool, in a gale of wind off Delaware Capes
lost foresail, maintop staysail, maintopgauant
sail and mizzen upper topsail.
Vineyard-Haven. Nov 10—Sch Mary E Palmer, Haskell, from Norfolk for Portland, reports
a NE gale 2d lust, in which a heavy sea stove
forward house and damaged stores.
Camden, Oct 9—H M Bean has contracted to
build a four-masted schr of 2000 tons capacity,
for Capt John Crowley of Taunton.
Charleston. Nov 10—Sell Talofa. Fletcher, fm
Tampa for Carteret, is oil the bar with loss of

Supreme Judicial Court.

proposition

certi in

U1UK' U.licms

1jo%

stocks:

Atchison... 16%
Auanis
American Express.115
Boston & Maine.176
Central Pacific. 15%
Cues. <s unio. 19
Chicago Si Alton.160
Chicago 6i Alton preferred —170
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy 83%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. 128
Delaware.Lackawana & Westl6G
Denver & Kio Grande. 13
Erie. 10%
2o
ao
preferred
Illinois Central. 97
Lake Erie & West. 22%
Lake Shore.149
Louis & Nash. 53
Maine Central R.136
Mexican central. 11 %
MichitranCentral pf. 98
Minn & St. L. 22Vs
Minn.-& St. Louis, pf. 82%
Missouri Pacific. 30
New Jersev Central.105%
Nertben Pacific common.
4%
do
do
preferred.... 15 %
Northwestern.105 Va
Northwestern, pfd.146
New York Central—. 99
New York.Chicago & St. Louis 13
do 1st pfd. 70
Ohio & Miss.
New York & N E. 40
Old Colony.J7s
Ont. & Western. 16%

ROCKPORT. Nov 10—Sid. sells Ella May.
Cooper, and Idella Small, llillingeam, Boston.
Annie L Wilder, Greenlaw, and Sarah Hill, Ott,

4 10&4 35: winter wneat low grades at 2 25 a
2 75 : fair to fancy at 2 80 £3 40: patents at 3 60
^3 90; Minnesota clear 2 76 £3 25: straights
do at 3 20@3 60: do patents 3 35 £4 20: do rv
mixtures 2 80@3 20; superfine at 2 10£2 65:
Southern flour easy and
fine at 2 00@2 25.
dull; common to fair extra at 2 10@2 80; good
to choice at 2 90,®3 30. Rye flour steady and
Buckwheat flour at 1 40
dull at 2
00.
@1 50. Buckwheat at 42. Cornmeal steady and
dull. Rye nominal. Wheat—receipts 481,750
bush;exports 147,200 bush: sales 12,000 bush:
fairly active and lower: No 2 Red in store and
elev 66V5*; afloat 68c; f o b at 67V2@68V2 :Nol
Northern 6434 c. Corn—receipts 246 95 bush:
exports K‘2.060 bush; sales 9J.oO0! ush: fairly
active and easier ;No 2 at 353Af£b6Vac in elev,
3‘ Vic afloat. 0»t»—receipts 186,OOo bush; exports 2978 bush; sales 82.000 bush; easier and
fairly active; No 2 at 23c; White do at 24Vic;
No 2 Chicago 24c ;No 3 at 22Vfc : do White 23c;
Mixed Western 23vs@25c; do White and White
State at 24@28c. Beef quiet and steady; beef
hams quiet pierced beef firm and dull;cut meats
dull and weak—pickled bellies 121bs atoVsc,
do shoulders at 53/4 c; do hams at SViCgS^c;
middles nominal. Lard quiet and weak—Western steam closed 6 85@5 60; citv —: refined
dull; Continent 6 30; S A at 6 65: compound
4i/2@4',/8C. ProTisons—Pork steady with more
demand. Butter is quiet, choice steady; State
dalrv at 12@21VaC;do cream 20a23c; Western
dairy at 10@16c: do erm at 14@23c; do factory at 0@0c; Elglns at 23c. Cheese quiet, and
at
steady; State large at 7Vi@108/8c; do fancy
10103/*c;do small 78/i@llc. Petroleum firmRio
steady.
Sugar
er: united 1 56. Coffee,
dull,

..TO

113
75
80

GREENS LANDING. Nov 9-SId. schs Annie L Green. Willie, Mary Steele. Edwaid Rich,
Hattie S COllins. James A Webster, and a large
fleet oflumber loaded vessels which lias been
at anchor here several days.

—

active, steady ;refined more active,
steady ;No 6 at 4c; 7 at 3 15-16c;No 8 at 37/8C:
No 9 at 3 13-16c; No 10 at 33/*c: No 11, 3 1116; No 12 at 3S/4C: No 18 at 3 9-16c; off A at
41-16®4Vi ; Mould A 5: standard A 4V2C; Confectioners’A 43/gc; cut loaf and crushed 6Vic;
powdered. 4%c jgranulatedat 4V2@45/8; Cubes
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.100
102 4%c.
Freights to Liverpool firm, quiet: gram by
steam 3l/2d asked.
doblod rsiwvn :uarkou
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
Wheat—No 2
dull, steady and unchanged.
The following were to-day’s quotations of
Spring 56Viia6&c: No 2 Red at 57V8@61V2C.
-tocks iD Boston:
2 at 183/*
Oats—No
2
at
28V»
Corn—No
@29Vic.
Mexican Central 43. 66%
at 4ic.
Atchison. Topeka & Staata Fe ft. 16% @18V2C; No 2 Rye 36V2C. No 2 Barley
mess pork 8 10@
at
1
Flaxseed
No
9iV2@92c;
Boston <& Maine ft....177
8 16. Lard at 5 55; short nb sides as 4 55C£
uo pfd.
4 6(>.
Dry salted meats—shoulders at 4 76@
Maine Central.136
4 87Vi rshort clear sides at 4 75(£5 00.
New York and New England it........
14.8U0bbls: wheat. 271.000
Receipts—Flour,
Union Pacific.
9%
bush: corn. 235 000 bush: oats.304.oou bush:
American Bell.199
bush
9,000
barley.
156,000 bush.
rye.
American Sugar, common. 99%
Shipments—Flour 10,100 hbls: wheat270.000
Sugar, pfd. 98Vs
corn. 269,000 bush: oats 266,000 bush;
bush:
Mass., pfd..
w nrtn >»
1 IQ non hn«li
do
11 Vs
common.
Mexican Central. 11 Vs
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
extra
unchanged; patents at 3 26(83 35;
New York Quotations on Stocks and Bonds. tancy at 3 0 @3 16; fancy at 2 8 @2 90: choice
Wheat is lower; Nov 56Vsc.
at 2 60@2 70.
(By Telegraph.)
uats weaker; Nov at
Corn lower; Nov 24c.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations 171/2c. Provisions—Fork at 8 60. Lard—prime
steam at 6 40@5 47V2. Bacon—shoulders 6V4 ;
oi Bonds:
Nov. 11.
Nov. 9 longs at 5 Vs ;clear ribs 6*4 ; short clear at 5s/s.
New 4’s reg.@111%
@lll3/4 Dry salt meats—shoulders 6V2 : ribs 4 80; clear
4 9*5.
112
New 4’s
coup.®
®112
United States 2s reg. 96%
Receipts—Flour 5.600 bbls; wheat 74,000
96%
Central Pacific lsts.104Va
1C4V2 busn; corn 50.000 bush; oats 47.uou bush; rye
1st.iio
Denver & li.
Erie 2ds. 73
Kansas Pacific Consols. 798/*
Brecon Nav. lsts..110%
Kansas Pacific lsts.108 *
Northern Pacific cons 5s.... 36%

Portland anil Demerara.

filar ares.

City

Jan.

WISCASSET, Nov 8—Ar, sch Niger, Adams,
Boston.
Nov 11— SIJ. sell Ida C Southard, Blake, for

_

9.06

POKE.

now

The

Hogs—Receipts 60,000; firm; heavy packing

8.05

29*4
29*4

Also sailed, Yreka, Calais for Boston; YVatcnman. do for New Bedford; Elta. Ft John. NB.
for Boston; Game Cock. Bangor for do; Marina
do lor New York; Frank & Ira, St John. NB.
fordo; Flash, ilo for do;
Madagascar. Calais
for Portsmouth; Gem, Dorchester, NB. for Boston; Harvest Home, lm Boston for Rockland;
Amanda. Calais for Boston; Sadie Corey. YVinterport for do; Prudent, and F A Fowues, from
St John, NB, for New York; Robt Pettis. Penobscot for Boston;
Fannie Hall, do for do;
Quivet, Boston for Deer Isle; Charlie & Willie.
Rockland for New York; Petrel, do for Boston;
Ilume, Shulee, NS, for New York; Julia Baker,
Bangor for Boston; S G Watts. Calais for do;
J Kennedy, Calais for New York.

and eliipping lots 3 50@3 76; common to choice
mixed at 3 35@3 70; choice assorted at 3 56(4
670; light 3 30@3 C5; pigs at 2 10(43 66.
Sheep—receipts 14.000; strong and 10@15c
10. lambs
higher; inferior to choice at 1
at 2 75@4 00.

tBy Teleeraoh.!
NOVEMBER 11, 1895.
receipts
NEW YORK—The Flour marset
33,655 packages; exports 4689 bbls and 13,579
sacks; sales 9,a00 packages; dull and barely
steadv; unchanged
nour quotations—low extras at 2 25(62 75

May.

Opening. 273i
Closing. 273A

Philadelphia.

tern rangers 2 26(43 90.

Iromestic
CORN.

Dee.

PortlandWfioiesaie Market.
PORTLAND. Nov. 11, 18 '5.
Trading continues pretty light in most departFlour is
ments, with prices generally steady.
firmly held at old figures, while Wheat to-day
Oats about
was a trifle easier, with Corn and
steady. Burning Oils firm and 14c lirgher.Lem.
Sweet Potatoes scar ce
oils are rather weak.
and fully 60c higher. Mackerel lower for Shore
Is,

U-Sileij,®??

_

Retail Grocer*' sugar Rates.
Portland

CORRESPONDENTS.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR. Nov
Lizzie Cochran, Two Rivers. NS, for New Yora.
A F Walker. Jonesboro for New York;
tor
Warren, Calais for do; Ii Y' Glover, St John
do; George Gurney, Clark’s Island for do; i-iia
Brown. St John, NB. for Boston; 1) W B. do for
New York; Forest Bell. Calais for Vinalliaven
S S Kendall, Bangor for New York; Angola,
do lor Boston; Sheepseot, Newbuivport 101
Damariscotta; George W Jewett, Sulllvad tor

...

Money easy at 1S2 per cent;
Frime mer
IVi per cent, closing IY2 per cent.
a 5 Vs percent,
inutile paper was quoted at 5
with actual
sterling Exchange was steady,
88 for
business In bankers bills, at 4 87Vs ^4
lor oemand;
60-uay bills and 4 89V*&4 89Vi
Dills
posted rates at 4 88 Vs ^4 90. Commercial
Bonds
60-days 4 86Vs@4 8714. Government

Boston—Portland Stone-

Co.

FROM OUR

x

ss.

In Equity.
Stephen W. Carr, Insurance Commissioner
vs. Provident Aid society.
To the Supreme Judicial Court:
Stephen W. Cair of Bowdoinham in the
CoraCounty of Sagadahoc, insurance
missoner of tlio .^tate of Maine, complains
against tlie Provident Aid Society, a corporation duly established by law and having
the
Portland in
its principal office at
County of Cumberland, and says.
l.— list your complainant is the duly appointed and qualified insurance commissioner of the Mato of Maine.
That said Provident Aid Society is a
domestic life insurance company, oiganized
and existing by virtue of its act of incorpoand
the Private
ration, Chapter 5U5 of
Special Laws of 1835.
8.—That, as your complainant is informed
and believers, on the ,‘I(J h day ol
August,
1395, a meeting of the members of said
said
Provident Aid Society was held in
Portland for the purpose ot
determining
whether said Provident Aid Society would
benereinsure its risks in the hay Stale
a
duly
ficiary Assuciation,
corporation
established by law and having its principal
of
in
the
business
in
Boston
County
place
of Suffolk und Commonwealth of Massachua
setts, under the conditions specified in

Sch Golden Rule, Robbins, Boston—master.

..

w

Cumberland,

Cleared.

...

Market.
New York Stock and Money

STATE

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA!

MAINE.

OF

RAILROADS._

STEAMERS.

MTSmXANEOPS.__

miscellaneous.

Cinderella. Monroe, Round PWMl;■
Clara & Mabel, Lecman. New Haro
Sch Shepardess, Tibbetts. New' Harboi
Sch Fanny Earl, Stanley, Cranberry «ies.
Sch Lizzie Rich. Rich. Boston.
vnAvard
Sell Margaret, Robinson, Bangor for Vin y
Haven.
Sell Virginia. Gott, Calais for Provincetow
Sch Emily A Staples. Deer Isle for Bosio
Sell Jennie B Hodgdon, with 31,000 lbs 1

steers. 7% @8Vfe.
Beef, fresh, hinds" 9@12c; fores, 3@oVfcc,
Lambs, spring, 5(g6V2c F lb»
Hogs, dressed,city, 5l/2<* b+ tr*: country, 4V2c.
Turkeys, Northern, choice, 16@17c.
Turkeys, Western iced 10@13.
Chickens, Northern, choice, 15@10c.
Fowls, Northern, 12414c
Fowls, Western, iced p eked. 8@9c.
Chickens, Western iced packed 8@11.
Beef

and
of t he German language
Teacher
adliteratur. Fr# references and terms
sej)2J>-eod2m*
dress Chad w.#5 House.

_

Wiscassetdk Quebec Railroad Co
On and after Nov., 4th 1895. Trains will
leave Wiscassett for China and way stations at
9.18 a. m. and 3. 55 p m.. arriving in China at
12.00 a.m‘ aud 6.56 p. m.
Returning trains leave China at 6.00 a. m.
and 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wiscassett at 9,05
a. m. aud 2. 57 p.m.

J. P. TUCKER. Supt
RICHARD T. RUNDLKTT. Gen t Mgr.
odmog

may 18

--———---

^

THE

Anticipated by
Shippers.

Captain

Pendleton and tlie

The Steamer Service

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

NEW

THE CONNER’S LIGHTS.

SHADOWS CAST BEFORE.

iPiRESS.

AMUSEMENTS.
Park Theatre.
Paderewski.
O. U. A. M. Entertainment.
Football,

tified

Monday.

In

the United States Court [.Monday,
before Judge Webb, the case against the
ship William H. Connor, foi failure to
burn her lights on the high seas, came

ed Blood CITY

Foundation of the Wonderf ul Cures
Car Loads of ‘‘Culls” to Be Sent Hack to
Sarsaparilla.
Hood’s
by
1>erliu—Western Flour Now Coining
That is Why the cures by Hood’s SarIn.
the captain and carpenter having saparilla are Cures.
up,
coiuo on from
New York to testify. Benthe
That is Why Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures
sheds
At the Grand Trunk freight
the the severest cases of Scrofula, Salt Rheum
worn
of getting ready for the coining jamin ’Thompson,!;Esq., appeared for
and District Attorney Bradbury and other blood diseases.
steamers is
progressing well. The elo- Conner,

Faust.
Owen, iloorc & Co.
Earrabee.
J. K. Libby.

Atkinson Furnishing Co.
Fisk & Goff.
Fines Bros.
H. .J. Bailey & Co,
Hooper Son & Leighton.
Eastman Bros, & Bancroft.—2

nearly completed and some
freight, notably loose grains aud peas
Within the next
are coming in rapidly.
few days
much will have to be done.
Some freight other than grains in bulk
There is a big pile of
is already hero.
flour in sacks in one of the sheds, a provator

is

for the government.

Captain
Frank I. Pendleton testified
first. £Ho denied that there'was any failure
to carry side lights going out. The
Standard Clo. Co.
FINANCIAL.
carpenter on the way homo reported that
Price, McCormick & Co,
they were short of oil, and together they
went and examined the store of oil, findNew Wants, To Let, For Sale. Lost. Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under duct
of the mills of Minneapolis, and ing only eight oases. He saw that if ho
ineir appropriate neads on Page 6.
continued to burn oil he should be shortin
flour
barrels, a gilt edgod article from
----on the great ocean
highway where lights
Hamilton, Ohio.
PERSONAL.
There is still some work to be done be- would be most needed; so, on the northern Pacific the side lights were taken in
rore the sheds will be ready to receive
Dr. Murk E. Wentworth of Kittery has the outward bound freight. The larger for abouc
four weeks. There was no
in doing this, as the region was
so far recovered from his long and serious
portion of one of the big buildings is danger
illness as to be able to resume his duties still
This was between latitaken up by molasses in barrels, unfrequented.
tudes 38 aud 42.
as surveyor of the port of Portland
When they got into the
consigned to Canadian parties by N. W.
Barton Allen, youngest
Miss Grace
Taussig of New York, through William pathway of vessels going from 8an Franis
daughter of Elizabeth Akers Allen,
G. Soule of Portland. This freight will oisco to vno aamiwion islands tne ngnts
instructor in the New York School of Ap- ue
wore burned
again. During tho four,
as a uistnuueiug
sour
ro
monireai
has been
iu the North Pacific wiieu tho
plied Design for Women. She
and will go up over the Grand weeks
centor,
and is now conv ])ii] il of De Longpre
lights were out, no vessel was met.
Trunk.
*»v-=>*
UIK-IJIM5 ii uuuiao
Then the “culls” from the great mass Captain Pendleton says that for two or
M ■. Kdwa.nl Kane o£ Gorham has been of
in the
northeast
spool timber brought horo from the three nights down
tpil conductor on the Portland & John Dennett mills at Berlin
latitudes 12 to 11, in the North
Falls, is to trades,
H ..■]: sti'ipoml.
be sent back to be worked up into small Atlantic ocean, tho lights wore probably
P. p. Baxter and W. W. LawBennett annually loads a out, although he could not swear to it.
spools. Mr.
this city have been solectod to number of
r,
steamers at this port for Scot- Tho carpenter had charge of tho lights
e in tho
ci:
sophomore prize duel ara- land, the work being done shortly after always.
I.'uwdoin College.
thj
The ship was short of oil,'because four
the close of the regular steamer sprvice.
F: ed A Given of this city played at The stock is
dr five days after leaving Kobe, Japan,
closely gone ovor at the
it was found that the oil had wasted beSt. .hxepU’s Cathedral at Lewiston Sunmills, but despite all possible care, there
cause
of leakage of tho tius.
There are
day
now and then a slightly Imperfect piece
two live-gallon tins of oil in a case, and
Mr. Linus Seeley, the well-known con- will
a
that
or
it
may happen
slip in,
he had bought two cases in Kobe.
tractor and builder of this city,-' left yespiece will become slightly warped, and
During a part of tho voyage out, at a
terday uoon for Detroit, Micb., where so will be thrown out. About five car
he is to have charge of tho contracting loads of these “culls” will bo taken back time when it is charged time the lights
were out, Captains Pendleton is sure they
crew, erecting lighthouses for the governto Mr. Bennett’s mills, and the work of

Is the

ment.
We take the following from the OntariDean
on Record of Sou thorn California.
Randal 1 is a son of Rev. D. B. Randall,
D. B., of this city: “Ontarions will be
to note that Dean Randall of Chaf-

glad
fey Collbge will represent tho San

Diego

general conference of the
Methodist Episcopal church. No small
district at the

honor attaches to this election, as the delwill bo
egates from Southern California
conflnod to three minisers and two layRandall was elected on th6
men. Dean
first ballot, receiving a two-thirds majoentitle
rity of all votes cast. This will
him to the position of leading delegate.
Tho general conference to which Doan
Randall was elected,corresponds in church
tho United States Congress.
Tho next session will be held in May at

discipline

to

Cleveland,|Ohio.

*’

At the Falmouth last night wore C. A.
M.
Pike, C. S. Adams, W. F. Lunt, C.
E. M. Fuller,
Boston; Dr.
Moulton,
Bath; T. H. Madigan, New York; W. B.
**■

uuigui-uu,

—--

Detroit; C. E. Libby, Bridgton; G. W.
Atterson, Bollefort; O. B. Hobart, Lewiston; J. Hanson, Mechanic Falls; E. F.
Johnson, Island Pond; G. S. Newcomb.
Jackson,
New York; B. F. Granger,
Mich. ; J. P. Brenon, Philadelphia.
At the Preble last night wore Dr. B.
T Sanborn,
Augusta; B. C. Jordan,
Alfred; A. A. Beaton, Rockland; O. P.
Taylor, Minneapolis; J. P. Millikeu, F.
Laurenco Embree, Harrison Sawin New
York; F. Larrabce and wife Boston; B.
H. Lothrop, C. L. Sleeper, Boston;
F.
F. Brooks, Bridgeport; Hon.
Mrs. S.
Juo. C.
Liuehan, Concord, N. H.; Edward Harrington Company, New York.
Maine

Academy of Music.

The Maine Aoadeiny of Medicine and
the
Soionce held its first meeting of
season last evening at the Maine Eye and
There was a large atEar Infirmary.
Dr. B.
tendance. Papers were read by
B. Foster, Dr. G. A. Pudor of Portland
M. Fuller of Bath, followed
At the close of the discollation was served.

and Dr. E.

by discussions.
cussion

a

A Woman Smashes

Glass.

or
Last evening a woman forty-five
fifty years of age, who keeps house for a
man named Nolan, on Hammond street,
station
the
Was
into
brought
H r had boon breaking
in a sad state.
id had cut her hand
glass with her fists.
doctor
ervices of a
go badly that the
at
the
She'has been
were required.
station before.

Jtot to Be Overlooked.

Already the news of the most excellent
work of the Troy Laundry, 30 and 38
talk.
Preble street has become general
One other commendable feature is that
this laundry invites the public to witness
done.
the work as it is being
They
guarantee satisfaction and

we

feel

they

deserve patronage.
V. M.

C. A.

The Y. M. C. A. are holding
prayer
meetings from 12.45 to 1.15 p. m. each
day this week on account of the Week of
Rev. E.
R.
young men.
the Friends church will conduct

Prayer for
Porflv of

the service today.

The Rule in Buying Silverware:
C Buy less, if

|
®

I
v

V

|

necessary,

but

buy GORHAM, anyway.
Better to have smaller pieces,
or fewer of them, and be able
to say they are made by
GORHAM, than make a
larger display of an unknown and otherwise un-

satisfactory

product.
good for

! Dry Goods Stores
Jewelers only.

LTco

-V*

—

oars is now in progress.
It cannot
yet be stated as an assured
fact, but it is believed that the Allan and
Dominion lines will not have a monopoly
of the business at this port, but that the
Donaldson and Beaver lino boats will
touch here. It promises to bo a very busy
season here this winter.

loading the

JOTTINGS.

BRIEF

Two handsome ears, Nos. 23 and 23,
nave arrived for the Cape Elizabeth electric road.
A large

car load of
bridge trusses for
the Maine Central bridge between Bangor and Brewer and 19 cars of steel rails
for distribution along the Maine Central

i ue, have been forwarded.
An elegant testimonial executed by Mr.
H. W. SJiaylor, in pen and ink, and
framed in ash, has been presented Govof

Tt.

(1 loftirpc

ornrvi*

the

Boswortli

fchn

Post

vntio

nf

wero burning,
because they fell in with
the ship Governor Robio, and they were
in company tvvonty-three days.
During
that timo ho compared tho lights of the
two

ships.

In

North Pacific ocean the lights
were only
about four hours long, and
much of the time they had a full muon.
There was uo timo when the Connor
sailed with one light only.

Captain Pendleton denied that lie failed
carry lights in tho vicinity of Capo
Of all the places between hero
Horn.
■and Capo Horn, this was tho place where
he should want lights most.
About the taking down of tho screen
boards, the witnoss said they could not
have been down more than two days for
painting, and wero put up before they
wore fairly dry.
to

Tlie

crew

Southern

to Nathan anil

Henry B. Cleaves.
Yesterday was a fine day.
A crew of men woro at work yesterday
driving the piles for tho
pavilion to
be erected at Simonton’s Covo
by the
Portland & Capo Elizabeth electric road.
The framework for tho floor of the socond story is being put in at the armory.

had

Pacific

testified
ocean on

that in tno
tho outward

passage lights wore not carried. Captain
Pendleton says that they did not go into
the Southern Pacific at all on the outward

trip.
sailors had testified that there
The
wore snow squalls in the North Pacific,
while tho lights wero out. Ceptain Pendleton said ho had crossed the North Patimes: but had never seen a
snow squall iu summer.
Unuer cross-examination Captain Pendleton testified hs to the trade
winds,
cic

four

the windows of Goolds’ pharmacy
Congress street are displayed the
prescription books of that concern for
tho year 1854-5. They contaiir the autographs of many well known Portland Cape Horn,it was August and
winter nights prevailed.
physicians of that time.
In

on

The five year old son of Mr. George
Morris of Lincoln streot was sliding down
the balustrade of a neighbor’s house and

nearly

tore

his

ear

off

the open door
the bottom of the
on

of
a
refrigerator at
Baker took twelve stitches
Dr.
stairs.
in the wound.
Boston & Maine engine No. 268, while
shunting cars in the yard yesterday

morning, left tho track at a frog, ft was
got on again in tho course of half an
hour.
The

Portland

Street Railroad Company is equipping its electric cars with sand
'J'ke
work is being done by W.
boxes.
H. Scott.
The Boston

& Maine locomotive Maverick while backing on Commercial street
at the foot of Park street yesterday, ran
into one of Cummings’ ice carts, damaging it badly, throwing out the driver and
The man
knocking down the horse.
and horse escaped serious injury.
Captain Upton of the ferry boat Elizabeth City, reports having picked up an
empty Hampton boat that he found adrift
during the 9.80 p. m. trip of tho steamer,
The boat was painted green
Sunday.
and had a broken painter attached to it.
man
a
arrested
McGrath
Officer
named Androw Perkins yesterday morning. He was found lying dead drunk on

the floor of the table of the old Portland
A little later in
House on Green street.
the forenoon some of his friends came
to the polico station and
complained
had been robbed of the
man
that the
money he had in his possosion.
commission to rovise the WaterThe
vilie ward lines has reported; but Chief
Peters has not yet made^the reJustice

so

Including side lights the Conner
twelvo lights.

Case,

jury, summoned, bj
Perry to inquire int(
of

the death of .Tolu
W. Wilon.who was fatally injured in tin
& Maine freight yard on Thurs
Boston
day last, met at the County Attorney’

city nuilding, yesterday forenooi
The
jury was composed as follows
John J. Gerrisli, foicman; Isaiah Ban
(lall.Arcbelaus Hunt, William H. Went
Beander E. Cram and Willian
worth,
room,

Frasier.
After

the

hearing

the testimony

Christian of New
Frederick
York, a naturalized American, and for
a ship carpontcr,vvas tho
twelve years
next witness. He had been carpenter on
tho Conner for over two years, and was
Claus

recent voyage.
during the
care of the lights was part of his
At no time during the outward
duty.
voyage was there a failure to have the

with
Tlie

that

death

from

the

deceased

injuries

oarne

received

in

her

On the return, four or five
days out from Kobe, he discovered oil on
the shop floor, and found that two tins

lights

set.

This had
had rusted until they leaked.
tins of oil to be
allowed about two
wasted. Witness at once reported to the
captain, and in three or four nights they
nut tilt lights out and did not burn them
for about four weeks in the North Pacific
One night in about 36 south, tho witness forgot one night to put the lights op.
Thor, on this side, about 10 or 12 north,
thore wore two or three nights when tho
lights were not up on account of the

painting.

At the conclusion of the testimony of
this witnoss, Mr. Thompson announced
he should have one or two more
that
witnesses,especially one who would testify that the lights were not out at ail during the outward voyage.
The hearing was then adjourned until
further testimony
time as this
such
should be in order. This will not be long.

E.

MITCHELL.

C.

THE GREATEST SCENIC AND ELECTRIC PRGOUSTEON 0F TIE MODERN STAGE!
IiimoUTAL

GOETHE’S

have increased year after year,
until now it requires the largest LaboraThat is Why
tory in the world.

in his unrivalled creation,

LEWIS MORRISON,
Sarsaparilla

Is the Only True Blood Purifier prominently in the public eye today.
&
Urpppred by C. I- Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.
act harmoniously with
i?
n<ii
MOOCl S r'lIlS Hood’s Sarsaparilla. 25c.

SCHOONER

OLD

CHASE.

She

from
master, and the schooner was bound
of
Eastport to New York with a cargo
’100 cases of sardines, *.100 herring and a
considerable number of bloaters.
that when he
Hinds says

-AT-...

Hinds early got underway, and
wind until ho got to Bug
Then ho squared away to run out
Then tho
if the harbor boforo tho wind.
Captain
[lames burst out the hatchway.
Hinds mado as quickly as possible for the
western shore of Cushings island, and

Captain

tho

on

lioachod tho sohoonor off the Willows. She
that point with
ivas seen,moving towards
[lames blazing up from her at about (i a
At
m.
by people living on the Cape.
and
ibout 7.45 tiie tug boats Fanny G.
burning
Tames Sampson wont to the
vessel’s assistance and somowhat subdued

At about 9 a.
Tie lire with their pumps.
to
the fire boat arrived and went
n.
Captain Dodge of the

work, whereupon
of Captain
mg Sampson, at the request
to
Holmes of tho M. M. Chase, came up

Tuesday, Nov.

tho
iireboat used her hoso and
nonitor tube, and filled tiie vessel with
But sho heeled over so when tiie
water.
ide went out that tho fireboat could not
•each a part under the dock whoro the

CHOICE EOCATIOYS, 75c and $1.00.

the

Chase

were

Hinds, captain; Horry Farrow,
LSend, John Short and cook.

Secaare TSicm

Today

....AT....

FISK & GOFF,
“The Clothiers.”

12.

I

Are

garments

haven’t said

we

a

It has
scarcely been the kind of weather
to say much, but it’s likely to be;
at anv day we’re liable to get just
the kind of weather when one of
our Storm Frieze Ulsters will
save vou a big doctor’s bill and
The
lots of suffering besides.
of these coats is

about

great deal

I

as

yet.

price

$9.00

:

|

:

Just about $3 less than you’ll have
to pay elsewhere.

H

MEN’S SUITS.

§j.i

The line of $20 25 and 28 Dress
Suits that

we are

selling at

$15.00

I

are

money
thinking of

line.

I

Junction p*

savers.
a

Tf you’re
suit see this

ft ft

tt Junction

buying

_

sr%FlSk&GOIfs\
Free Sts.

Free Sts.

TctlJs;

“'THE CLOTHIEHS.”

about

BARGAINS,

BROS.

RINES

Tails.

gr bOut

LEADERS,
about

Ho
ho

iaid the schooner was spoiled; but
:hought about two-thirds of the cargo
It is thought the cargo
jould bo saved.
is insured.
The crew of

Superb Company

or

The

m.

and a

....AT....

ULSTERS

;he city to wiro tho owners for
iions.
insurCaptain Hinds says there is no
Boardmce on the vesselo. United States
and the barge office
ng Officer Tobie,
visited tho vossol, to ascertain
:ro\v

lames worked destruction.
Captain Goud left about 5 p.

...

Stockbridge’s [ Stockbri(lg;e?s 8tockbridge?s

;

instruc-

was
foreign
whether her cargo
Joinestic, and found it tho latter.

SEAT, 50c.

....AT....

Ntockbrid

Mnmlav

stood
light.

WHITE WHITTLESEY,

Today Secure Them Today Secure Tliceia Today

Captain

morning the was! nearly
suffocated with smoke, but thought that
The schooner
stove.
it came from his
since
harbor
had boen lying in this
for
Ootober 20, when sho came in here

A GOOD

.

Burst Into Flames While Going Out of
tlio Harbor Monday Morning.

morning.

.

“MEPHISTO.”

WISI€ BY GIVEY’S ORCHESTRAL. CU B.

Secure Them

The old schooner M. M. £Ohase, built iu
Bath in 1877, formorly owned by Edward
H. Chase of this city, and now owned by
a
IV. H. Holmes of Eastport, met with
calamitous mishap in this harbor Monday
James Hinds is
Captain

FLORENCE ROBERTS,

Supported by

-

STYLE,.

James
Wm.

Elegant

JMd yoas ever see
before. Festively bast

Black Dress

anything]
one to a

lake this

ciastoaiser.

Missionary Meeting.
The annual meeting of the
Association of tiie Woman’s
Society will be
Missionary

District

Foreign

held
at
sessions at
Basket lunch at
[0 a. in. and 2 p. m.
loon.
Original papers and reports, witli
will fill
in address from Miss Cushman,

Pleasautdale

tomorrow

with

A special car will leave South
;lio day.
tho
Portland landing at 9.30 a. in. for
iliureh. Miss Cushman will speak at the
Elm street church in tiie ovening.

NOVELTIES ATKINSON
FURNISHING
#1

vi

i m mm

resterdav

Irains that

are

The

H.

to

to

tho

Conner’s Ner< Voyage.

Captain Pendleton says that the Wm.
York
Conner is repairing in Now
He

now.

shanghai
n

digging down
be repaired.

tho

was

soon sail with
her for
cargo of American oil

will

with

a

oases.

—s

_1_1

_j£

we

have

uiuss

ever

21 MONUMENT SQUARE,

shown.

L.

CAR.r.BToN's

including Priestley’s latest

and

New line of richest designs in Worsted, Camel’s Hair and
mohair mixtures.

Highest grade of choicest patterns in Silk
Exquisite designs in
All grades for street,

and Wool

liousedevening

SAMPLE OF

mixtures’

German Handiwork!

Pure mohair Novelties.
an

Manager.
it

3

nov22

New line of All Woo| Novelties
handsomest patterns.

CO.,

n 9_B-

assumiium ui mm

Novelties

Repairs on the School Houses.
The work of making tha repairs in the
janitary arrangements of the Casco street
ichool and Butler school, began yesterday
At Casoo street school ventinorning.
into the
water
lators are being put
tho work
jiosets. At the Butior school

l

wear, from

We

display

in

our

window

this week

and for sale.

You know her!

“THE MESCHED.”

39 CTS. TO $2.50

Aii axminister rug made iu Oelnitz, Saxony, Germany
best
from
English Worsted and being
These are
vegelabled Dyed is positively fast colors.
can be secured at very
and
colors
of
soft
rugs
pleasing
moderate cost.

woven

I

One special lot of Black Brocades strictly all wool, choice patbeen sold at 50 cents per yard, at only
erns that have recently

Camille

D’Arville
she is

Our

Your dealer is
name it bears.
Ask him for
© show it to you.

Lining Department is the largest and

most

locked of any in the State.

Well_you know how popular
“tip topper.” The Cigar that is named
after her is way up too; as good as the
—

“THE LURISTAN.”

39 Cts. Per Yard,

EXCLUSIVE

a

anxious
it

Low Prices a Natural

completely

Woven from anatolian kids liair on a warp of best i,oglish
linen (positively moth-proof) surpass anything heretofore
produced for rich color effects.

TO US FOR NEW ENGLAND.

Consequence.

o

Charles F. Bombard,tho eguineer, Her
B. Wescott, the fireman, who hat
belt
the engine to relieve Wilson
come upon
and Dr. Alfred King, who attended tin 1
injured man at the hospital, the jur;
found

car-

ried

nicely Sunday

Coroner’s Verdict in the Wilson

coroner’s
The
Coroner Eben N.
the circumstancos

long

Captain Pendloton was sure that on tho
out from Deeomber 15 to January
way
loth there could have been no failure to
set tho lights, because they were on the
Australian coast, in a region whore such
thiugs are always attended to.

port public.
It is learned that Miss Bralnard, a
nurse in this city, was one ot the women
whose satchels were snatchcd^by the highway robber on Parris street.
Mr. Staples should be congratulated for

cleaning the crosswalks
morning.
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That is Why it overcomes That Tired
Feeling, strengthens the nerves, gives
of exhaustion.
gjigrgy in place
That is Why the sales of Hood’s Sar-
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Tomorrow Night!

Tomorrow Night!

Carpenter Tes-

to hi:

falling

from, and being run over by, the locomo
tive upon whioh ho was riding,
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